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THE SPEAKER (Mr Clarko) took the Chair at 2.00 pm. and read prayers.

PETITION -CITY OF PERTH, BOUNDARY CHANGES
DR GALLOP (Victoria Park) [2.03 pm]: I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable die Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of
the Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We the undersigned petitioners, residents of Western Austraia and electors of the
City of Perth, strongly oppose any moves to change the boundaries of the City of
Perth without full consultation with the electors.
We also oppose any move to dismiss our elected representatives on die Perth City
Council and replace them with Commissioners or Administrators.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 174 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of
the Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of die House.
A similar petition was presented by Dr Lawrence (210 signatures).
[See petitions Nos 215 and 217.]

PETITION - POLICE, ABMADALE REGION, ADDITIONAL ALLOCATION
MRS HALLAHAN (Annadale) [2.04 pm]: I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of
die Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
Given recent disturbing incidents, we the undersigned call on the State
Government to allocate more Police to the Armadale Region, so that appropriate
police action can be taken to protect residents from disturbances, and assault, and
to protect their property, their homes and motor vehicles from damage.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matte earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears I111 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of
the Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 216.1

PETITION - BUS SERVICE REINSTATEMENT, MAIN STREET-
SCARBOROUGH BEACH ROAD-LOFTrUS STREET-PERTH

MR CATANIA (Balcatta) [2.06 pmn]: I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of
the Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We, the undersigned residents living in the Balcatta electorate, request the Hon
Minister for Transport to reinstate a bus service to travel along Main Street,
Scarborough Beach Road and Loftus Stet through to Perth every 15 minutes
from 7.30 to 10.00 am. and from 3.00 to 5.00 p.m. to transport students to and
htum schools and to service the Community generally; this to apply from Monday
to Friday.



Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 1010 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of
the Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 218.1

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT. D Y THE MINISTER FOR LABOUR
RELATIONS

Flags, Australian and West Austraian, Flown Doily on Barracks Arch
MR KIERATH (Riverton - Minister for Labour Relations) [2.09 pm]: I preface my
remarks by saying that my announcement today should be the centre of bipartisan
support It is with pleasure that I am able to say the Government has decided that once
again the Australian and Western Australian flags are to be flown daily on the historic
Barracks Arch. The decision follows a suggestion from the WA section of the Australian
National Flag Association. There is no question that the Barracks Arch dominates St
George's Terrace and is visible from the freeway. In view of its place in our history, and
for reasons of State and national pride, it is entirely appropriate that the flags should be
flown there on a daily basis. This morning, the Governor, His Excellency Major General
Michael Jeffery AO MC, and the President of the WA National Flag Association, Rear
Admiral P.G.N. Kennedy AO, took part in a special flag raising ceremony.
The Barracks structure has played an important role in the history of Western Australia.
Western Austrlia's famous engineer-in-chief, CY. O'Connor, developed some of his
most important plans there. The pioneer pensioner soldiers lived there. Most of the
members present today will remember that in 1966 the State was in futre when the main
sections or wings of the Barracks wert demolished to make way for die freeway and the
opening of the front section of Parliament House. When Sir David Brand, the State's
longest-serving Premier, moved for the arch to be bulldozed as well, there was a public
outcry. Members of the Historical Society, the "Hands off Kings Park" group and people
from the political spectrum protested. The Premier declared the issue apolitical and
called for bipartisan support The then Deputy Leader of the Opposition, Herb Graham,
sided with the Liberal Premier to lead the fight for the removel of the arch. In the end,
the "hands off' movement triumphed and the arch stayed, much to the disappointment of
Sir David. A subsequent move to put the arch back on the parliamentary agenda failed.
The 1966 episode has added to the history of the Barracks. The flags will give imnew
status and we will consider opening it from time to time for school visits and the like. it
has been a place of controversy but also it is part of our history dating back to the first
days of the settlement and I am delighted the arch will now be put to greater use.

[Questions without notice taken.]

SELET COMITFEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Report Tabling, Exension of Time

On motion by Mr C.J. Barnett (Leader of the House), resolved -

That the time for presentation of the report of the Select Committee on Science
and Technology be extended to 30 December 1994.

SELET COMIMrI[EE ON HERITAGE LAWS
Meeting during Sittings of the House, Wednesday, 24 November

On motion by Mr C.L Barnett (Leader of the House), resolved -

That leave be granted for the Select Committee on Heritage Laws to meet during
the sitting of the House on Wednesday, 24 November 1993.
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON WITTENOOM
Meeting during Sittings of the House, Thursday, 25 November

On motion by Mr C.J Barnett (Leader of the House), resolved -

That leave be granted for die Select Committee on Wittenoom to meet during the
sitting of the House on Thursday, 25 November 1993.

BILLS (2) - ASSENT
Message from die Governor received and read notifying assent to the following Bills -

1. Workplace Agreements Bill
2. Minimum Conditions of Employment Bill

ACTS AMENDMENT (DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT) DILL
Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Council: and, on motion by Mr Lewis (Minister for Planning), read
a first time.

PORTS (FUNCTIONS) DILL
Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Council; and, on motion by Mr Lewis (Minister for Planning), rtad
a first dine.

Second Reading
MR LEWIS (Applecross - Minister for Planning) [2.46 pm]: 1 move -

That die Bill be now read a second time.
This Bill recognises the vitally importanit role of ports in the Western Australian
economy. The efficient operation of our ports is crucial to our export earnings and
economic prosperity. However, the ability of die State's port authorities to operate in a
commercial and effective manner is impaired by the legislation under which die
authorities currently operate. The port authority legislation is in many cases outdated,
unnecessarily restrictive in terms of the powers provided to authorities, and a constraint
on the adoption of normal commercial practices.
The effects of this Bill in relation to the port authorities of Albany, Dunbury, Dampier,
Esperance. Fremantle, Geraldton and Port Hedland art to: More clearly define and
expand powers for the provision of services and facilities in order to provide an enhanced
ability to operate in a commercial and businesslike manner include in these powers a
clear ability for port authorities to enter into business arrangements; allow port authorities
to provide pilotage services either in their own right or by contract with others; prescribe
the functions and duties of harbour masters and provide port authorities with the power to
appoint a harbour master, strengthen accountability provisions, clarify the responsibilities
of port authority board members and amend the procedure for the appointment of port
authority board members; standardise powers relating to the above matters across all port
authorities; and make other specific amendments to certain port authority Acts, the
Marine and Harbours Act and the Shipping and Pilotage Act.
Before expanding on each of these points. I will firstly outline the overall objectives
which the Government is seeking to achieve in the waterfront sector as background to the
Bill. As ports are the main avenue through which this Stare's exports and imports are
transferred to and from our major international trading partners, they have a key role to
play in die ongoing process of microeconomic reform. As members of toe House will be
aware, the waterfront is undergoing significant reforms. Waterfront labour arrangements
have been rationalised, leading to higher productivity, greater reliability and reduced
labour costs. These changes an essential not only to die waterfront secitor but also to the
economy of Western Australia and the future of our ports and the regions they serve.
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Port authorities play a vital role in influencing the general level of performance of the
waterfront. They own and control access to waterfront land, they determine how many
wharves will be provided and to whom land will be leased for major port infrastructure
such as container terminals, and they supply services to shipowners, stevedores and
others. Their leasing policies affect the efficiency with which cargo is moved between
ship and shore and their pricing policies have a significant impact on user costs. The aim
af this Bill is to ensure that part authorities can operate in the most efficient and effective
manner possible. To this end the Bill seeks to allow port authorities to build upon the
significant progress they have made in recent times towards a greater commercial focus.
The Bill will allow port authorities to provide all the services and activities which are
required by port users, including for example the provision of pilotage services, while
requiring that these services be provided in a commercial manner. To this end port
authorities will be given the flexibility to either provide a service themselves, enter into
business arrangements which will allow the private sector to become involved in the
provision of the service, or stand back and let the private sector provide the service. Port
authorities will therefore be placed in a similar situation to a private sector business in
that they will be able to choose on commercial prounds whether to undertake a specific
activity or whether to arrange for the service to be provided by other means.
The provisions of this Bill are a further step towards the commercialisation of port
authorities and are designed to provide port authority management with greater freedoims
to pursue commercial objectives, while ensuring that port authorities remain fully
accountable to Governiment. As a result, port authorities should become more efficient
with the beneficiaries being port users and ultimately the people of Western Austrlia.
In light of this background, I will now provide members with a summary of the most
significant aspects of the Bill. The first objective is to establish a legislative framework
which will allow port authorities to operate in a more commercial and businesslike
manner while retaining their accountability to Govenment Currently, the powers of port
authorities to provide services and facilities in carrying out the purposes of their Acts are
unclear and vary between the authorities. The amendments standardise and clarify the
activities the port authorities can undertake by providing consistent definitions of
"facilities" and "services" and the circumstances in which port authorities are able to
provide these. Further, port authorities may, in certain circumstances, provide facilities
and services outside their port boundaries. At the same time, the Minister for Transport
will retain an overriding power to direct port authorities, thereby ensuring that port
authority boards, although operating freely on a day-to-day basis, remain subject to
ministerial control. The Bil also amends the aims of port authorities to'include a
directive that a port authority should act in accordance with prudent commercial
principles.
The second major objective of the Bill is specifically to provide pant authorities with the
power to enter into business arrangements. In order to pursue efficiency improvements,
some port authorities have established business arrangements with private sector
operators based on interpretations of their current powers. The Bill removes any
ambiguity on this issue by explicitly providing for the port authorities to participate in
business arrangements with the approval of the Minister for Transport and the Treasurer.
The scope of business arrangements which port authorities may enter into include a
proprietary limited company, a partnership, a miust, a joint venture, or a profit sharing
arrangement.
In allowing port authorities greater freedom of operations, the Government is also
mindful of the need to ensure that business arrangements involving port authorities are
not advantaged by comparison with comparable private sector firms by virtue of the
status of the port authorities. The BWl therefore establishes that, where a port authority
enters into a business arrangement, the immunities and privileges associated with being
an agent of the Crown will not apply.
The Government also recognizes the need to minimise the risk to the public purse of
allowing port authorities these additional powers. To this end, all port authority business
arrangements must be approved by not only the Minister for Transport but also the
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Treasurer. In addition, existing provisions of the Financial Administration and Audit Act
require disclosure of such financial arrangements in the annual financial statements of the
port authorities.
The third objective of the Bill is to provide port authorities with the power to provide
pilotage services, either in their own right or by contracting for the function to be
supplied by others. Previously, pilotage at several port authority ports was carried out by
the Department of Marine and Hiarbours. Pilots were often the first source of contact
between vessels and the port's operator and acted as the port's major source of maritime
knowledge. At the same time, the pilots were employed by an agency external to the port
authority, thereby leading to potentially conflicting objectives and responsibilities. An
interagency review of maritime legislation concluded that there would be operational and
financial benefits if all port authorities were to assume control of this function and the
Bill gives effect to this finding.
In a similar vein, the fourth objective of the Bill is to prescribe the functions and duties of
harbour masters and provide port authorities with the power to appoint their own harbour
master. As with pilots, harbour masters are currently appointed under a variety of
arrangements with some being appointed by port authorities and others by the
Department of Marine and Harbours. This raises similar issues to pilots with harbour
masters also having potentially conflicting objectives. Furthermore, as harbour masters
are currntly appointed under differing Acts, their powers and duties vary between port
authorities. The Bill outlines the principal functions carried out by harbour masters,
which includes controlling the safe and efficient movement of vessels, anchoring,
mooring and berthing of vessels in the port and the power to direct a vessel and, should
that direction not be complied with, taking whatever action is necessary for the safe
operation of the port. The Bill provides port authorities with control over operations
within their own parts while ensuring a standardisation of powers across all port
authorities.
The fifth objective of the Bill is to strengthen accountability provisions, clarify the
responsibilities of port authority board members and amend the procedure for the
appointment of port authority board members. Specifically, the Bill provides that the
Minister for Transport may give directions in writing to a port authority with respect to
the performance of its functions, either generally or in relation to a particular matter, and
the port authority must give effect to any such direction. The text of any such direction
must be included in an authority's annual report. This provision will strengthen and
clarify ministerial responsibility in relation to port authorities, while at the same time
ensuring accountability by requiring the full disclosure of ministerial directions. The
responsibility of port authority board members will also be increased by the requirement
that any direct or indirect pecuniary interests must be disclosed to a meeting of the port
authority. Further, a board member's duties, which include a requirement to at all times
act honestly and exercise diligence and not make improper use of information, are
defined. In addition, the Bill allows port authority bonrd members to remain in their
positions until replacements are appointed. This reflects a weakness with existing port
authority Acts which was revealed in the lead up to the last State election. During the
period in which the previous Government was undertaking a caretaker role, no
appointments were made to part authority boards pending the outcome of the election. A
number of the terms for board members expired during this period and, as the positions
were not filled, certain port authority boards had insufficient members to form a quorum
and thereby manage the part authority.
The sixth objective, and one that underlies all provisions previously discussed, is the aim
of introducing standard powers across all port authorities. The majority of port authority
Acts are outdated and have been subject to many amendments. This has led to a situation
whereby part authorities have differing powers and obligations. The introduction of this
Bill will commence the process of standardising these powers so that all port authorities
operate on a similar legislative basis.
The final major objective of the Bill is to amend port authority and other maritime Acts
to address a number of issues impeding port authorities from performing in a more
commercial manner. These powers include allowing port authorities to -
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charge interest at rates prescribed by regulation on money overdue to the port
authority;
extend port authorities' capability to promulgate regulations commensurate with
the wider activities which can be undertaken by the port authorities under the Bill;
establish bank accounts with approved institutions other than the Treasury
department; and
enter into licences and leases of land for up to 50 years in accordance with criteria
prescribed in regulations.

In addition to the above general amendments, the Government has also taken the
opportunity in this Bill to amend certain specific sections of the following Acts. With
respect to the Marine and Harbours Act -

currently the Department of Marine and Harbours is restricted in its ability to
cary out its functions in the ports of Broome and Wyndham. The Bill Will, for
example, provide the Department of Marine and Harbours with the power to enter
into stevedoring operations at these ports using the combined port and
stevedoring work forces which have been rationalised under the integrated part
labour force arrangements.

With respect to the Shipping and Pilotage Act -
the Bill amends the Shipping and Pilotage Act so that it no longer applies to Ports
administered by port authorities. This will avoid the possibility of inconsistency
arising between the regulations under the port authority Acts and the emn.

In conclusion, all the provisions I have outlined should strngthen the ability of port
authorities to carry out their vital role. Underlying the greater commercial freedoms
provided to port authorities is a recognition that the public purse needs to be protected.
Accordingly, them are provisions which ensure that port authorities remain fully
accountable to the Minister for Transport and the Parliament. I consider that this Bill is
an essential further step in the reform of the waterfront sector which will benefit all
Western Australians. 1, therefore, commend the eml to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Ms Warnock.

LAND TAX ASSESSMENT AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

MR COURT (Nedlands - Treasurer) [3.00 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
The Bill seeks to amend the Land Tax Assessment Act to restore the exemption which
applied until 1989 for residential properties which were vested in a discretionary mrust
and occupied by the trustee. In most cases the trustee of a family trust is a member of the
family, or if the trustee is an exempt proprietary company, the shareholders are members
of the family.
A 1989 amendment to the Act removed occupation by a trustee - or where the trustee was
an exempt proprietary company, occupation by the shareholders - as a pround for
residential exemption. The real effect of the amendment was to deny an exemption in
respect of a family residence where it was vested in a discretionary mrust. Although the
amendment also excluded exemption where the property was occupied by the trustee of a
bare trust, this was of no real consequence as, in these cases, exemption could be
obtained on the prounds of occupation by the beneficiaries.
Owing to a legal technicality, occupation by the beneficiaries of a discretionary mrust does
not meet the requirements of the Act for residential exemption. The clear intent of the
Land Tax Assessment Act is that the family home should be exempt from land tax and it
is patently unfair that the only circumstance in which this exemption is denied is whene
the home is vested in a discretionary trust. That discrimination did not exist prior to 1989
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and this Bill does no more thani restore the position which applied prior to that date.
Under the provisions of the Bill, the exemption will recommence as from die 1993-94
assessment year. I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Ms Warnock.

VALUATION OF LAND AMENDMENT DILL
Second Reading

MR COURT (Nedlands - Ireasurer) [3.02 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
The purpose of the Bim is twofold: Firstly, to clarify lie law as to the right of the Valuer
General to charge for the supply of valuation rolls &Ad other goods and services; and,
secondly, to clarify the authority of the Valuer General to make valuations other than
rating and taxing valuations for all organisations performing a public function and have
legislative authority to deal in land or impose a rate or tax on land. As presently enacted,
the Valuation of Land Act authorises the Valuer General to charge rating and taxing
authorities for supply of valuation rols and ocher valuations, but such charge shall not
exceed the cost of making the valuations.
The Valuer General's Office, for some time, has al plied a fixed charge per value but
subject to a minimum charge. Mthough this is basca on the overall cost of making the
values, it is not compatible with the intention of the Act, in that the charge does not
reflect the actual cost of making valuations for each rating and taxing authority and does
not provide for applying a minimum charge. The amendment will continue to require the
charge to be prescribed by regulation and will therefore continue to be subject to
parliamentary scrutiny. Rating and taxing authorities are charged the cost of providing
valuation rolls. If another agency subsequently requires the same values, no charge can
be raised, except for processing, as the original client has met the full cost. This May
occur where a local government changes its rating base from unimproved values to gross
rental values. The amendment will permit the Valuer General to charge for the values at
the prescribed rate. The Act currently requires that the basis of charging for rating and
taxing values also applies for the provision of other types of valuations, when made for
rating and taxing authorities - that is, market values for local governments. The
amendment proposes that the charge for these types of valuations be on the same basis as
for any other authority requesting non-rating valuations.
The public, particularly the real estate industry, has sought the assistance of the Valuer
General to integrate property improvement details with sales information to provide
products and data not available from any other source. As costs have been recovered for
rating and taxing purposes the current restrictive legislation permits only a processing
charge to be raised making the provision of this information uneconomic. The
amendment enables the levying of an appropriate charge for the provision of products.
The second major proposal is to allow the Valuer General to carry out valuations for the
Crown and State agencies currently excluded. Such agencies include Homeswest,
universities and the Main Roads Department. The amendment will enable the Valuer
General to make valuations for those agencies provided their enabling legislation allows
them to deal in land. It is not the intention of the amendment, nor does it allow the
Valuer General, to make valuations for private individuals and companies. I commend
the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Leahy.

BUSINESS FRANCHISE (TOBACCO) AMENDMENT BILL (No 2)
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 11I November.
DR LAWRENCE (Glendalough - Leader of the Opposition) [3.05 pm]: Probably Dot
many members or the wider community would be aware that as a result of an anticipated
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High Court decision on 7 December the State's revenue is under considerable threat.
That threat comes from an interpretation of section 90 of the Constitution, and follows
from a case being heard by die court of Capital Duplicators v the Australian Capital
Territory. The High Court has indicated that it may take the opportunity provided by this
case to reconsider die current definition of "excises" under section 90 of the Constitution.
This would have wide ranging and significant implications for the Commonwealth's and
the State's taxing powers.
I now refer to a couple of key points: Firstly, a very narrow definition of "excises" would
greatly increase die State's power to levy indirect taxes. To date, this matter has been
very uncertain. A number of cases have arisen over the years, and the High Court, for the
moment at least, has tolerated a definition of excise which allows our tobacco, fuel and
alcohol levies to be applied. If a more narrow definition of excise were applied, the
State's taxing powers would be significantly increased leaving the bulk of the indirect tax
field open to be shared by the Commonwealth and the States.
All those who have looked at the High Court's disposition - currently, and in the past -
are inclined to the view that that is an unlikely outcome. The alternative set of findings,
which cannot be fully anticipated, rests in the 1960s in the Dennis Hotel case. If this
were to be overturned, it would have a catastrophic effect on the State's revenue raising
capacity. It is estimated, based exactly on the funds the State will raise in the 1993-94
financial year, that $3.8b in revenue will be lost to the States collectively. That is around
nine per cent of the whole State and Territory own source of revenue.
Of course, Queensland does not levy a fuel excise at all. The $3.8b, according to the
Treasurer's second reading speech and the figures we have been able to obtain, would
involve $400m of Western Australian revenue which could possibly be ruled
constitutionally invalid by the High Court under section 90 of the Constitution. I have
been watching this matter with interest for some time. Apart from the two minor Bills in
relation to the scale of the problem, why has the State Government been so silent on the
problem? This is a matter of grave significance as $400m of our revenue raising capacity
is under threat. Even if this revenue were to be raised by the Commonwealth and then
passed to the States, it is not a small matter. We have not heard a peep from the
Treasurer.
Mr Court: It has been in the paper for months.
Dr LAWRENCE: The Treasurer has made a huge fuss about Mabo compensation and
the shift of power to Canbemr from Western Australia on the question of land
management. However, when it comes to $400m of potentially lost State revenue, we
have not heard a word, a Dorothy Dix question, a ministerial statement, a press
conference or any propaganda - leaflets in letter boxes - on this issue. No money has
been spent to inform the community, and nobody has flown to and from Canberra to
discuss tbis matter. No high powered legal advice has been asked to examine this
question. Nevertheless, it is an important matter.
Not only Western Australi is at risk. I am sure the Commonwealth would not rake
kindly to the idea of replacing $3.8b in lost revenue around Australia, including $400m in
Western Australia. The only suggestion I have heard to date - I shall return to this - was
on the radio today. A commentator, Dr Ross Fitzgerald, formerly a Treasury official,
said that the Commonwealth was contemplating, albeit reluctantly, that it would take
over the collection of excise, as reinterpreted by the High Court, and the Commonwealth
would then redistribute the funds to the States. That is the worst possible outcome, one
which in the Premiers' Conference process we fought hard to turn around.
I want to address some of the issues attached to the decision and to State-Commonwealth
financial relations, and the impact on Western Australia - that is, the very real impact, not
the phantoms and bogeymen - that we have been asked to contemplate as the more
serious problems of the State. I will go through a couple of details about the taxes that
are at risk. These are the so-called franchise feet. In the past, section 90, in a stricter
sense, was interpreted to mean dial the Stales could not levy excises of any kind. The
States, through a variety of devices, have sought to avoid that section by applying the
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franchise fees not on the goods as sold but on a previous period of turnover. I will
describe the three areas under consideration: First, the liquor franchise fees are paid

piarily by retail licenisees on a quarterly basis. The licence period is a calendar year
with the fee based on purchases in the preceding financial year. That was the device used
in the Tasmanian case to avoid faling foul of section 90 of the Constitution. The fees are
calculated as a percentage of die wholesale value of liquor purchases. I do not think
there was a change in die last Budget; so die figures are current, although drawn from the
previous year. They are I11 per cent of die value of wholesale purchases by licensees, for
general liquor, and seven per cent of the value of wholesale purchases for low alcohol
liquor. The exemptions are: A licence is not required for the sale of liquor from police
canteens, Parliament House, pharmacists - for medicinal purposes; and from various
other specified suppliers. Apart from those exceptions, the franchise fee is paid by all
liquor outlets. To compare other States, because it is not uniform - and that will be one
of the problems faced by the Commonwealth in redistributing the funds - in Western
Australia the general rate is 11I per cent with a lower rate for low alcohol beer. In New
South Wales it is 13 per cent, with seven per cent for low alcohol beer. In Victoria it is
13 per cent, with a lower rate - the lowest of all - for low alcohol beer; Queensland, 10
per cent with no regard for the quantity of alcohol; South Australa 13 per cent, and low
alcohol beer is exempt; Tasmania 11 per cent, regardless of the alcohol content. From
1974 to 1986 liquor licence fees in Western Australia were eight per cent of die
wholesale value for stores and taverns, and seven per cent for all ocher licences. No
distinction was made between general liquor and low alcohol liquor. Since 1986 we have
made that distinction.
That is just a feel for what occurs. I now draw members' attention to the revenue we are
talking about. The licences for liquor and tobacco combined - this has increased slightly
since the changes to the Budget recently - account for slightly more than 10 per cent of
the Stare's revenue estimates. If we add to that the fuel levy, it is another eight per cent,
leaving around $400mn. So, the liquor franchise fees are under threat. I am interested to
bnow what the Treasurer plans to do about it. No legislation in that area is before
Parliament to deal with those. The Bills we are talking about today deal with tobacco,
but the same problem applies to the liquor franchise feet.
The tobacco franchise licence fees are paid bimonthly by wholesale tobacco merchants.
That is one of the reasons for this Bill. That fee will now be paid monthly, or where
tobacco is purchased from an interstate wholesaler by retail tobacconists, the recently
increased fees comprise two parts: A flat fee and an ad valorem fee based on the
wholesale value of tobacco sales in the two months preceding the month in which the fee
is payable. Again, I draw attention tothe mechanism used in this case. This month being
the month immediately preceding the period to which the bimonthly licence applies - and
thai is one of the changes to be effected in the legislation - the bulk of the revenue is

rasdfrom the ad valorem fee which has now moved from 5Oper cent to 100 per cent to
the value of tobacco sales. Western Australia was somewhat out of kilter with some of
the States, and in the recent Budget the Government, in one hit, increased the fee from
50 per cent to 100 per cent, thereby increasing the annual revenue by between $50m and
$90mi, depending on the figures looked at. The comparison rates are slightly out of kilter
because changes have occurred in Budgets in recnt times, and in the time available I
have not had the time to check them all. However, all of them now fall between 75 per
cent and 100 per cent of die value of the tobacco sales.
Since 1982 there have been some significant changes. Prior to the licence period
commencing on I September 1983 the tobacco franchise licence fee was 12.5 per cent.
In the early 1980s we embarked on a considerable campaign to reduce the number of
people who smoke. We drew mtention to the fact that tobacco was not a substance that
was good for people's health; it was quire the reverse; and they should be encouraged to
change their behaviour. One of the mechanisms used by the Government at the rime, and
still used by Governments, was to steadily increase the tobacco franichise licence fee.
The result was that while some people may have given up smoking, the amount of
revenue derived from those sources has increased dramatically from that period It is
now a very significant source of income for the Stare Goverment
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I turn now to the fuel franchise levy, the third area under threat - and again I am
interested to know what the Treasurer proposes to do in legislative terms. That levy is
paid by wholesale petroleum merchants on a monthly basis. It is payable in the month
preceding the licence period, based on the volume of motor spirit and diesel fuel, All the
levies have the same characteristic. As at 1992-93 the fee on motor spirit was 5.670 a
litre, and on diesel 7.450 a litne. Members may recall a Cabinet minute revealed in this
House which showed the attention by the Government to significantly increase the fee.
The exposure of the attention resulted in its being dropped from the Government's
agenda. This too provides a significant source of revenue for the State. In addition to the
levy assessed on the volume of sale, there is a nominal fixed fee of $50 a month payable
by wholesale petroleum merchants. So, there are two components: Diesel fuel used for
off-road purposes is exempt Panning communities would be aware of that. In addition,
farmers are paid a rebate approximately equal to the levy for motor spirit used off-road
for agricultural purposes. Again, there are exceptions.
To compare Western Australia with other States, in New South Wales, Victoria, South
Australia and Tasmania the calculation of the fuel franchise levy is based on a percentage
of prescribed value of motor spirit and diesel sold - that is, including the excise - in a
specified previous period. Based on current prescribed values, the levies in all States -
and again there may be minor variations if Budgets have varied them - are as follows:
For motor spirit in Western Australia it is 5.670 a litre and for diesel is it 7.45c a litre; in
New South Wales it is 6.8c and 6.90 a litre; in Victoria it is 7.46g and 7.17g a litre. One
of the problems created by this decision can be seen in Queensland where there is no duty
on motor spirit or diesel. In Tasmania the rate is 6.48g and 6.10 a litre. In South
Australia, there are three zones, each of which has a different rate applying, with the
more remote zones paying a lower rate. In South Australia the rates vary between the
lowest at 4.030 a litre for motor spirit in zone three, which is more than 100 kilonmetres
from the GPO, to 9.71o a line. which is the rate for diesel fuel in the metropolitan ame.
There have been changes in the rates in Western Australia, and it is not surprising that
those changes have resulted in a progressive increase in the levy, as it has been seen by
successive Stat Governments as a way of raising revenue.
They are the franchise licence fees under threat. A lot of information is available on the
fees, which I urge members to look at because if this source of revenue - some $400m -
were removed, it would add significantly to a problem that has been identified by many
commentators and successive Treasurers, although this Treasurer has been silent, as a
vertical fiscal imbalance. That is a pretty fancy tenn, but it is one that deserves our
careful consideration because in the State's control of its revenue rests power - more,
almost, than legislatively. To the extent we do not control our own resources financially,
we do not control what happens in the State, whether we are talking about education,
health, housing or child care. All those areas need revenue that is commensurate with
our responsibility and our not having to go cap in hand to Canberra or anyone else.
I will take members through some of the key points of the tax system, because we will no
doubt have a series of these Bills, or we should have. I want to say very clearly that the
Opposition supports the thrust of these Bills as necessary to protect the State's revenue
raising capacity, but there remains that future problem of what happens when the High
Court comes down with decisions, which it almost certainy will. I hope it doe not, but
all the commentators are suggesting that it probably will.
We have two sources of revenue in this State - the taxation collected by this State's
Taxation Departent or by a Government agency which regulates the activity from
which the tax is sourced and, of course, we have revenue coming fronm the
Commonwealth after it has levied various taxes. The State's tax system currently
consists of a range of individual taxes imposed under various Statutes on financial and
capital transactions, on payroll, on land ownership, on gambling and so on. I have
outlined the three that are at risk. The important characteristic of all these taxes, and the
reason why I am so concerned about this particular problem, is that they are very
narrowly based. They have been described as a hotchpotch and ragbag; of regressive
taxes and not a comfortable set of taxes for any Government to deal with. Therefore, any
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disturbance of diem which is not a reform makes the position worse. They fall on
relatively few taxpayers because they are not evenly spread throughout the community,
and for that reason at various times they have been examined with a view to changing
them. The Opposition certainly tied to do that when it was in Government but quickly
realised that significant changes cannot be made to such taxation unless there is
cooperation between the Commonwealth and the State.
Over time more and more of the revenue raised in this country by Governments has been
raised by the Commonwealth Government, despite the fact it does not carry out all the
activities required by taxpayers; in other words, it actually raises more money than it
spends for its own purposes. The result is that the States spend more money than they
raise for their own purposes. That is the so-called vertical fiscal imbalance. It has a
number of effects, not the least of which is a lack of accountability. That is something I
have talked about on previous occasions. If the Government that spends the money does
not raise the money, there is a clear disjunction between what it is required to do, who it
should account to and how it describes its use of funds. Many have referred to the
tendency for those Stares or local governments to deal in a more cavalier way with those
funds than they would if they had raised them themselves and had to apply taxes for the
extra 20 per cent of services that are delivered. The pressure would be on the
Government of the day to make sure those taxes were fair and were distributed
reasonably in the community and collected efficiently. As it is, the Commonwealth
raises 80 per cent of the revenue and spends 60 per cent of it: The State raises 20 per
cent and spends 40 per cent overall. The effect is one of the unpleasant sight of
respective Governments going cap in hand to Canberra and of squabbles.
Mr Bloffwitch: Did you ever suggest this when you had the chance?
Dr LAWRENCE: Absolutely. I do not think the member was a member of Parliament at
the time, but I did spend a lot of time on this subject of Commonwealth and State
financial relations. it is a matter I feel very strongly about and, as I say, I am surprised
that the Premier has not taken it up as a significant issue, even on its own merits, because
of that problem I have just mentioned, but now even doubly so because of the potential
loss to the State of some $400nt. I was very critical of the Premier at the time of the
election and subsequently because he appeared to be quite sangun bout giving up to
the Federal Government all the Scare's payroll tax in return fo ardstributed share of
funds raised through the GSL. I thought that some $500m. raised by the payroll tax and
handed over to the Commonwealth would create some of the problems that I am
outlining today. If one looks at the Commonwealth and State taxation system, Australian
States historically have had to depend on this ragbag of taxes, and that ragbag: has not got
any better with time. What happened during the eighties was that the reliance on land tax
and stamp duties, which are heavily driven by economic activity, meant that as the
economy slowed down the States' revenues took a nosedive. Although it was convenient
for the Opposition of the day to be critical of the Government of the day, it happened in
every State for an obvious reason, which was that the economy was in recession. While
the Commonwealth continued to maintain a reasonable level of revenue, because income
tax and company taxes do not move so sharply in response to economic activity, every
State in the country had this problemn with declining revenue as a result of the very
dramatic shifts from about 1988 to 1991.
Mr Court: You have to cur your cloth accordingly, I know it is not easy.
Dr LAWRENCE: We did, and if the Treasurer would look at the Budget of the previous
Government he would see the level of growth in Western Australia was the lowest in the
Commonwealth, being less than one per cent over thre successive Budgets. I do not
disagree with what the Premier has said and I believe that we maintained a responsible
attitude. Nonetheless, it is extremely difficult, and one of the things that States argued
was that they should remove their reliance on that highly volatile mix of taxes and have a
better direct bite, as it were, of the income tax and other tax sources enjoyed by the
Commonwealth., As I said, the Commonwealth collects almost 80 per cent of all taxes
but requires only 60 per cent to fund its own services; on the other hand, the States
collect 20 per cent and require 40 per cent for funding. That so called vertical fiscal
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imbalance is much more marked in Australia than in any other comparable federation.
That was one of the arguments that the Opposition put to the Commonwealth. is it not
time that we redressed some of these imbalances and ensured that we resembled other
federations more closely and, mome importantly, that theme was some similarity between
how much money was raised and how much was spent? The unusually large imbalance
is characteristic of the difference between Federal and State Governments but not so
much between local and federal Governments or local and Stare Governments. To make
a couple of international comparisons, using a ratio of imbalance, Canada and Germany
as federations appear to have roughly the right balance; in other words, each sphere of
Government, both central and provincial, State and Commonwealth, spends and earns
pretty much the same level, If they spend 60 per cent, they earn 60 per cent. In Australia
the ratio is 1.3 and in the United States it is 0.9; in other words, the United Scares errs a
little the other way in that State Governments actually earn more revenue than they
spend. I do not know what happens to the rest, but that seems to be the key difference.
Finally, before turning to the detail of the Bill, the constraints on Australan States have
been very considerable and are constitutional. They are not some contrivance by Federal
Governments, although thene have been some movements that were essentially
Government driven. A lot has been driven by the Constitution and successive High Court
challenges, which have resulted in an increasingly narrow tax base for the States. Section
90 of the Constitution gives exclusive power to the Commonwealth to impose excise
duty. One of the reasons why there have been so many High Court challenges, and there
is one going on at the moment, is that the term "excise duty" was not defined at sill.
While economists generally agree on what excise duty means - they mean it is a
monetary impost on the quantity produced of a good or service - the High Court
throughout the century has given a very wide interpretation of the definition of excise
duty. State Governments through successive decisions have been prevented from levying
sales taxes, stamp duty on receipts of export revenue and a wide range of taxes on goods.
That whole area of indirect taxes has really been precluded from the State Governments'
reach. Among the indirect taxes only payroll tax, alcohol, tobacco and fuel franchises
levies - the last three being under threat - and taxes on a variety of services, such as
stamp duties, have remained for the States to impose. There has been a gradual
narrowing by reason of constitutional interpretation. It was fashionable in the late 1980s,
and I think this is the origin of the court cases, for some commentators to say that the
court is quite relaxed about these fuel, tobacco and alcohol franchise levies, and why
should it not be extended into other areas. I think it was- 1960 that the last decision was
made on the apparent constitutional validity of the business franchise licence feet. The
extension of business franchise fees into other area was seen by some as an opportunity
to expand indirect taxation at a State level. In New South Wales the tax task force, as it
is called, which is run byMr Colins, thes&are man whohisin the ministry of the current
Government, in 1988 recommended that there should be an extension of these franchise
fees of one per cent of sales to be levied on all suppliers of services and retail outlets in
New South Wales. Subsequently, as I understand it, that was not done but there was a bit
of an appetite for it in the ACT.
Mr Bloffwitcb: All services are sales.

Dr LAWRENCE: But they did not do it. It was recommended as being consistent with
the Constitution, but some of the finer legal minds were not so confident chat was the
case and they did not do it. It was done in the Australian Capital Territory, which moved
to put it on video sales, not exclusively, but particularly pornographic videos. The group
Capital Duplicators is a porno video supplier. It is ironic that the States' financial future
should rest on such a fragile base. In New South Wales it was suggested they could
move in that direction. A move towards heavier reliance by State Governments on this
revenue source could and did jeopardise its apparent constitutional valdity. The
Solicitor General was nervous of drawing attention to the fuel, tobacco and alcohol
franchise levies because that would almost provoke somebody somewhere to a High
Court challenge and, inevitably, it did.
One of the reasons the State has so much trouble with its taxation base is that in the
1940s, as many members will be aware, the Commonwealth unilaterally took over
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income taxation by passing the Uniform Tax Act. At that stage Western Australia had its
own income tax; the Commonwealth did too and so did most of the other States. Under
that income tax Act the Commonwealth raised its own level of taxation to a level
equivalent to the two components, State and Federal, and applied it uniformly, and that
was the end of the State's income tax powers. Although there was a brief flurry of
activity when Malcolm Fraser purported to change the legislation to enable States to levy
income tax under the new federalism theme was always doubt that power was real, and it
was revoked in 1989. The argument Premiers of all political persuasions put to the Prime
Minister in the lace 1980s was that it was tine to reform the taxation system in this
country so that the States have rater control over that revenue which is raised from
their States. There are various ways of thinking about this but the outcome is a fixed
share of that revenue which is less volatile, more progressive and more easily collected
on a uniform national basis; that is, income and company tax. It is then, by right, as it is
in Canada, taken back to the States for the purposes of providing services to their
citizens. I am afraid that the result of this High Court decision will see Western Australia
and all the other States, unless them is a major push, and it is a push that needs to have a
public voice behind it - although it is difficult to explain it is not an esoteric issue, it is a
significant issue - and unless some momentum is developed in the community there will
be no appetite by the people of Western Australia for what should be a serious resolution
of these problems with the Commonwealth Government It should be bipartisan. In this
Parliament both sides would agree that is an outcome we would want to achieve.
Federally, we should put the wood on all parties because both the Liberal and National
parties and the Labor Party federally have shown themselves reluctant over successive
Governments to provide for this reform. Yet if we do not reform Commonwealth-State
finances, distributing a greater share back to the States by right not by largesse, restoring
a better balance between revenue raising and expenditure, without any changes to the
Constitution, without any shift in the balance of power the Premier is so worried about in
an obvious way by legislative means, we will slowly destroy the States. That is already
happening, not by way of legislation but by simply tightening the purse strings. Those
funds we spend in Western Australia which come from the Commonwealth by way of
special purpose grants, although they are welcome, also restrain the ability of the State to
make its own policy decisions. That is something I fought for too, although it is a
slightly separate issue.
I conclude by saying that we will support these Bills. I hope to speak on the second Bill
as well. We understand their import. They basically protect the existing business
tobacco franchise from loss of temporary revenue as a result of the High Court decision
when it comes down. The first of them is to reduce the period for a tobacco licence from
two months to one and, as is suggested, in other States it is already one so that when the
High Court does come down with a decision the State does not lose income. As the
Treasurer said in his second reading speech, in the event the fees were found to be in the
nature of an excise we would not only lose any future revenue, but also be stuck at that
moment with an inability to collect outstanding fees for the previous two months. At
least by taking it back to one month the extent of adverse consequence will be
minimised, it cannot be entirely removed, although the second Bill appears to use the
device of severe penalties to prevent people getting too far behind in their payment of
this firanchise.
I look with interest to the Treasurer's comments during the second reading debate and
perhaps in Committee if we do not get enough information as to what will occur with
those other two areas of levy franchise I talked about. It is my understanding they are
threatened, and equally so. In the case of the fuel levy we are talking about a substantial
fee, and alcohol is not much less important. The Opposition supports this legislation, but
I hope the Premier will take some initiative and make sure that this issue is not left to
languish - some $400xn is not unimportant - and that all the States join with the
Commonwealth. I think they wish to be coopertive, to reach a solution which sees the
States with greater capacity to raise their own revenue, to have taxes that are fair and
efficient and likely to improve the State's capacity to account for its own activities, but
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which reverse that trend we have seen inexorably eating away at the financial power of
the State. As Dr Fitzgerald has said, we should take the opportunity for a major shake up
of Commonwealth-State financial relations and not see this as a tinkering at the edge
because it is not; it is a huge wallop. It could be the death knell of States.
MR KOBELICE (Nollamara) (3.36 pm]: With this legislation we again find ourselves
having to deal with a matter arising out of a possible decision of the High Court of
Australia. It seems to be becoming something of a habit. This legislation relates to the
possible outcome of a case, Capital Duplicators v the Australian Capital Territory. That
case involves licence fees on the manufacture and sale of X-rated videos. The High
Court decision on this may possibly affect the validity of some of Western Australia's
existing tobacco, fuel and liquor licence fees. The Treasurer in his second reading speech
indicated that the loss to the Western Australian Government from a detrimental outcome
could be of the order of $400m per annumn - that is quite a substantial sum. It also raises
the more fundamental questions of Commonwealth-State financial relations which the
Leader of the Opposition has already alluded to.

With 100 years of federation almost behind us. it is an appropriate time to have a
thorough look at the Commonwealth-State relationship. As we all know too well, the
Commonwealth has the power to raise revenue far in excess of its current responsihilities
in terms of expenditure of that revenue. On the other side of the coin the States raise a
minority of the revenue but have the major responsibility for providing the services for
the people who reside in each State. We have only to think of the large expenditure that
is required in health, education, pubf-c transport, police, and law and order to realise that
the States bear the brunt of the burden in meeting the requirements of ordinary citizens
and trying to achieve the standard of living which we have come to expect in Australia.
The Commonwealth must help prop up the States by transferring back part of its revenue
so that the States can meet the commitments in those various areas. With all the talk of
accountability that has gone on for some years now, there is the need to have a greater
equilibrium between the percentage of revenue raised by that level of Government and
that percentage it must spead to fulfil its requirements. That is well out of kiter at the
present time. It will not an eay matter to address. We saw in the time the Leader of
the Opposition was Premier that he was one of the people giving a lead across Australia
with then Prime Minister Hawke in trying to have something done about iL it is
obviously a very complex matter and it cannot be divorced from politics because political
interests at all levels are involved in the redistribution of the powers and income of any
one level of Government. That complicates the matter even further. One would hope
that while not putting politics aside, the Parliament can formulate an approach which will
address the issues so that we simply do not play politics.
It was very clear from the lead given by the Leader of the Opposition when she was
Premier that she was very much about trying to meet head on the major issue confronting
Australia and to determine how to resolve it to give a greater equity between the level of
taxes raised and the level of expenditure necessary for a particular State or
Commonwealth Government to function.
What we have seen from this Government is political posturing. This Bill will hopefully
produce advantages for this State because it addresses a single issue. However, the
Leader of the Opposition has already indicated that we have had no exposition from this
Government of its general approach to this issue. It is simply sticking ont a bandaid so
that the patient will not haemorrhage. too badly. The Government has not taken a total
approach to the overall issue of Commonwealth-State rmnancial relations. It is something
which I hope this Government will address very soon. The Government cannot continue
to take up these matters one at a time to try to protect the State's interests. Together with
the Commonwealth and the other States this State must rationalise its approach to
taxation and expenditure so that echb level of Government is more appropriately
accountable. The Opposition is certainly used to this Government running away from
accountability at all levels, but this level of accountability must be addressed. It will not
be resolved quickly. It must be a long term project.
If this Stat is to have a democratic system which works, the promises a Government
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makes during an election campaign must be within its area of influence so that it can
actually deliver on them. At the last State election the coalition Government offered to
abolish payroll tax on the condition that a Liberal Commonwealth Government was
elected so that it could provide the money to prop up the State Government. That sort of
to-ing and fro-ing has been seen by the electors for what it is - a total sham. At a State
election one party or a coalition cannot promise a set of outcomes which a=e conditional
on the Commonwealth Government providing the goodies.
We must address this issue in a more fundamental way and the Government should not
use extreme statements, when describing the Opposition, such as, "treacherous
cenir-alists". It appears to be a measure of this Government's depth of policy to describe
the Opposition as treacherous centralists rather than to come up with any substance
relating to the issue.
I wish to briefly refer to the sources of Stare income and I will mention only the major
items of revenue raising. AUl the figures I will use relate to the estimates for the current
financial year. Under the heading of business, payroll tax is estimated to raise $545m;
petroleum products, $127m; tobacco, which is the subject of this legislation, will raise
$lS8m; and liquor licences $62m. Those, plus a number of smaller items bring in a total
business revenue of $950m.
If we look to financial transactions, the financial institutions duty is expected to bring in
$98m and debit tax $45m. A ridiculous situation prevails in this Stare in which people
must pay tax when they put money into their bank account and pay it again when they
withdraw it Previously, one tax was collected by the Commonwealth Government and
the other by the State Government. In the recent past one of those taxes has been
transferred back to the State so that both forms of taxation are levelled by the State. It is
rather incongruous that the one level of Government should be taxing people when they
deposit money and again when they withdraw it from their bank account Perhaps we
should look at rationalising that to make it a more workable system. Under financial
transactions we also have stamp duty on insurance policies, which is anticipated to raise
$56m, on mortgages $41m and on marketing and securities $19m. The State income
from gambling is approximately $123m. Of that amount, $54m comes from the Lotteries
Commission, $33m from casino tax and $32nm from the Totalisator Agency Board betting
tax.
Motor vehicle and drivers' licences will raise approximately $21 1m and that is made up
of $93m in scamp duty for vehicle licences, $21 in for vehicle registration recording fees
and $76mi from vehicle registration licences. Drivers' licences will bring in
approximately $21m. In the area of property the total income to the State Government is
anticipated at $364m - $224m from scamp duty, conveyancing and transfers and $ 122m
from land tax. The metropolitan region improvement tax is anticipated to raise $17.6m.
The total from all those taxes and licences is a little short of $2b.
Wester Australia is fortunate that it has a robust mining industry and mining royalties
pay an important part in the revenue of this State. The total revenue this financial yea is
anticipated to be r4209. Timber is anticipated to bring in a revenue of $30in and the law
courts approximately $42m. In addition to that, revenue is gained from departmental fees
and the money derived from authorities and Government trading enterprises. It can be
seen that die avenues through which State Governments can raise revenue are limited.
However, the Commonwealth, having access to income tax, tax on businesses and a
whole range of other taxes, particularly excise duty, is able to raise aL much larger amount
of money.
We should look through the various types of taxes and charges to find a way of
rearranging them so that the level of Government that places those taxes and charges on
people is also responsible for spending the money. If that were done we would not be in
the present situation where the call is to continually lower taxes and charges and, at the
same time, maintain a level of service which cannot be maintained if this State does not
have a reasonable level of income.
Although for many years people have pointed to the high level of taxation and suggested
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that it should be lower, it has been clearly established by the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development that Australia is the lowest taxing country. For a while
the United States of America was slightly lower than Australia, but its taxing system did
not take into account the huge deficit of the United States G3overnmentL If we take into
account the actual expenditure, a few years ago Australia was the lowest with Turkey
below Australia at that time.
Australia is a low taxing nation and Western Australia over the last few years, has
dropped further down the States' list. This State is not in the position where it can forgo
revenue in the order of $400rn because of a High Court decision. It will not help this
State's cause to bleat that it has lost money because of a High Court decision. Western
Australia should plan with the other States and the Commonwealth to put in place a
regime for raising taxation which will avoid the problem with which it is presently
confronted, that is, the possible outcome of a High Court decision. One hopes in taking
that approach that we will see something quite different from what we have seen with the
approach to the Mabo decision and the legislation that we have deAlt with here in the last
few days. That has involved a total preoccupation with the playing of politics and no
attempt to address the real issues. In this area of fmmance, we must address the real issues
and not politically posture as I suggest the Premier has done with his outlandish claim
that the Opposition was being treacherous centralists on this issue. All we have seen with
Mabo is much hype and nothing that will solve the issue; however, that is not a matter for
debate now.
Mr Court: Didn't you like our legislative approach to it?
Mr KOBELKE:. Not at all. Although the problem began, as far as the Premier saw it,
with the High Court's decision, he has now perpetuated the cycle and the State will be
back in the High Court without providing the certainties that are required for this State to
prosper and develop.
In this matter, not only do we need to have certainty, but we also need to have guaranteed
sources of revenue so that the State can meet its commitments and can plan in advance
the various expenditures which will be needed to provide the services and the
development of this State. We must have certainty and it must be provided in
consultation with the other States and the Commonwealth, not by confrontation.
This Government has failed to develop any policy in this area. We need only look back
to last year when the Federal Liberal Party put forward its Fighiback policy which was
accepted totally by the State coalition in Western Australia, even to the extent that its
policy was called Fightback WA. There was no significant difference between the
Federal Liberal policy and the policy that was adopted in Western Australi by the
coalition. One of the central items in that Fightback policy was the abolition of payroll
tax in the State with the Commonwealth picking up the Bill. It proposed that the State
would forgo revenue in the order of $500m. As I indicated, payroll tax in this Budget is
anticipated to earn $545m,. Yet, this Government, when in Opposition, was quite happy
to forgo $500m on a promise from a yet to be elected Commonwealth Government that it
would return the money to the State. How can a Government suggest that it is standing
up for State rights when it goes to an election with a policy of handing over the power to
raise money for the State's coffers to the Commonwealth so that we will be at the
Commonwealth's beck and call for the return of those funds. Whatever undertaking Mr
Hewson gave if he had achieved Government, those undertakings were worth nothing.
We all know that any Government that gives an undertaking to return money to the States
will do so only for a limited period. There is no way that anyone can guarantee that that
$500m will be forthcoming in three, four or five years down the track. Even if the
Premier happened to believe in fairies at the bottom of the garden, he had only to look at
the Fightback policy to see that it was not true because it said that, in order to prune
Commonwealth expenditure, hundreds of millions of dollars would be withdrawn from
the general revenue grants to the States. That was a clear policy of the Federal Liberal
Opposition: It suggested that the States were somehow profligate and needed to have
greater stringencies forced upon them. Therefore, the total package would include a
reduction in genera payments to the States. On the one hand, the coalition at the State
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level said diat it would do away with payroll tax and, in exchange for giving up dint right,
the Commonwealth would pick up the tab for the $500m. However, the State would not
have received all that $500m because the Commonwealth would have had to cut some. of
the general revenue that it would have transferred back to the States.
That was the rates: move in ceusralisation of the financial powers to the
Commonwealth since the Second World War. Tha was not just a dream; it was laid
down clearly in the fine print of the Federal Fightback policy and taken up holus bolus by
the State coalition in its Fighiback WA. This Government, in Opposition, was promoting
greater centrAisation of the collection of revenue by the Commonwealth Government
Not only would the States as they presently exist be beholden to the Commonwealth in
order to balance their Budgets, but also there would be a greater move to have the States
jump to the call of the Commonwealth. We have all known that the funds coming to the
States from the Commonwealth are being increasingly tied to programs so that the States
have either to match the offer from the Commonwealth for the program to proceed or
take the money from the Commonwealth and spend it wider guidelines laid down by the
Commonwealth Government. In some areas, theme may be total agreement between the
Commonwealth and the State. However, as a principle, it is not proper for the
Commonwealth to be involved in each little area of a Stare's responsibility, dictating to it
what its policy is just because it believes that the power to fund gives it the power to
direct policies of the Stare.
If each level of Government is to be accountable, we must arange for the levels of
revenue raising to equate approximately with the levels of expenditure and the other level
of Government needs to butt out of those areas. I amn not saying there will not be areas of
overlap. However, we have gone from the stage where there were areas of State
responsibility, areas of Commonwealth responsibility and same areas of overlap to the
stage of having areas of Commonwealth responsibility and areas of overlap, In road
transport, education, health and other matters, the Commonwealth is now dictating
policies to the States and holding over them the money that it will allocate to the States if
and when they accept the policy dictated to them. We cannot allow that to continue after
nearly 100 years of Federation because it undermines the responsibilities of State
Governments. The Premier can get on his high horse and go on and on about centralism
and State rights. However, unless he is willing to lay down a policy that means anything,
everything he says will be recognised for the huff and puff it is.
In conclusion, I wish to comment on the approach thar should be adopted for the
Commonwealth-State financial relationship. Times are certainly very different now from
when our founding fathers drew up the Commonwealth Constitution and the States
formed themselves into the Commonwealth of Australia. Communications then between
the States were much poorer than they are today. The economic activity on which
Australia is based has changed substantially. Our whole national identity has changed
over the years to the stage where we now recognise ourselves as Australians and are
moving to becoming a republic. We are faced with a world which has a very different
economic outlook from that which existed nearly 100 years ago. Therefore, we need to
confront the relationship between the Commonwealth and the Stare so that it better serves
die needs of Australia now and in the next 100 years. As I said at the outset, that is
priarily a political issue. No-one is suggesting that it should not be political. Various

interest groups will position themselves and rake up issues which they feel suit their
interests. Underlying that, we must have a rational approach to the needs and interests of
the States, and the needs and interests of the Commonwealth. In addition, we must
recognise the important role of local government. If we do not, we shall always be on the
back foot responding as the winds of change sweep us this way and that. I hope the Bills
before the House will spur this Government into facing up to the fundamental issues
involved in Commonwealth-State relationships.
Mr Trenorden: AMI you want to do is give in to the Commonwealth, and give it all the
power. That is all you have been talking about in this Parliament
Mr KOBELKE: The interjection by die member for Avon clearly shows what this
Government is about. It is a load of old tripe. I have been in a fairly rational way briefly
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setting out some of the issues that should be addressed if Commonwealth-Stare
relationships are to be advanced, improved and made more efficient to serve the people
of this State better. The member for Avon overlooks the fact that one of the election
promises of the coalition parties was to centralise financial power in the hands of the
Commonwealth Government The member for Avon promised his electors that if Liberal
coalition State and Federal Governments were elected, his party would give up payroll
tax and transfer $500mn as a source of revenue from the States to the Commonwealth.
Following that, the State would be suppliant to the Commonwealth and take what was
handed out. Yet this member says that the Labor Parry is about centralising power in
Canberra. He should recall the comments he just made, and realse it would be much
better if he sat quietly knowing he is a fool, rather than speak up and make that fact
absolutely clear to everybody. His comments are completely without foundation, and
show him up for what he is.
This Bill deals with one small issues even though it involves $40O0m. The whole issue of
Commonwealth-State relationships goes far beyond this one area of excise. and the
possible outcome of a High Court decision. It is rime this watff was addressed seriously
by this Government and a policy formulated, so that we can make a stand which looks
after the interests of Westerni Australia. The Government should not simply rant and rave
and allow this State to be pushed aside, because it has an incompetent Government which
is more involved in trying to sing a political tune than doing anything about the major
issues presently confronting the State.
MR DiL. SMITHl (Michell) [4.03 pm]: The Opposition clearly supports this Bill and
the Leader of the Opposition, in her usual articulate and comprehensive way, has dealt
with most of the issues the Opposition wants to cover. She has been ably supported by
the member for Nollamara. However, I want to deal with three areas of this Bill. The
first is the legislative program itself. As indicated on the Notice Paper, this is the
Business Franchise (Tobacco) Amendment Bill (No 2), and will be immediately followed
by the Business Franchise (Tobacco) Amendment Bill (No 3). That means we have
already dealt with the first Business Franchise (Tobacco) Amendment amn in 1993. That
effectively means that in a very short session of Parliament three Bills have been
introduced to amend an Act which contains only 19 sections. When the Leader of the
House complains about the legislative program and bousts about the number of Bills
dealt with, people should bear in mind that of the 38 Bills on the Notice Paper at present,
nine are finanicial. Bills and seven are little agricultural Bills. These financial Bills
dealing with tobacco business franchise should be in a single Bill and also, generally
speaking, such Bills should be adopted in conjunction with the Budget. It was
disappointing when the Commonwealth Governiment attempted reform in that area, by
introducing a single legislative package of changes in taxation and other levies, that the
Opposition and the Greens (WA) in the Senate used their numbers to score political
points about the content of the eml and the nature of some of the legislation. In my view
that does a disservice to the Parliament because, generally speaking, the attitude should
be that when a Government is re-elected its financial measures should not be opposed,
although of course the Opposition should be willing to debate and criticise them.
Governments are elected to govern, and we should not hassle over the particular taxes.
Mr Trenorden: Keating somersaulted over his promises and the packages had nothing to
do with the promises in the election campaign.
Mr DiL. SMiTH: Does the member for Avon want me to deal with his campaign
promises and taxing methods, and what his Government failed to deliver?
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!
Mr IXL. SMH: Compared with Keating and Kennett this Government has a record
that surpasses any on broken promises and failur to spend money on the right areas.
These three Bils introduced in a very short session will amend one Act containing 19
sections, and there is no good meason why a proper approach to drafing and the
introduction of Bill should not see them introduced in one Bill. That would cur down
the number of speeches required as the legislation goes through the Parliamient.
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This Bill is yet further evidence of the need for constitutional reform in Austrhlia. It has
been a reprehensible feature of political life in Australia in the 92 years since Federation
that we have not been able to approach the issue of constitutional reform in an
appropriate or rational way. The best demonstration of that has been the failure to
recognise local government in the Constitution, as requested by one of the amendments
sought to the Constitution in recent years. Somehow or other, the recognition of local
governmnat within the Federal Constitution became a political issue, which the
conservative parties opposed. For that reason we are not able to deal with a number of
local government issues that confront us on a national basis. Although it is true that the
Australian Constitution is based on a Federation, and on the States' reserving to
themselves various powers and conferring other powers on the Commonwealth, in the
course of doing that, a number of things have had serious implications for the States.
One relates to revenue raising. The provision of the Constitution under challenge in
relation to Capital Duplicators versus Australian Capital, which gives the Comnmonwealth
Government the power to levy excises, has been a major problem for all the States for the
92 years of Federation, with regard to the Stares' capacity to raise money. It should have
been approached by some sensible constitutional change agreed to by all the parties and
all States, to ensure that the idea of Federation was not lost, and that the States had the
money to deal with issues which they reserved to themselves. We are not able to do that
because every amendment to the Federal Constitution is approached on the basis that
there is a secret agenda and it must be against the national interest and the States'
interests to allow these amendments to proceed. While we continue to have that
dogmatic, idiotic approach to our Federal Constitution, we shall always have the
problems which give rise to this Bill.
The other provision of the Constitution which is obviously in need of repair is section 92
in relation to trade and intercourse between the States being absolutely free. I guess that
was considered to be a plain English section in the writing of the Constitution, and it has
created no end of trouble ever since. People today think of intercourse only in relation to
sexual intercourse, and probably wonder what it is doing in the Constitution at all. But it
has been a major barrier to real reform in Australia. We should be addressing that
section and amending it in the same way we should amend the section that is the cause of
the problem in relation to the levy on video operators in the Australian Capital Territory.
What makes constitutional reform that much more impossible is the constant approach to
Canberra, to the Australian Government, as if it were the ogre that is constantly trying to
ruin the States and all Australian citizens, especially Western Australians. That is not the
case. The Government that operates in Canberra is based on a national Parliament. It has
representatives from this State;, under our Constitution it has a Senate that is meant to
protect the interests of the States. It certainly ensures representation in the Senate based
on the numbers in the States and nor purely - as is the case in the House of
Representatives - on the basis of where the population is.
State and Federal Governments and local government should approach our economic and
overseas trade problems in a rational way. We will. not be able to do that until we start to
approach our national situation in a rational way, and that means being able to sir down
in a responsible manner -

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Orderi I am having some difficulty. During second reading
debates we allow wide-ranging speeches but they must also relate to the Bill. I have been
listening for some time now and the member for Mitchell is raising all Sort of issues
which cause me difficulty in seeing how they relate to the Bill. I ask the member to
speak to dhe Bill.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Perhaps if the Deputy Speaker understood the legislation he might
understand what I am talking about The second reading speech states -

The need for this precautionary legislaton has arisen from the case of Capital
Duplicator versus Austalian Capital Territory, where the High Court has been
asked to consider a challenge to a business fr-anchise licensing scheme under
section 90 of the Australian Constitution. That section permits only the
Commonwealth Government to impose an "excise".
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It is a problem with our Constitution that has given rise to that case, to this Bill, and to
the financial problem that confronts the Government of which the Deputy Speaker is a
member. It is that constitutional issue that we must address if we are not to have
multitudinous Bills coming before us.
The second element is that there should be a much better understanding between the State
Governments of what they are doing to raise revenue. Whenever we seek to find
innovative ways of taxing, or the ACT tries to find new ways to tax, we start to stretch
the capacity to levy the sorts of taxes we impose. When we invite constitutional
challenge we invite it not only to the new taxes but also to the old ones. From a simple
challenge to a charge on video producers and videos, we are under threat of losing nearly
$400m in current revenue which covens not videos but tobacco, fuel and liquor licence
fees. We must grow up in Australia and recognise that while we can compete with each
other to reduce and remove some of the traditional revenue sources for the States and
Territories, in the end we must find a new way to gain revenue by some other means.
When we do that, we run the risk of inviting constitutional challenges that go beyond
what is important to the AMT in this case.
The third aspect is that because theme is this challenge, and this uncertainty highlighted by
the challenge in relation to the nearly $400mn annual revenue which might fall on us at
any time and will reduce the amount we can raise for a part of the year, this is not the
year for the Government to waste money. This is not the year for the Government to be
extending expenditure into what can only be described as political areas. If we lose the
revenue - said to be protected by this Bill - there will be a serious shortfall in revenue this
year. We should be ensuring that as far as possible there is no additional expenditure
over and above that provided in the Budget, and that expenditure is directed to the areas
of real interest to Western Australians, not to the political interests of the Government of
the day. The money being wasted by the Premier on Mabo and by the Minister for
Labour Relations as a result of the Bills he introduced this year, is a frightful waste of
public money for political purposes at any time, but when it is contemplated in light of a
Bill such as this, considering some of the financial problems facing us in this State this
year, we must be very concerned.
We are aware of the problems with the Police budget. We know how much worse the
situation would be if we lost this revenue. This is simply not a time for the State to be
spending money either on political advertising or as the Minister for Local Government
did recently when he travelled down to Nannup in a chartered aircraft to present
certificates at a school faction sports day, when we cannot keep open the Nannup Police
Station because we do not have the financial resources to give the police supplementary
funds.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The Bill!
Mr D.L. SMITH: I am trying to emphasise that if this revenue is under threat in the way
illustrated in the Bill, we must be concerned about expenditure in areas which are
unnecessary, or not in the public interest but in private interests.
Mr Johnson: Practice what you preach!
Mr D.L. SMITH: I invite the member to look at my record. When I travelled to Bunbury
for political purposes I never went by chartered aircraft if I was going for an electoral
rather than a ministerial purpose.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I have indicated that the Chair tries to give members
the opportunity for wide-ranging debate, but the member should be talking about the Bill.
He is wandering all over the State and into other topics. Let us avoid the inteiections
which take the member into uncharted waters. We know how easy it is to stray.
Mr D.L SMITH: The last point to emphasise is the importance of the comments by the
member for Nollamnara. regarding the Premier's pre-election promises about payroll tax.
If one is a responsible person, one cannot be in the business of giving away any of our
revenue bases. In the light of the challenge to tobacco and other licence fees, whether
liquor or otherwvise, for the Treasurer to say that he can give away payroll tax entirely is
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absolutely irresponsible. Until we take a more rational approach, such as the one
recommended by the Leader of the Opposition in her very sensible and constructive
speech, the problems in relation to the Stare's finances and properly ascribing the
responsibility for the various functions of government to Federal, State and local
governments will continue. I support the Bill.
MR COURT (Nedlands - Treasurer) [4.19 pml: I thank the Leader of the Opposition,
and the members for Noliamara and Mitchell for their contributions to debate on the
legislation. I turn to the points raised by the Leader of the Opposition: First, I agree with
her general comments on the taxation system; depending on which way the case goes it
could well be an opportunity for negotiations between the State and the Commonwealth
Government for some considerable changes to the way in which the State Government
raises revenue. The Leader of the Opposition said that I had been silent on the issue. It
is important to recognise that we may have been silent publicly but a lot of negotiation
has taken place between the States and the Federal Government to ensure that in the short
ternm a revenue position is maintained and, in the longer tenm, we lay the groundwork for
the possibility of changes to the way in which the Stare raises revenue.
I point out to the Leader of the Opposition that this is a transitional measure just for
tobacco. The reason that it relates only to tobacco and not to liquor and fuel taxes is that,
with tobacco, the moneys raised are collected by the tobacco companies well in advance
of being paid to the State. We are shortening the time. As I understand it, the tobacco
companies said that there was no need for this legislation in that they would pay the
mioney, but that is purely their word. We are making sure that, fr-om a legal point of
view, we have that protection.
The Federal Government has said that, if the case goes against us, it will provide a short
term measure in the form of some type of excise or sales tax to take up that shortfall. We
want a longer term replacement that gives us the discretionary power over what type of
tax is imposed and the ability to vary it and not have to rely on the Federal Government.
To ensure that our revenue base is kept itact, we agree that it is nor satisfactory to have
the Federal Government controlling that part of the revenue streamn as more than a short
term measure.
The heads of Treasury have nor actually finailised an arrangement as to how the short
term position would be handled. They are meeting on 29 November to discuss further
how the short term measures can be put in place. The matter has been raised at the
meetings of the Premiers that I have attended this year.
Dr Lawrence: I understood that Federal Cabinet was considering some of those questions
today.
Mr (X)URT: Federal Cabinet could be. It has put a number of propositions to the States
over the last few months. Cabinet may well be discussing the proposition that it will put
to the heads of the Treasury. The States' views were put in tihe High CourL T'he
Solicitors General in the different States have cooperated to enswre that that position has
been put across. Liquor licensing fees and fuel tax are paid up front by the licence
holder. Therefore, we do not have the same transitional problem with those as we have
with the tobacco tax. That is why this measure has been introduced.
I thank the Opposition for its cooperation. I do not like having to rush through this sort
of legislation because a High Court decision is coming down in the next few weeks, but it
is something that most of the States are having to address as a result of the possibility of
losing a considerable amount of revenue if this does nor occur.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Commnittee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Mr Strickland) in the Chair, Mr Court (Treasurer)
in charge of the Bill.
Clauses 1 to 3 put and passed.
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Clause 4: Section 2 amended -

Dr LAWRENCE: I raise a matter about which it is important for us to be aware as a
Parliament. We understand that a loss to Western Australia of $400m is likely to occur
as a result of an adverse decision of the High Court I have made reference to that- Even
with this change from two months to one month, what is the likely loss of revenue from
the time the decision comes down? Presumably there will be some loss.
Mr COURT: It would depend on the timing of the decision being brought down by the
High Court. The decision is in relation to die video charges that the Leader of the
Opposition mentioned earlier. It would then depend on further action being taken on the
other matters in the court They would bring down the ruling on videos and further
action would have to be taken in specific cases,
Dr LAWRENCE: I took die opportunity to contact the Federal Treasury and the
Treasurer to find out their view of the matter. They told me that the court had indicated
that it would take die opportunity provided by this case to reconsider current definitions
of excises under section 90. Is the Treasurer suggesting that it will make a decision first
on the question of the Capital Duplicators case on its merits and some time later make a
decision an the general question? My observation is that typically they are linked
together and the decision leads on, as in the case of Mabo, to a broader ruling at the same
time.
Mr COURT: I cannot give die Leader of the Opposition a specific answer on what the
High Court will bring down in its decision, and whether it will cover the other excises.
Normally it would be making the decision on the specific case and that becomes the test
case for the other ones to come forward. As to revenue, normal collections for tobacco
are approximately $18m a month.
Dr Lawrence: So. theoretically, that is a risk?
Mr COURT: At the time when we expect the High Court decision, big companies will
have collected two months' taxes, about $35m. If we get this legislation through, all of
that, as I understand it, will be protected.
Dr Lawrence: Is there no potential loss? I just want to establish that precisely.
Mr COURT: There is no potential transitional loss.
Dr Lawrence: But there is a future loss, depending on the outcome of the case.
Mr D.L SMiTH: I understand that this amendment means that the definition in section 2
of the principal Act redefines "relevant period" to remove "2 months" so that thereafter
the Government can require the collections to be based on monthly estimates rather than
two monthly estimates. I presume this will now require 12 returns whereas there were
six previously, If the Hfigh Court decision happens to go the right way for us, and the
wrong way for the plaintiff, would we consider going back to two monthly estimates to
reduce the paperwork involved?
Mr COURT: The answer is no. We are the only State that is doing two monthly returns.
All of the others are doing one monthly returns, and we will continue with one monthly
returns.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 5: Section 4 amended
Dr LAWRENCE: I seek some clarification from the Treasurer. I appreciate that I have
been provided with the clause notes by the State Taxation Department. This clause
amends section 40(le)(ii) to ensure that definitions of relevant material which the
commissioner may secure, seize, copy or require to be produced include anything
relevant to the assessment of any fee.
[Quorum formed]
Dr LAWRENCE: If it does represent a significant extension of the powers of the State
Taxation Departmnent. I specifically ask whether that apparent increase in the powers of
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the State Taxation Department will be seen to be offensive in any way by the business
sector involved.
Mr COURT: I am informed that it is not a significant increase in powers; it is more of a
cosmetic change. It ensures that the commissioners have the right of investigation of
relevant material, relevant being defined in the terms of the assessment of fees and
penalties. It ties in with the next Bill with which we will deal in which we will increase
the penalties considerably to ensure that the fees are paid.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 6 to 13 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading

Bill read a third time on motion by Mr Court (Treasurer), and transmitted to the Council,

BUSINESS FRANCHISE (TOBACCO) AMENDMENT BILL (No 3)
Second Reading

Debate resumed from I11 November.
DR LAWRENCE (Glendalough - Leader of the Opposition) [4.37 pm]: We do not
intend to go into Committee on this Bill, as the Treasurer has indicated that,
supplementary to the previous Bill, this provides for penalties for failing to comply with
the paying requirements under the Act. Again it is intended to ensure that at the time the
decision is made - whenever that might be - outstanding revenue is not lost to the State. I
endorse that view.
It also proposes that any licence fee paid after the sixth day of the month will be charged
at double the race. There is a clear incentive for businesses to comply with ths
legislation, although on the face of it, it might seem to be a little heavy-handed because
of the uncertain nature of the High Court decision. It will be accepted by industry
members even though they appear to have given the Treasurer assurances that they will
be good boys and girls and will not reclaim any of the revenue. I do not think that is a
risk the State should take.
I just wanted to ask one question of the Treasurer, who might care to reply briefly. In
talking generally about this decision, he indicated that there have been discussions with
the Federal Government about the possible short term replacement measures which will
almost certainly mean the Federal Government collecting these excises on behalf of the
States. I am a little wordied because it might become longer rather than short term. I ask
the Treasurer to indicate the types of tax being contemplated- Hie indicated in the long
term that the State wanted to retain its taxing powers, a view that I endorse. It wanted to
be the collector of those taxes and be able to vary them according to its needs. What
sorts of taxes will be involved? I urge the Treasurer, as he gets more involved in the
discussions with the other States and the Commonwealth, to consider that it does become
a matter of public record. There are very critical questions for us all to consider.
MR COURT (Nedilands - Treasurer) 14.38 pm]: I thank the Opposition for its support
of this legislation. The Leader of the Opposition quite rightlly has said that there is a very
onerous penalty which is designed to ensure that the matter is complied with. In relation
to the different forms of taxation that are being discussed, I cannot specifically say what
are the areas. It will depend, first, on the ruling and, secondly, on the cooperation that we
can get with the Federal Government in relation to some of the taxes that can be brought
in.
The State does not have a lot of options in regard to what it can do, but at this stage I
cannot tell the Leader of the Opposition what are the preferred options that will be put to
1395O-I13
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us by Treasury. Once this ruling comes down, I will be only too willing to give the
Leader of the Opposition a full briefing on the different options that Treasury provides to
US.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Third Reading

Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.
Bill read a third rime, on motion by Mr Court (Treasurer), and transmitted to the Council.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS AMENDMENT BILL
Council's Amtendmenrs

Amendments made by the Council now considered.

Committnee
The Chairman of Committees (Mr Strickland) in the Chair; Mr Kierath (Minister for
Labour Relations) in charge of the Bill.
The amendments made by the Council were as follows -

Nol1
Clause 19, page 20, lines 6 and 7 - To delete paragraph (a) and substitute the
following paragraphs -

(a) in subsection (2) by deleting "and industrial agreements" and
substituting the following -

"and, subject to subsection (2a), in industrial agreements";

(b) by inserting after subsection (2) the following subsection -

"(2a) The reference in subsection (2) to industrial
agreements is to industrial agreements that, in accordance
with section 41A(2), apply to more than a single
enterprise."; and

No 2
Clause 28, page 31, line 4 - To insert after "persons" the words "relating to
employment".
No 3
Clause 28, page 32, after line 10 - To insert the following subsection -

(3) It is not an offence against subsection (1) for a person to treat another
person more favourably as part of a scheme whereby the cost of services
provided to members of an organization is less than the cost ordinarily
charged by the person for those services.

Mr KIERATH: I move -

That amendment No I made by the Council be agreed to.
Mrs HENDERSON: I appreciate that last night, the Minister gave me a copy of his
briefing notes, which state that this amendment is made to correct a drafting error. It is to
ensure char section 41 industrial agreements made with multiple enterprises are required
to abide by the wage fixing principles. This is similar to the provision existing for
certified agreements at the Federal level. In my view, that is either wrong or I have
misread the amendment Clause 19 of the Bill proposes to amtend section 51 of the
principal Act in subclause (a) by deleting the words "anid industrial agreements" and in
subclause (b) by repealing subsection (3). Section 51 of the principal Act relates to the
powers and duties of the commission in respect of flowing on national wage decisions.
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As I read it, subsection (2) would now read, "Subject to section 50(10), when and as
often as a National Wage Decision is made after the coming into operation of this section
the Commission shall of its own motion consider that decision and, unless it is satisfied
that there are good reasons not to do so. shall. make a General Order giving effect to that
National Wage Decision in such manner and subject to such conditions as the
Commission considers appropriate in awards and, subject to subsection (2a) in indusuial
agreements in force under this Act." In other words, it replaces the words "and industrial
agreements" with the words "and, subject to subsection (2a), in industrial agreements".
The revised section 41A(2) again refers to industrial agreements that apply to more than
one enterprise. As I read this proposed section as amended, it states that the State
Commission will flow on national wage decisions to awards and industria agreements
only where those industrial agreements apply to a single enterprise. Is that correct?
Mr Kierath: No. The way I read it and the way I am advised is the exact opposite. It
will apply to awards and industria agreements which apply to more than one enterprise.
Mrs HENDERSON: It states chat it will apply to industrial agreements subject to
subsection (2a). Proposed section 41 A, restriction on power to register industrial
agreements, stares in subsection (1).-

The Commission shall not under section 41 register an agreement as an industrial
agreement if -

(a) the agreement applies to more than a single enterprise;:.
Subsection (2) states -

For the purposes of subsection (l)(a) an agreement applies to more than a single
enterprise if it applies to -

(a) more than one business, project or undertaking; or
(b) the activities carried on by more than one public authority.

That is then picked up to go under section 51 of the principal Act to stare that -
The reference in subsection (2) to industrial agreements is to industrial
agreements that, in accordance with section 41A(2), apply to more thtan a single
enterprise.

Is the Minister saying that the commission will have the power to flow on national wage
decisions to awards and industrial agreements that apply to more than one enterprise?
Therefore, will this amendment prevent the commission from flowing on a national wage
increase to an industrial agreement which applies to a single enterprise?
Mr Kierath: Yes. If you look at the proposed section on certified agreements, we are
importing the provisions of the Federal Act. Where a single enterprise makes a certified
agreement under that proposed section, the parties come to their own arrangements.
Therefore, the national wage case decisions are not flowed through.
Mrs HENDERSON: That is totally different from what the briefing notes state; namely,
that the amendment is made to correct a drafting error. It is not a drafting error. It is a
major change in the current system. When the Minister introuced this legislation, he
said that the Government would leave in place the existing system and create a new
system outside awards and agreements. He said people will be able to choose between
the two different systems. The Minister said at great length, contrary to our belief, chat
no duress and pressure would be placed on people to move into the new system. He said
they could remain within the existing award or industrial agreement. However, this
amendment will amend the Industrial Relations Act, and thus change the existing system
to make it unattractive for people to sign industrial agreements which apply to one
enterprise. If that is done, these people will not receive another national wage increase.
The amendment will prohibit the Industrial Relations Commission from doing what
always has been done; namely, to allow national wage increases to flow on in the State to
single enterprise industrial agreements. I am not clear whether this provision will apply
to existing registered agreements or future agreements only. However, it is a direct
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contradiction of the Minister's undertaking to leave the existing system in place and to
provide choice about moving into the new system.
T'his amendment is much more than a drafting errn it is a major change. I remind the
Minister that although he has constantly claimed that the Opposition has spread
misinformation regarding these changes, and be has said that nobody will be worse off,
he has always said that people will be given a choice. However, it is not possible to
move the goal posts and change the existing system, and then claim people have a choice.
Saying that this amendment is in line with the Federal system does not resolve the
problem.
Mr Kierath: You misunderstand the amendment. The provision of a certified agreement
under the Federal Act is imposed through other provisions of the legislation. It does not
currently exist; it is a new type of agreement. Many people, the public sector for
example, are seeking section 41 agreements. In that situation, your line of argument is
quite wrong. People are currently either under an industrial agreement or an award, and
they may choose not to use the new certified agreement.
Mrs HENDERSON: The Minister is taking away the employee's capacity to register in
an industrial agreement for one enterprise and to remain under the existing system.
However, in that situation, if a national wage increase is made, these people will not
receive it. It is taking an element of the Federal industrial relations system and placing it
in here. At the same rime the Minister is taking away something which people currently
utilise. I do not know the number of Western Australian workers currendly under
industrial agreements, but it would be many thousands, and the Minister is effectively
saying to these people that if their agreement is already registered they can continue to
receive national wage increases. However, if these people want a new agreement lodged
and registered, they will nor be able to receive future national wage increases.
Mr Kierath: You're twisting it around the wrong way. Under section 41 any multiple
employer agreements can receive it and will have to abide by the wage fixing principles.
Mrs HENDERSON: I ant not arguing about that. I refer to single enterprise industrial
agreements under the existing system.
Mr Kierath: We intend to import principles into the State jurisdiction from the Federal
legislation. Many people said to us that they were thinking about going to the Federal
system because of its ease of registration. When it is confined to a single employer,
obviously if they makes outrageous claims and price themselves our of the market -

Mrs HENDERSON: Section 134 of die Federal legislation is the relevant provision. If
the Minister wanted to provide an equivalent of that, why not provide another clause and
leave the existing system in place? People will then have a choice. The commonly
called "134" goes outside the wage fixing guidelines, and people 'make their own
agreements with no limitations. That is fine. However, the Minister consistently said
that he would not change the existing system in Western Australia, and now he is
proposing a substantial change. The changes he seeks could be done without making the
changes outlined in the amendment.
Mr Kierath: It could not. Under the new provisions, basically, under section 41, these
will be new certified agreements.
Mrs HENDERSON: I understand that. At the moment people have a choice. Under
section 41 they can take an agreement knowing that they will receive national wage
increases. That is the choice the Minister will take away. He could have provided an
equivalent of section 134 of the Federal legislation.
Mr Kierath: I am advised that it is an equivalent of section 134.
Mrs ]HENDERSON: It is the same kind of provision. However, if someone goes down
this course, they will go outside the wage fixing guidelines, and the agreement will he
taken to the commission, lodged, assessed and registered- The Minister should rethink
this provision. I appreciate and accept that he is nyig to put something in place here
which is more flexible and similar to the Federal system. Nevertheless, he will take away
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the provision which contributes to people having real choice within the Western
Australian system. That opportunity should be left in the legislation for single enterprise
registered industrial agreements. People, if they choose that avenue, should have security
of national wage increases. It may be an industry in which it is not eay to obtain
productivity increases, and the Minister will be pushing these towards multiple enterprise
agreements.
Mr Kierath: Or workplace agreements.
Mrs HENDERSON: They will not receive national wage increases.
Mr Kierath: They could. The parties could write that into the workplace agreement.
Mrs HENDERSON: The Minister and I both know that chat is highly unlikely to happen.
I preface my comment by providing the example of an industry in which it is difficult to
increase productivity, be itsa child care centre or an aged persons' hostel.
Mr Kierath: You misunderstand. Thfere is no requirement in any of this legislation for
wage increases to be based on productivity increases.
Mrs HENDERSON: If we are to follow the Federal system, that is exacdly the way in
which it is moving.
Mr Kierath: People come to my office advising me that a vast number of workplace
agreements currently being negotiated include provisions to pay national and State wage
case increases.
Mrs HENDERSON: I am delighted to hear that. However, I am concerned that the
Minister will take away the option, and this is not necessary in adding a State equivalent
of section 134 of the Federal legislation. The existing system should be left intact. if the
Minister wishes to be true to his words, he should give people a true choice of the
existing system or workplace agreements.
Mr BROWN: This amendment seeks to amend clause 19, which in turn will amend
section 51 of the industrial Relations Act To put this in its prope context it is important
to examine the existing and proposed arrangements. We must consider what this wifll
mean for individuals employed under or subject to industrial agreements.
Section 51 of the Industrial Relations Act places the responsibility on the Full Bench of
the Industrial Relations Commission to apply national wage decisions in this State, unless
there are. good and cogent reasons for the commission not to do so. Generally speaking.
in more recent years the commission in this State has complied, although sometimes with
slight modifications, with national wage decisions. Where the commission has done that,
any employees engaged subject to an award or industrial agreement have benefited from
that wage decision, particularly where a national wage decision has provided for a wage
increase from a uniform date. The Bill amended section 51 of the Act to take out the
requirement for industrial agreements to be varied by what are State wage decisions.
That was how it left this House and went to the other place. The other place has made a
change and advised this House by virtue of message No 25 that, under clause 19,
proposed subsection 51(2) is to include new subsection (2a).
These two changes enable State wage case decisions to be applied to industrial
agreements, but to only a certain type of industrial agreement. To understand what that
means it is necessary to examine new section 41A of the Act which provides that parties
may enter into an agreement and have that agreement registered so it becomes an
industrial agreement Industrial agreements are now in force which apply to one business
or which apply to a number of employers, In some instances, industrial agreements also
apply to a number of employee organisations or, as they are normally known, unions.
The Bill originally before die House sought to change the existing arranpenents so that
in future, parties could have access to the industrial agreement provisions; that is, it
would be possible for parties to enter into agreements which became registered as an
industrial agreement. However, the constraint could apply to both parties where it
involved a single employer or a number of employers acting together as parties to the
agreement
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The Bil introduces a new section 41A which limits the power of the commission to
register industrial agreements. The power of the commission now is constrained in that it
is entited to register only industrial agreements which apply to a single business or a
single employer. That can be seen quite clearly by clauses 13 and 14 of the Bill which
amend section 41 and introduce a new section 41 A respectively. What does that mean
for employees who are engaged under, and subject to, industrial agreements at the
moment? My reading of the provision is that the State wage case decisions will continue
to be applied to those employees who arm parties to a multi-business or employer
industrial agreement. The Minister has confirmed that is the case. However, it is also
my reading of the amendment that, if the amendment is adopted, those employees who
are covered by a single employer industrial agreement today, will no longer have the
right to have their wages and conditions indexed or improved by a State wage case
decision. Therefore, as a result of this amendment, a distinction will be drawn between
those employees covered by a multi-employer industrial agreement and those employees
covered by a single employer or single business industrial agreement. That will apply
retrospectively; that is, the limitation on the commission's powers to order adjustments in
wages and conditions under section 51 will not apply prospectively to new agreements
that are reached after this Bill comes into force, but rather, existing employees covered
by industrial agreements which have only a single employer party wil be disadvantaged.
Therefore, by a single freak of history, as to whether those employees will be
disadvantaged as a result of this amendment -

Mr Kierath: You are talking about the registering of a new agreement under the new
sections. My advice was it will not affect any existing agreement, but will apply only to
new agreements.
Mr BROWN: I am pleased that is the intention. However, I am worried about the words.
Mr Kierath: You are talking about registering agreements. Where they are registered,
their terms and conditions are already covered. You may be right if a new one comes up.
Mr BROWN: They ame registered. However, I direct the Minister to section 51 of the
Act which places an onus on the commission to apply national wage decisions.
Supposing that tomorrow a national wage decision were made - we know one has just
been brought in - and the State Industrial Relations Commission decided to apply it and
granted the increase. It would then ask to whom does this adjustment apply? Under the
provisions in proposed subsections (2) and (2a) it will apply the increase to awards and to
agreements that fail within the confines of (2a) which reads -

The reference in subsection (2) to industrial agreements is to industrial
agreements that, in accordance with section 41A (2), apply to more than a single
enterprise.

T~herefore, the commission looks at the industrial agreement and asks whether it will
apply to more than a single enterprise.
If it does, one can then apply the State based position; if it does not, one cannot apply it.
It does not say anywhere here that one is required to draw a further distinction between
this single employer industrial agreement registered prior to the date of this Bill coming
into force, as opposed to this single employer industrial agreement coming into force
after the proclamation of the Bill. That is the concern. If one reads the words and
examines clause 41A and the amendment adopted by this House in relation to clause 41
and considers those two provisions in the context of this change to section 5 1, one can
see that the interpretation I am concerned about is open to be drawn. If the attempt was
to provide that in the future national health and State health positions should be applied
to industrial agreements that could have been quite easily couched. That would have
meant, however, that industrial agreements in operation prior to the proclamation and
those changes would continue to receive those adjustments, but it does not say that. The
concern I have is that if one reads the words literally they will result in what will
effectively be two classes of employees under clause 50. As we have seen already during
the course of this year, certain unintended inferences are drawn from Bills that go
through this House. If the interpretation I am espousing is correct, the Minister will
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support the funkier amendment to this Bill which will clearly identify that all industrial
agreements prior to the proclamation of this Bill and all industria agreements subsequent
to the proclamation of this Bill do no' carry those benefits.
Mr KIERATH: I thought I tried to make that plain by intrjections during the course of
the debate. The member for Tornie has taken something quite literally where theme is
reference to a drafting error. flat is not saying that someone has made a drafting error
but the instructions to the Parliamentary Counsel were that when they were putting in
these new section 41 agreements we were adding something that was not there and trying
to import two provisions of the Federal Act. Equally, we did not want to c=ate a
situation where people chose that course of action rather than look at workplace
agreements; in other words, we, did not want people just to take the soft option. Our
instructions were that those sorts of agreements would not be subject to the State's wage
case, because we are talking about State jurisdiction and the State system. However, as
with many other things, instructions ame given and when one goes back to review, one
finds the drafting has not quite matched the instructions. That is what is meant by
"drafting error" there. When it was brought to the Government's attention we went back
and checked the instructions. It has always been the Government's intention not to
include those agreements in the State wage case.
I tried to inteiject when the member for Morley was speaking and say that the only
agreements the Government was worried about were, the new ones to be registered, where
lots of people would be registering under that section of the AcL. There is a strong move
by people who want to do it. If they go down that path, and not the State wage case, I
want to make it very plain that it is not the Government's intention that any existing
agreement should be denied the State wage case where it forms part of the agreement,
whether they have that right or entitlement. When it comes down to the words, as I said
before, I am not a lawyer and I have to rely on the wording put in as expressing the
Government's wishes. The draftsmen were asked in the first place and then they camne
back and said that it had not been done quite in the way intended, and that is the reason
for this amendment being added in the other place. I hope I have made it very clear that
it is not the Government's intention to interfere with any currently registered agreements,
but certainly in the case of any new single enterprise agreements that would be the case.
Mrs HENDERSON: I thank the Minister for his comments. I was concerned about the
phrase he used, that the Government did not want people to take the soft option. My
understanding was that he was genuinely bringing in the legislation to give people the
choice between the existing system, whether he regards it as a soft option or not -

Mr Kierath: Under the existing system they have industrial agreements, and all those
agreements, whether they be single or multiple -

Mrs HENDERSON: The Minister said they would continue to have a choice between
using the existing system and the new workplace agreements.
Mr Kierath: And they do.
Mrs HENDERSON: No, they do not.
Mr Kierath: This is where you misunderstand. You have got new section 41 agreements.
They are no: existing and so there is not that choice now.
Mrs HENDERSON: They will be new section 41 agreements that will only apply to
multiple employers if they want national wage increases. The Minister made that quite
clear himself. What he is effectively saying is that he does not want people to use the
existing system to register single enterprise industrial agreements that get national wage
increases. He wants to push all those people into workplace agreements. That is the way
I See it.
Mr Kierath: I will make it quite clear to you. I would rather not have put these new
agrements mn this part of the Bill, but with that clause in the Federal jurisdiction -

Mrs HENDERSON: Clauses 134 and 118.
Mr Kierath: This new section relates to clause 134 and clause 118S relates to Sole
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coverage, which is another issue. We wanted those provisions to be put into the State
system, but it is not my first choice.
Mrs HENDERSON: Why not add it in? Why take away something currently there
which allows people, even in only a single enterprise -

Mr Kierach: My understanding is that it is not taking anything away.
Mrs HENDERSON: It is.
Mr Kierath: As I have said, that is my advice.
Mrs HENDERSON: I do not want to waste the time of the Committee by going back
through all the wording but 1 went very carefully through it. It says with multiple
employer industrial agreements registered, "Yes, you can get national wage increases";
with single employer future industrial agreements - no. That is what the Moinister has
done.
Mr Kierath: Future existing ones, yes; existing single ones are fine.
Mrs HENDERSON: I am not talking about existing agreements, because they are not an
issue. We are all agreed on that. The Minister said that in the future people will have a
clear choice but what this does is to take away that choice. It says effectively that if one
is a single enterprise one does not have a choice. One cannot register a new industrial
agreement for that enterprise and get national wage increases. One has to go for an
award, hop into the workplace agreement system or have a section 134-type agreement
with no national wage increase.
Mr Kierath: The agreements you are talking about are normally subject to, and cannot go
outside, the wage fixing principles because they are controlled by them. These new
agreements are not bound by those principles, so we are lifting the shackles. You are
talking about two entirely different things.
Mrs HENDERSON: Not everyone wants to go down that pathway.
Mr Kierath: They will not have to.
Mrs HENDERSON: Yes they will, because the Minister has taken away the opportunity
for future -

Mr Kierath: How can it be taken away when they have never had it?
Mrs HENDERSON: They have had it. Under section 41 of the Act they can now
register a single employer industrial agreement that flows on national wage increases.
Mr Kierath: They cannot have one that goes against them.
Mrs HENDERSON: Do not change the subject. Now they can register a single
employer industrial agreement that would give them national wage increases. Under the
Mlinister's changes, in the future they will not be able to do that. They will be able to
register that kind of agreement only if it is a multiple employer agreement.
Mr Icierath: I do not know from where you are getting your advice. The Builders
Labourers' Federation said they will use this section to get their current agreements
because they are not restricted by the State and national wage case.
Mrs HENDERSON: The Minister always tries to change the topic when he is in trouble.
He can put in a section 134 and he can leave the existing section, and the Opposition will
not object; but the Minister does not have to substitute a 134-type section for an existing
section 41 for single enterprises, which is what the Minister is doing. We see what the
Government is doing. The Minister is taking away one option that people currently have.
Mr Kierath: They never bad that option.
Mrs HENDERSON: They have. They have the option to register a single industry
industrial agreement and get wage increases. Once this Bill is proclaimed they will noL
The only way they can get that is to register a 134-type agreement. People should have
all those choices. There is no reason to take away that choice. The Minister will not
even admit he will take away that choice; he has revealed by his choice of words that he
has taken it away. The Minister does not want people to take the so-called soft option.
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Mr Lieath: That is the new one we have added, not an existing one.
Mrs HENDERSON: The Minister does not want people to have section 41 industrial
agreements where national wage increases automatically flow through to them because
that runs counter to the Minister's ideological obsession that everyone should want to go
into these workplace agreements. Thte Minister will find, as they did in New South
Wales, that people will not rush out to do that. The New South Wales Government had
to try to find other ways to try to encourage people into this so-called new stream. It has
been a long, slow, laborious process. The Minister's colleagues in Victoria said, "We
will not have any of this. We will turf the whole lot out of the existing system and make
them go into the new one." The Minister saw the reaction to that and said, "We will give
people a choice." The Minister did not give them a choice. This new section will take
away part of their choice.
Mr Kierath: You are wrong.
Mrs HENDERSON: I anm pleased the Minister is putting in an equivalent to section 134
because the State needs that, but he did not have to do that at the expense of an existing
option.
Mr BROWN: I will not comment on the technical wording but on my concerns at the
way it is brought back to this place. When the No 1 Bill was introduced into this
Chamber the provisions relating to industrial agreements were different from the
provisions that are now contained in section 40 and new section 41A. The No 1 Bill
when brought to this Chamber deleted from the provisions relating to industrial
agreements that provision which required the commission to comply with the national
wage principles in determining whether an industrial agreement should be registered.
Under the existing Act die commission is not entitled to register industrial agreements if
certain things are apparent. One of the matters the commission must take into account in
the determination of industrial agreements is whether those agreements comply with the
wage fixing principles for the purposes of this eml referred to as the principles
formulated in the course of proceedings in which a general order is made under section
51. That is an existing provision in section 41. When the No 1 Bill was introduced into
this place that limitation on the commission's power was removed and the apparent intent
was to allow industrial agreements to be registered notwithstanding that they did not
comply with national wage principles. In the course of proceedings of the Chamber the
Government put forward amendments to section 41 and the introduction of a new section
41 A which have the effect of limiting where new industrial agreements can be struck, but
also puffing back the constraint that was previously required that industrial agreements
must comply with the wage fixing principle. That does not provide a fair base between
fair competition and fair choice between workplace agrements as proposed under the
Workplace Agreements Bill and industrial agreements, because workplace agreements
are not subject to this constraint whereas industrial agreements are.
If one examines that amendment in conjunction with the amendment that we have before
us from the other place we can see a clear policy intent to restrict wherever possible the
use of the instrument of industrial agreements. One would be wrong to let pass in this
debate that the industrial agreement instrument as now proposed is anything other than a
lowering of the existing arrangements which provides for the instrument of industrial
agreements to be used. Certainly I would be keen to hear from the Minister why that
change and now this change - the two are linked - have been made. One would have to
say thar it appears that the changes which have been made have been designed to
dissuade people, particularly parties to agreements, from registering those agreements as
industrial agreements; that is, where parties are able to reach agreement on terms and
conditions of employment and have the option of registering that agreement either as a
workplace agreement under the Workplace Agreements Bill or an agreement under the
Industrial Relations Act, the stipulations and constraints under the Industrial Relations
Act are such that a number of the parties will be persuaded to register such agreements
under the Workplace Agreements Bill. I appreciate that is the intent of the Government's
amendments, but if that is the case it is of concern. I have a well preserved flyer tat was
sent to 250 000 electors prior to the last election outlining the Premier's commitment.
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Mr Kierath: We have your flyers too. They are not worth anything because they are a
pack of lies.
Mr BROWN: That is good because we have kept the Government's flyers and one of
them says that it will keep the existing system. One can make a play on words and say
that the existing system has been kept, but it is changed. It is the thimble and pea trick.
The Government put forward a form of words and got the people to accept them at face
value and then it did something different. Although it did that, it said that it kept the
original form of words.
Mr Kierath: You know that the Act has to be modified to accommodate workplace
agreements.
Mr BROWN: That is not the paint I am making.
Mr Kierath: You know that the new agreements were not possible under the existing
Act.
Mr BROWN: This amendment to the industrial agreements provision is not necessary to
accommodate the Workplace Agreements Bill.
Mr Kierath: I said that. I said it was to accommodate the essential provisions of section
134 of the Federal Act.
Mr BROWN: Even then, it is not necessary in the way it has been drafted to eliminate
what was until today an instrument for regulating terms and conditions of employment.
These are additional provisions from the certified agreement provisions of the Federal
Act. They provide a mechanism for arriving at an agreement. Once it is arrived at, it is
put into a box and that is it.
Mr Kierath: The provision is there to prevent people from going from the State to the
Federal jurisdiction. If I had my way I would not have it in the legislation. I have tried
to make the State system mome attractive than the Federal system and that is the reason it
has been included.
Mrs HENDERSON: I was hoping that the Minister for Labour Relations would respond,
even at this late stage -
Mr Kierath: I have responded to all the questions that have been asked.
Mrs HENDERSON: I am not saying that the Minister has not done that. The Minister
indicated that this provision is roughly the same as section 134 of the Federal Act and
that it was not his choice to include it in the legislation, but it does provide for flexibility.
The Opposition agrees with that.
The point the Opposition is trying to make, and which the Minister could agree to go
away and examine, is that the same can be achieved without limiting section 41
agreements. The opportunities which axt currently available for single enterprise
agreements to be registered will not be taken away. Those people who seek that formi of
regulation will know they can get national and State wage conditions to flow on to them
as can those people under multiple employer industrial agreements. This provision will
invite people to find ways to try to get around it. It is not the case that the existing
section of the Act has not been fully utiised or no longer serves a purpose. Significant
numbers of single enterprise industrial agreements have been registered with the Western
Australian Commission and they govern the wages and conditions of people employed in
Western Australia. There was no need to take away that provision.
Mr Kierath: It has not been taken away.
Mrs HENDERSON: If the Government had included a provision in this Bill which was
equivalent to section 134 of the Federal Act the Opposition would have welcomed it
because it would provide additional flexibility.
The key is that the Government does not want to provide people with a range of choices
which it initially indicated it would provide. This is one way of closing off one of those
options and Limiting people who want to enter into single enterprise agreements by not
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allowing them to register the agreements in the future so that they are effectively
equivalent to awards.
Mr Icierath: My advice is that the existing awards will not be changed. We are talking
about new agreements which will be registered.
Mrs HENDERSON: How many times do I have to say that I am not talking about
existing awards or agreements? I am talking about agreements in the future. I know that
the existing agreements are undisturbed.
Mr Icierath: Section 134 agreements do not abide by the wage fixing principles. People
who use them say they are not restricted by those wage fixing agreements.
Mrs HENDERSON: Is the Minister as stupid as the impression he is giving or is he just
putting on an act?
Mr McGinty: He is as stupid as he looks.
Several members inteujected.
Mrs HENDERSON: I cannot believe it. For the last time, I am talking about a section
134-type of agreement to which the Opposition has no objection. It would welcome an
addition to the legislation which would provide that opportunity at a State level. It wants
to keep the opportunity for future multiple employer industrial agreements that flow on
national wage increases which are preserved and it wants to keep the opportunity for
future single enterprise industrial agreements that flow on national wage increases which
the Government has eliminated by this amendment. It is no good when the Opposition
raises that issue for the Minister to try to deflect the debate.
Mr Kierath: You do not understand it.
Mrs HENDERSON: I understand it very well. When people find that an option they
currently enjoy has been removed the Government will say that they can use one of the
remaining options. The Government is hellbent on nhying to make sure that people
cannot enjoy -

Mr Kierath: How can you lose something you do not have?
Mrs HENDERSON: People currently have the opportunity to go to the commission to
register a single enterprise industrial agreement that flows down national wage increases
like an award, but it applies to only one employer. Those people who have already done
it before today will still have that choice, but people in the future will not have that
choice because the Government is removing it. The Minister knows, even though he will
not admit it, that it has been done quite deliberately. If the Government had issued
careful drafting instructions it could have included in the Bill an additional clause that
provided for greater flexibility like the Federal Act. The Opposition would have
supported thaL Instead, the Government has tried to take away an option which people
currently enjoy and it is making sure that in the future people will not be able to exercise
that choice. The Minister will stand condemned for having once again misled people by
telling them that they will be able to choose between the existing system and the new
system.
Mr Icierath: It is limiting a new option which has been included in this legislation. It is
not a choice which they already have.
Mrs HENDERSON: Under the amendment to section 5 1, the words "subject to" limit the
kinds of industrial agreements. The Minister has taken away something which was
unlimited in relation to industrial agreements. All the practitioners understand clearly
what the Minister has done. He can sit there and say that he has taken nothing away, but
he has. He has taken away one option.
Mr Kierath: You should have a talk to the member bodies of the TLC.
Mrs HENDERSON: I have. It is a pity the Minister does not listen to other people.
Mr Kierath: They have had to go Federal to get it
Mrs HENDERSON: God, the Minister is so thick, I cannot believe it. We have said
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about 25 times this afternoon that the Minister can introduce an equivalent to the Federal
section 134 without deleting and limiting proposed new section 41A.
Mr ierath: I don't think you really understand the Bill.
Mrs HENDERSON: We have heard that standard line from the Minister whenever he is
in trouble, but it does not work. Members on this side understand the legislation very
clearly. This is yet another of his promises down the drain. He said people would have a
choice between the existing system left intact and the new system and be was being
dishonest again. He did tell them that they would have a choice between die existing
system if they wanted to use an award, or a multiple employer industrial agreement or if
they wanted a new section 1 34-type of agreement He did not tell them that they would
not be able to register a single employer industrial agreement in the way they currently
can because he is going to take that away. He did not tell people that and even now he is
seeking to run away from it. People can see what he has done and it will not work.
Mr BROWN: I was interested in the Minister's comments on section 134 of the Federal
Act and this being an attempt to mirror that section.
Mr Kierath: It is not an attempt to minor it; it is to import its provisions. There is a
difference.
Mr BROWN: The certified agreements provision of the Federal Act was introduced
because a number of agreements were being struck under the structural efficiency
principle which provided for wage increases quite significantly above those permitted by
the wage faxing principles. The provision of certified agreements was introduced to
enable those agreements to be registered because, other than that, such agreements could
not be registered.
Mr Kierath: Basically, the public interest tests and all those things go out of those
agreements.
Mr BROWN: Under section 115 of the Federal Act, the certified agreements section, the
public interest test remains but the requirement to comply with the wage fixing principles
does not remain. Section 115(5) of the Federal Act provides that certification of the
agreement shall not be contrary to the public interest merely because the agreement is
inconsistent with the general Full Bench principles.
Mr Kierath: However, there is a mechanism in there that allows you to get around that.
Mnother section says that the commission has to register it Or Certify it. I remember
listening to former Justice Ludeke explain how that test has been taken out of the Federal
legislation on that basis. People using this section don't want the State wage case
principles because they find them restrictive. The BLF has told me that.
Mr BROWN: There are two aspects and it is important not to confuse the two. There are
those forms of agreements that qualify for national wage adjustments and therefore are
subject co the national wage principles and there are those forms of agreements which are
not subject to the national wage principles, but they do not get the national wage
increases. Therefore, either the worker is fully in and has the increase and the constraint
of the principles or he is outside and he has freedom to negotiate whatever he likes - it
could be $500 above the award - and it is not subject to the principles. That was the
intent of section 115 of the Federal legislation.
As I read proposed new section 41A. the new industrial agreements Will not pick up, by
virtue of section 51 of the Act, the national wage or the State wage increases. However,
and importantly, under proposed new section 41A(l)(b) the registration of those
agreements is subject to the principles of the State wage case. Under proposed new
section 41A(l)(b) the new industrial agreements will not, first, qualify for the State wage
adjustments, but secondly, will be bound by the wage fixing principles. I want the
Minister to tell me whether I am correct I do not know how else one could interpret
proposed subsection (1)(b) because it limits the registration of industrial agreements only
to those industrial agreements which conform with the wage fixing principles. If that is
not the intent, I want the Minister to tell me it is not the intent If applications are made
for the registration of such agreements and they are rejected on the ground of
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noncompliance with the wage fixing principles and the decision by the commission does
not conform with Government policy, will the Government amend this Bill to give the
commission the power to register industrial agreements that are contrary to die wage
fixing principles?
Mr Kierath: I give you an undertaking that if there are any unintended consequences, we
will certainly amend the Bill.
Mr BROWN: The point the Minister raised in exchange was that this was an intent
trying to minror section 115 of the Federal legislation.
Mr Kierath: I never said that at all. That is perhaps where some confusion has arisen.
Mr BROWN: The Minister talked about the BLF being keen to use this clause because it
is not bound by the wage fixing principles. It may be under a misapprehension.
Mr Kierath: It believes that it will achieve what it wants.
Mr BROWN: I invite the Minister to indicate whether my understanding is wrong, and if
he says nothing I will assume I am right. My reading is that in fuxture new industrial
agreements when registered must be single party employer agreements. They will not
get, under clause 50, the flow-an of the State wage case decisions, but they will be bound
by the wage thxing principles. Any agreement that is lodged for registration that does not
comply with the wage fixing principles cannot be registered by the commission.
Mr Icierath: I have already made it very clear.

Division

Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (25)
Mr CJ. Bamest Mr Johnson Mr W. Smith
Mr Blaikie Mr Kicrath Mr Strickland
Mr Board Mr Lewis Mr Trenwrden
Mr Bradshaw Mr Marshall Mr Tubby
Dr Constable Mr Minson Dr Turnbull
Mr Court Mr Nicholls Mr Wiese
Mrs Edwardes Mr Osborne Mr Eloffwitch (Teller)
Dr Hames Mr Prince
Mr House Mr Shave

Noes (20)
Mr M.Banet Mr Graham Mr Ripper
Mr Bidge Mrs Haltahan Mr Taylor
Mr Brown Mrs Henderson Mr Thomas
Mr Cnau Mr Kabelke Ms Warnock
Mr Cunningham Mr Marlborough Dr Watson
Dr Edwards Mr Mc~inty Mr Leahy (Teller)
Dr Gallop Mr Riebeling

Question thus passed; the Counci's amendment agreed to.
Mr KIERATH: I move -

That amendments Nos 2 and 3 made by the Council be agreed to.
These amendments were made at the request of the Trades and Labor Council, which
pointed out that the fredomn of association provisions were so strong that they prevented
a union from offering discounts and services to its members that it did not offer to non-
union members in the workplace. The provision was so tight that it may have been
necessary for the union to offer its services to everybody, whether or not they were
members. The definitions relate to employment and discounts for members. It was never
the Government's intention to capture that sort of activity, but it was the Government's
intention that no-one in the workplace should be discriminated against on the basis of
their membership or non-membership of a union. I hope the Opposition will
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wholeheartedly support these amendments. The TLC has strongly advocated them, and
said they are important for the trade union movement in offering services to its members.
Mrs HENDERSON: The Opposition supports these two amendments. It is interesting
that these amendments provide the opportunity for unions to grant discounts and provide
other services to their members only; in other words, to discriminate in favour of people
who sam members of unions. T1he Minister is prepared to accept that discrimination in
relation to services, such as travel entitlements, credit union facilities, cheap penaol, cheap
clothing and so on, but in all matters of employment, which is the primary purpose for
which unions were formed, the Minister deliberately includes in the legislation provisions
that outlaw any form of discrimination in favour of membership of trade unions. It is the
greatest irony that 100 years after the trade unions were formed to promote
improvements in conditions of employment, the Minister will accept union membership
providing the benefits to which I referred, but he will not countenance any discrimination
in relation to conditions of employment Even though the Opposition finds the whole
context in which these amendments sit repugnant, and does not support in any way that
clause, nevertheless it supports the amendments.
Question put and passed; the Couni's amendments spreed to.

Report
Resolutions reported.
MR KIERATH (Riverton - Minister for Labour Relations) [6.00 pm]: I move -

That the report be adopted.
MR RIPPER (Belmont) [6.01 pm]: I place on the record that this marks the final
passage of a very shameful industrial relations Bill. This is the last action in the
Minister's program to put this package of three Bills through the Parliament, to the very
great detriment of thousands of Western Australian working people. The Opposition will
continue to oppose this legislation. The Government might celebrate, but thousands of
working Western Australians will suffer as a result of this legislation which will now
finally go through both Houses of Parliament. I place on record the implacable resistance
of this Opposition to the package of legislation the Minister for Labour Relations has
perpetrated on this Parliament and the community.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I draw to the attention of the member Standing Order
No 165 which precludes argument or opinion being offered. The member for Belmont
has got away with something.
Question put and passed, the report adopted, and a message accordingly returned to the
Council.

Sitting suspended from 6.02 to 730 pm

METROPOLITAN REGION SCHEME (FREMANTLE) DILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 24 June.
MR MeGINTY (Fremantle) [7.33 pm]l: This Bill seeks to amend the metropolitan
region scheme to reserve land for a highway through the middle of Fremantle. The
legislation proposes to extend Stirling Highway through the suburbs of White Gum
Valley and Beaconsfield with very unfortunate, if not disastrous, consequences for the
fabric of the Fremantle community. During the time available to me this evening I will
give at least 17 reasons why the eml is bad.
First, Fremantle already has an eastern bypass and it simply does not need another one.
The Bill proposes that between Hampton Road and Carrington Street in Fremantle, a
controlled access highway be reserved on the metropolitan region scheme for futr=
construction. Many years ago, a major north-south highway route was built to the east of
Fremantle along what is today known as Stack Road. It runs some two to three
kilomnetres east of Fremantle and is currently significantly underutilised and will be
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uriderutilised for as far as one can project into the future, If one were really interested in
providing Fremantle with a bypass highway one would simply use what has already been
built for that exact purpose.
There are two major needs in the Frenmantle area: First, to provide access to the port to
ensure the ongoing efficiency of the Port of Fremantle and to ensure that transport is not
an impediment to the retention of the port in the inner harbour area of Frermantle. The
second is to provide general north-south access. The Stock Road route is a major
highway running north-south; it is capable of carrying for the lifetime of everyone in this
Parliament all the traffic that is necessary. It currently connects with the end of Stirling
Highway in the form of Leach Highway. So, one can run frorn the north, over the
Fremantle traffic bridge, turn left into Leach Highway and then right into Stock Road.
We already have a highway network running through Fremantle, not far to the east of
Fremantle and certainly more than capable of carrying the traffic to service bath the port
and the general north-south traffic in the area. The existing Fremantle eastern bypass in
the form of Leach Highway and Stock Road is more than adequate to cater for our needs
well and truly into the future of both the port, and the north-south traffic running through
Fremantle. This reservation for provision of a controlled access highway through the
residential parts of Fremantle is completely unnecessary.
The second objection to the Bill is that during 1991 two major traffic studies were
undertaken in the Fremantle area to ascertain the needs both for the City of Fremantle
and the immediate surroundings and generally for the south west region. The first was a
localised study in Fremantle titled the "Port Access and Traffic Calming Study". It
concluded expressly that the Frenmantle eastern bypass was not necessary. We have spent
a significant amount of Federal and State Government funds to have experts conduct
traffic studies, and at the end of the day they came to the conclusion that the Fremantle
eastern bypass is not necessary, so why do we need to put a Bill through Parliament to
reinstate the Fremantle eastern bypass on the planning books? The south west
metropolitan region transport study came to not quite as robust a conclusion, but
nonetheless the conclusion was essentially that changes in the transport and land use
patterns in the south west metropolitan region would render, at least in the medium term,
the Fremantle eastern bypass unnecessary. We have had two studies - one localised in
Fremantle, and one covering the south west region generally - both of which came to the
conclusion that what this Bill seeks to do is unnecessary. We axm seeing here the
reinstitution on the planning books of a marginally different provision from the one that
has existed for the last 20-odd years; that is, for a highway to be built through the
Fremantle eastern suburbs.
The third point I wanted to make relates to the planning procedures. It is essential that
there be a measure of certainty in our planning procedures and not an arbitrary decision
making process in which the Minister, because his party happens to have a majority in
both Houses of Parliament -

Mr Lewis: I don't believe this.
Mr McGINTY: If you would listen, you might learn something, rather than defaming me
when I am not here, you big goose. If you listen to this, you will learn a lot tonight.

Withdrawal of Remark
The SPEAKER: Order! I direct the member to withdraw and apologise to the Minister
for using that expression "you goose". I have asked the member to withdraw similar
remarks previously. Because he has continued to use those terms, I ask hint to withdraw
and apologise.
Mr McGINTYf: I withdraw and apologise. I think it is an act of gross cowardice for the
Minister in my absence from this House to accuse me effectively of lying. That is
something that he will have to live with, because he kniows it is not flue.

Debate Resumed
The SPEAKER: Order! I have allowed the member to make the comment, but I hope
that he will come back to his speech.
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Mr McGINTY: I intend to move back to my speech.
Mr Lewis: I caught you out and you know it.
The SPEAKER: Order! It is not productive for the Moinister and the member to continue
down this path. I make that point very clear.
Mr McGINTY: It is an act of gross cowardice to do that in my absence when I was not
here to argue the point with him. He knows that what he said was not true.
As to the planning procedures, we have established by Statute in this State basically two
measures by which the planning schemes for the metropolitan area can be amended. In
simple terms they are known as major and minor amendments. Those procedures are the
way in which the metropolitan region scheme should be amended. It is completely
wrong when Government members have the numbers that they simply number crunch
through this House without community consultation and all those input processes which
the planning legislation in this State requires. The Minister simply crunches through his
view of the world without due regard for those procedures.
Mr Lewis: It is not only my view - it is all Government agencies, which you ignore.
Mr McGINTY: That is not true. The Minister is misleading the House again. He ought
to talk about other people not telling the truth; he is getting a reputation not unlike that of
the Minister for Labour Relations.
The SPEAKER: Order! I ask the member to direct his remarks through the Chair and I
ask the inister -
Mr McGINTY: Tell the inister to do likewise.
The SPEAKER: - to cease interjecting. That is right. I did, without assistance.
Mr McGTNTY: We have major and minor amendments. The Minister is currently in the
process, in the correct fashion, of proposing a number of major amendments to the
metropolitan region scheme to do with converting land from rural zoning to make it
available for housing developments in the future. We might well object to some of those
developments. Nonetheless, the procedure which he is adopting is entrenched, it is well
known; it is understood by the public as a whole; and, mast importantly, it provides for
community input People can object and argue that a scheme be modified. By formal
submission both to the minor amendment procedures and the major amendment
procedures contained in our planning legislation, the people have input
During 1991 and 1992, the people who were to be affected by this proposed road were
asked what they thought. The proper planning procedures contained in the metropolitan
planning legislation were applied. A large number of submissions were made by
members of die public, and views were submitted by Government departments and local
government authorities. All those submissions were rigorously assessed. We see here an
absolutely cavalier overriding of planning legislation which lays down the procedure by
which these things should be done.
The Minister has not given this House an explanation as to why legislation is necessary
to override the established planning procedures. T'hose planning procedures could well
have achieved the end result which the Minister desires, but he has sought to come into
this place, to prostitute those planning procedures, cast them completely to one side and
rain the legislation through using the numbers created by a malapportioned electoral
system which has given members opposite every year for the 100 years we have been
operating with responsible Government in Western Australia a majority in the upper
House, which allows them to control the legislative program. It means that, when
members opposite are in Government, they can do what they like. It is not good enough.
it must be stated very firmly for the record that, where established planning procedures
exist it is important that they be followed. They arm there for a very good purpose. We
have here a very crass overriding of those established procedures to achieve a particular
result. This will create a most undesirable precedent of asowing Parliament, at the whim
of the Minister concerned, to override established procedures. This process is not
consistent with what was promised during the election fought earlier this year.
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Government members cannot say they have a mandate for this. I will come to the details
of what members opposite promised the people of Fremantle would be the consequences
of their election win and the way in which they have not honoured that with this
legislation.
This process cannot be said to be founded in a mandate. It cannot be said to be proper
planning procedure. We have simply the imposition of the partisan view of the Minister.
In my view, he is completely wrong in what he is doing. More importantly, members
opposite will rue the day the Minister sought to override the accepted planning
procedures in this State in order to reinstate this highway. The Minister has created a
monster and set a precedent that all members opposite will regret.
The fourth factor to which I wish to refer relates to traffic in residential areas. It is
proposed here that bath the part related traffic in Fremantle and the north-south through
traffic will be mouted through the residential areas of Fremantle through the suburbs of
White Gum Valley and Beaconsfield. It effectively amounts to a transference of the
problem from Hampton Road, which for many years has beeni a busy street. The traffic
levels on Hampton Road, which is also a significant residential street in Fremantle, are
intolerable. All the Minister is doing is transferring the problems from one street in
Fremantle to a new highway that he is proposing to build. All that is occurring at a time
when existing highways - beside which there are very few, if any, houses - which were
built many years ago to handle the port related traffic through Fremantle are perfectly
capable of taking this traffic. The Min~ister is inflicting on the residential areas of
Fremiantle a most unfortunate planning decision.
Because I do not believe it is appropriate to stand here and only criticise a decision, I will
tell the Minister what he should be doing. Firstly, he should encourage the heavy trucks
and the north-south through traffic, which has no real business ir. Fremantle other than
passing through, to use the existing Fremantle easern bypass, v.'ich is Stock Road-
Leach Highway. It is only a few extra kilomeitres to travel but it would save a massive
cost and a massive imposition on the people of Frenmantle. The Minister should be
encouraging particularly the trucks but also the through traffic to use the existing
highway routes around Fremantle.
At the same time, we should be discouraging the traffic from using the existing and
popular moute of Hampton Road. The Fremantle traffic and port access study to which I
have already referred laid out the way in which that should proceed. By a series of
measures, including pedestrian crossings, the installation of lights, and a number :f other
things such as reduced speeds along Hampton Road, the trucks and the through traffic
would find Hampton Road an unattractive street to gain access to North Quay and to
areas north of the river. It is very easy, by engineering means, to discourage traffic from
using that route, If a system can be found by using engineering means traffic can be
discouraged from using Hampton Road and encouraged to use Stock Road, it will make a
very significant contribution to the end result.
We have already seen one significant move taken. One of the problems that currently
exists on Hampton Road in Fremantle is the number of buses that charge down the road
at the end of their shift to get back to the depot located at the southern end of the moad.
By relocating that bus depot to Kardinya. one of the problems on Hampton Road will be
solved in the very near future. A number of changes of that nature would be a good thing
for the people of Fremantle and for the traffic problems in the Fremantle area. It shows a
complete lack of vision, to my way of thinking, simply to reinstate a highway through the
residential suburbs of Fremantle and to transfer the problem about three-quarters; of a
kilomnetre to the east of Hampton Road, which road currently suffers a problem. Any
imagination applied to this problem would have found a far cheaper and far mom
satisfactory solution.
Another approach that could be very easily adopted would be to say that there should be
designated truck routes through our suburban areas and to require the live sheep trucks,
the scrap metal trucks and the container trucks - those vehicles which have business on
North Wharf - to use the existing highway system around Fremantle rather than to
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construct an additional highway through the residential areas of Fremantle. The notion of
a designated truck moute is one about which I think increasingly we will have to give
future consideration in Perth, given the population expansion and the mix of uses, both
industrial and residential, to which our land is being put A combination of the
designated truck route, the encouragement to use Stock Road and the discouragement of
trucks and other vehicles to use Hampton Road would be a very simple solution of the
problem which we all recognise exists on Hampton Road.
The fifth reason I want to advance to the House tonight for why this legislation is bad is
that a mere reinstatement on the planning books of Western Australia in the metropolitan
region scheme of a highway reserve is the worst of all options. We are seeing die
reinstatement of uncertainty. This will create a planning blight not only over the direct
route of this highway through the suburbs of White Gum Valley and Beaconsfield but
also the neighbouring streets. People wil be cautious about what they do in terms of
development within a significant zone of influence associated with this moad reserve. We
will see a whole swathe through the middle suburbs of Fremantle being sterilised by the
reinstatement of this proposal on the planning books.
If the Minister is serious about this plan, he should construct it and give people a measure
of certainty in their lives. There is nothing worse than having something that may or may
not be built in the distant future, most probably not this century; most probably, if it is to
be considered, at some time in the distant future. Hundreds of families are having their
lives and their interests in the land detrimentally affected by this proposal which is
nothing more than to reinstate something on the planning books without any clear
statement of intention to build the road in an acceptable time frame. It is a planning
blight on the City of Fremantle and will have an adverse affect on literally hundreds of
families.
The pressure for this road, in terms of the local community in Frenmantle, has come from
the people who live on Hampton Road and who are currently putting up with the
excesses of the traffic and, particularly, the heavy trucks that use that road and cause the
noise and the traffic problems, and the dangers to those people living on that road. Most
importantly, this plan will do absolutely nothing for the people who live on Hampton
Road, Those people will still be subjected to the late night thunipings and smells of
sheep trucks as. they speed along Hampton Road and to the excessive speeds, noises,
smells and emissions from the excessive amount of traffic currently using Hampton
Road. There is nothing in this proposal which offers those people, within any reasonable
time fr-ame, any hope of relief from the problem which they are currently suffering.
My suggestion to the Minister is that he do something about the traffic pmoblenm on
Hampton Road by addressing that issue, by looking at the suggestion that I have put
forward in this debate about the relocation of the port related traffic onto the existing
Fremantle eastern bypass of Leach Highway and Stock Road. Then the people on
Hampton Road will say, "Something is being done about our problem." All that the
Minister is offering them is no joy in the foreseeable futre.
The mere reinstatement of this possible road on the planning books is seen by the people
of Fremantle as the worst possible option. Its deletion imposed a requirement on the
responsible people to meet the problem on Hampton Road. So long as the option of
building the Fremandle eastern bypass at some time in the future remained on the
planning books as a strong possibility, no Government in its right mind would spend a
cent to meet the problems on Hampton Road. With the deletion in 1992 of the Fremantle
eastern bypass from the metropolitan region scheme, the people of Hampton Road felt for
the first time that there now was sufficient pressure for immediate relief to their problem.
Now that the Minister is proposing to re-insert the Fremantle eastern bypass onto the
planning books, those people return to a situation where their problem is back on the
never never: Maybe something will be done at some time in the future. However, it is
abundantly clear that nothinig will be done for the people on Hampton Road in the next
few years and, undoubtedly, until at least the turn of the century.
The sixth point that I raise in my objection to this Bill rlates tothe fact that it ispart of a
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total north-south road complex. Its effect is not simply in Fremantle. It is not really
about the Fremantle eastern bypass. This is part of a road system which starts at the
Mitchell Freeway where there is an off ramp. It runs from about Stirling, through the
electorate of Floreat, through the Wemubley golf course, through and affecting the
environmental considerations of Bold Park, and continues through the electorate of the
deputy leader of the Liberal Party, and it then connects up with this link in Fremantle.
By voting on this issue, the Parliament will be voting to keep on the planning books the
whole road system which provides a north-south freeway running from te Stirling area
through Floreat and the electorate of Cotresloc to link up in Fremantle. There are some
extremely important questions associated with the northern end of this freeway which
should be thrown out. It will be interesting to see whether the part of the highway that
remains is the part through good old Fremantle and whether this Governiment then
proceeds to revoke the road through the electorates of Florear and Cottesloe. If it does
that, it will be an absolutely partisan act for which the Government will stand to be
condemned. There is no benefit today from any part of that road system running from
the Mitchell Freeway in Stirling through those northern suburbs to Fremantle.
Every part of this plan contains very significant flaws because of its impact on local
communities, and every part of it should be dropped. By deleting the Fremantle eastern
bypass leg of that road, we are taking the first step towards removing that road which is
completely unnecessary and which would have disastrous consequences if the road were
to be built. To leave that part of the system that afflicts the people of Fremantle but to
remove it from the Liberal Party electorates is completely the wrong way to go. The
whole of that road should be done away with.
It was very interesting during the election campaign earlier this year to hear the Liberal
Party candidate for the seat of Fremnantle make a number of promises to the people of
Fremantle on what a coalition Governiment would do to the Fremantle eastern bypass if
the coalition were elected. The first part of this promise was that this road would be
constructed as a five met deep wrench through the suburbs of White Gum Valley and
Beaconsfield. That shocked everyone in Fremantle, and I am sure that was one of the
reasons that the Liberal candidate did so poorly in that election: the other reason was, no
doubt, my own candidacy. The Minister is shaking his head. That is exactly what he
promised.
Mr Lewis: Where does it say it will be a five metre deep trench?
Mr McGINTY: I am happy to table this Liberal Party pamphlet, which is headed
"Fremantle By-pass - You Need to know the Full Story". This document has a picture of
Phil Storey, the Liberal candidate in the seat of Fremantle, and states, against the dotted
line labelled 'eastern bypass (proposed)" that the bypass is to be in a cutting up to five
mets deep. The Minister does have a bit of a fetish about trenches! The people of
Fremantle shunned that promise. They did not want it That would be an absolute
disaster for the people of Fremantle, and I gather from the Minister's interjection that he
thinks it would be the wrong way to go, too.
Mr Lewis: Engineering has to be done on any road.
Mr McGINTrY: One does not need to be an engineer to know that to build a five met
deep trench through those suburbs in Fremantle would be the wrong way to go and would
be a disaster. It would divide those suburbs. It is interesting that the proposal in this
Liberal Party pamphlet put out during the election campaign is very similar to the plan
that I have just outlined. Stock Road runs north-south to the east of Fremantle. Leach
Highway runs east-west. My proposal was to have the north-south traffic and the port
related traffic run north-south up Stock Road and then east-west along Leach Highway.
The Liberal Party proposal was to build an expensive new highway rnning north-south,
known as the Fremantle eastern bypass, and an east-west road running to the southern
suburbs of Fremantle and connecting with Stock RoadL What is the difference between
using the existing road and building a new, expensive freeway, when both will run in the
same direction? They are identical proposals, except that the Government's proposal will
disrupt the lives of literally hundreds of families in Fremantle.
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The Liberal Parry promise to the people of Fremantle was a crass attempt to win votes in
the southern suburbs of Coogee and Cockburn Waters. The Liberal Party told the people
of those suburbs that the Fremantle eastern bypass would not connect with Cockburn
Road and run through those suburbs but would stop at Roe Highway and be deflected
east. It is clear from the plan on this pamphlet that it will reinstate a major north-south
highway running through the suburbs of Coogee. and Cockburn Waters. Therefore, the
people in those suburbs will feel betrayed because the Liberal Party candidate for the last
State election told them not to worry because that road would be inflicted upon the
Labor-voting people in White Gum Valley and Beaconsfield. When those people realise
that they have been deceived, I am sure the Liberal Party will pay a significant price.
The eighth reason that I oppose this Bill is that this road will divide the Fremantle
community. It is not just because I am the member for Fremantle that I hold that
community close to my heart. I believe most Western Australians have great admiration
for the Fremiantle community. itris a self-contained community. It is a community of
which we are all very proud. We certainly all enjoy experiencing the ambience of
Fremantle. This proposal will divide what has been a united and cohesive community for
a long time. One need look only at the East Fremantle ame, where the Stirling Highway
has been extended over the Fremantle traffic bridge, to realise what will be the effect of
extending that road through the suburbs of East Fremantle. That highway has carved a
massive divide through the town of East Fremantle, because the great ramps that have
been built up in order to buttress the road constitute an impassable barrier to people from
the various parts of East Fremantle, from Plympton ward through to Richmond Raceway
on the eastern side. T7hat is the sort of division that the Government proposes to inflict
upon that united and cohesive community. Whether it be by means of a five menr trench
dug in the ground, which will be equally impassable, a significantly raised road, or
simply a major highway running through those suburbs of Fremantle, the suburbs of
White Gum Valley and Beaconsfield will be divided and those communities will be
unable to relate to each other. Whether people are from Hilton or South Fremantle, they
are all part of the greater Fremandle community. This proposal will represent an absolute
divide of that community, and we will see an unfortunate division of the better-off people
on the ocean side of the highway and the lower income people on the other side. Th'lat is
not what the people of Fremantle want and it will be most unhealthy for the general
wellbeing and nature of the Fremantle community.
The ninth reason that I oppose this legislation is that associated with the Fremantle
eastern bypass debate over the last five years we have seen democracy at work. We see
in this legislation a trampling upon the feelings of the people of Fremantle, upon the
input that those people have had and, more particularly, upon their right to have a say
about matters that affect their future. Because the coalition parties have the numbers in
both Houses of this Parliament, we will see in this legislation the normal democratic and
consultative procedures simply overridden. Local government is often closest to the
feelings of the people in a particular area. The two councils through whose areas this
road will run - the Town of East Fremandle and the City of Fremantle - am totally
opposed to this proposal.
Mr Lewis: One is.
Mr McGINT: No; both councils are totally opposed to the construction of this road.
Mr Lewis: It already exists through East Fremantle.
Mr McGINT: Not entirely. Both of those councils which will be most affected by this
proposal are totaly opposed to it.
The point in relation to the Town of East Fremantle is clear. People in that area have had
the experience of this road running through a significant part of their territory since it was
built back in the early 1980s. People of the area have experience of community division,
and a monster being constructed. They do not lie it. They have had sufficient interest
to ensure that other people are not adversely affected in the same way as they have been.
if the Minister argues that the people of East Fremantle do nor have a valid point of view
because they have the bypass, that opinion must tell the Minister something about the
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wisdom of his proposal for the City of Fremantle. For as long as anybody can remember,
that city has had on its books opposition to the eastern bypass and the amnendmnent to the
metropolitan region scheme.
It is necessary to consider who is advocating building this road. It has no support from
any local government authority or councillors whose constituents live along its route. In
my experience as a Minister I found the City of Fremantle to be one of the most
progressive and able councils with which to deal on a range of issues. I sing its praises
generally and for the attitude ic has adopted in planning, housing and other related
matters. I place great weight on the view of the City of Fremantle, which totally opposes
this move.
Prior to my election to the seat of Fremantle, a local government election was held within
the city. It was perhaps one month before the 1990 by-election, and the Fremantle
bypass was a major issue. The chairman of the City of Fremantle planning committee
was defeated at that election because the community considered his opposition to the
Fremantle eastern bypass was not strong enough. The people of the area have had their
say in that case, and the issue arose in the 1990 by-election. Again, the people voted in
support of the candidate opposed to the bypass.
In the Federal election the bypass arose again. Mr John Dawkins said that he opposed the
building of the bypass. His electorate is larger than mine and extends a long way to the
south and to the east. He is on record as opposing the construction of the bypass, and he
was successful in his n-election. In all elections in which this matter was an issue,
without exception, people have voted for candidates opposed to the construction of this
road being removed from the metropolitan region scheme.
Mr Tubby: You would not have won with a first past the post system. If you are right in
your claim, you would have won under that system. You had to rely upon preferences.
Your argument does not hold water.
Mr McOINTY: When this became a heated issue in February of this year, the Liberal
vote declined considerably. At the 1993 election, the Liberal Party candidate
campaigned hard on the promise of a trench in the suburbs of Fremantle. Phil Storey
worked his butt off to increase the Liberal Party vote in Fremantle. To the best of my
knowledge he knocked on every door and ran a campaign not seen since Arthur
Marshall's. However, the Liberal Party vote declined.
Mr Shave: He may not have been saying the right things at the doors.
Mr McGRh4Y: It could have been, but the bypass issue was a major election subject.
The member for Melville and I share a view about the policies espoused by the Liberal
candidate during that campaign. We had occasion to express dissatisfaction with the
candidate; it was a rare occasion on which I was in total agreement with the member for
Melville. Nonetheless, the Liberal Party candidate ran his campaign on this issue and his
pary voe declined at atime when the labor Partyvotewas in general decline in this
State. The Minister will receive no support in the Fremantle area for the proposal that
this road be built
The City of Fremantle took a strong view on this issue when it received a petition signed
by 3 000 people, overwhelmingly those within the city boundaries, urging the council to
oppose the road. The deletion of the eastern bypass amendment was the essence of
democracy at work.
In his second reading speech the Minister spoke at some length about the former upper
House member for the South Metropolitan Region, Hon Garry Kelly, writing to him
expressing support for the retention of the eastern bypass. It is perhaps trite to say that
Garry Kelly is no longer in this Parliament. He should be because the Laibor Party should
have won another scat within that region, but he received no support from the people of
Fremantle for his proposal
Mr Thbby: You put him in an unwininable position.
Mr McGU'4T: We won three seats at the previous election, and we should have won
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that one as well. Garry Kelly did not win popular support for his proposal that the road
should run across areas of homes and schools.
Mr Pendal: Phil Storey campaigned on a wider range of issues than the bypass.

Mr McGINTY: He proposed the closing of the Port of Fremantle - that went down very
well in Freniantl
Mr Pendal: That was people telling fibs.
Mr McGINTY: I was present at some of the speeches he made.
The future of planning in the City of Fremantle must revolve around people and not cars.
We must give a great deal of consideration to the comparable views put forcibly by the
residents of Northbridge. These roads are not called highways these days, but bypasses.
A similar proposal would have had a disruptive effect on residents and business people in
Northbridge. That proposal involved the building of a trench, tunnel or highway through
Northbridge and this met the same reaction as the proposal to build a highway through
the eastern suburbs of Fremmntle. People today no longer see such roads as a solution;
they were seen as modern and progressive in the 1960s, but they art not appropriate for
the 1990s. Planning in our cities must centre around people and not our love affair in
Western Australia with motor vehicles. The car is a necessity, but the more fast freeways
which are built through the suburbs. the more people will use cars and the more we Will
disrupt the lifestyle of people for whom we are supposed to be planning.
In the Minister's post-election zeal, he effectively made two announcements regarding
roads in the Fremantle area. The first is the matter we are debating tonight regarding
whether an eastern bypass should be on the planning books for the eastern and middle
suburbs of Fremantle. The second announcement was made with a great flourish, and
this was a freeway through South Fremantle along the coast up Marine Terrace and
ending in the western end of Fremantle. Although some people in Fremantle considered
the reinstatement of the eastern bypass as a good idea, no-one supported the proposal to
extend the Roe Highway through South Fremantle.
Mr Lewis: Not true.
Mr McCIINTY: The Minister has implemented a planning control Zone over that area of
South Fremtantle in order to keep open the option of the freeway being built beyond
Hampton Road, through the rubbish tip area to Wilson Park and Marine Terrace. The
Minister should go back to his press release. I was appalled as well by ins content. I am
pleased that the Minister has responded to public pressure as his rust flourish of
enthusiasm was wrong.
Mr Lewis: I was prepared for the proposal to go back to the public, and through the task
force to undergo a proces of consultation to see whether it was required& The matter is
still under consideration.
Mr McGINTY: I can tell the Minister now he will not put that road back on the agenda;
it is a silly idea and was made without thining it through, in the same way the Fremantle
eastern bypass was. The long term judgment on this issue will be that this Bill was il-
conceived.
The twelfth point is the nature of the Fremantle community. I have spoken a little about
the remantle community on whom the Minister is inflicting this planning blight with
this Bill. The Fremantle community has traditionally been at the forefront of
propositions which, in the fullness of dine, have become accepted as the norm, but which
were seen to be ahead of their time when they were proposed. The Fremantle community
campaigned many years ago to remove from the planning books the proposed west end
freeway, which would have seen a freeway running through the historic west end of
Fremantle in order to service Victoria Quay. It would have involved very significant
demolition of heritage buildings in the west end of Fremnantle. When people did not pay
too much regard to the heritage value of the buildings in the west end of Fremantle, the
community, ahead of ins time, protested and objected to the freeway being on the
planning books and caused it to be deleted. Conservatives at the time said it was
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necessary. Who was proved right? Today, any suggestion that one would run a freeway
through the western end of Fremantle into Victoria Quay would be laughed out of the
place. That was one example of a freeway that the Fremantle community combined to
stop.
it is very much the same with this Fremantle eastern bypass. The Minister is relying on
an outmoded approach to these questions. He is seeking to apply the 1960s Los Angeles
"let us build lots of freeways" solution to roads in the 1990s. It does not wash any more.
It is outmoded, it is old fashioned and is just like the Ministerl It is not an appropriate
response. I know he takes that as a compliment because he is an old conservative. The
Fremantle bypass is beyond its time.
Mr Lewis interjected.
Mr McGNTY: He is a conservative and he sees things as they were in the 1960s, and
that is the way he would like to turn around the 1990s. It will simply not work. In its
progressive way, the Fremnantle community fought successfully to bring back the trains
after the conservative Government, when it was last in power, cancelled the Perth to
Fremantle railway. It was criticised at the time as being too expensive and as a backward
move. Who today in their right mind would try to wind back our public transport system,
which is based on an electrified railway system? That was another of the great victories
of the people of Fremantle.
They were also very supportive in the lead-up to the last State election of a southern
railway extension from the Fremnantle railway station, linking the southern suburbs of
Rockingham and Mandurab. That idea has been canned by this Government, but in the
fullness of time it is something the Fremiantle community will fight for and which it will
get because it has always been at the forefront of striving for these sorts of changes, in
the same way the people of Fremantle will oppose the building of this freeway through
the suburbs of Fremantle. Th1ey will be vindicated in the long run.
The history of the north-south highway is very important because it reflects very
unfavourably on members opposite. I referred earlier to the existing Fremantle eastern
bypass which basically follows the route of Stock Road. That road was built with the
intention that it should run north-south and further north to Point Walter where there
would then be a bridge over the Swan River into Dalkeith connecting with Servetus
Street, running north along the freeway. Maybe that would have been a far more sensible
proposition than trying to channel the north-south traffic in Perth through only three
bridges across the river - the Fremantle bridges, the Narrows and the Causeway. Maybe
it would make more sense to have mome than three accesses across the river.
Mr Shave interjected.
Mr McO[NTrY: A major highway runs up there. Where was the bridge going to land
when it came north across the river? It was in Sir Charles Court's electorate. I wonder
why that proposal which would have spread the traffic fairly evenly through all the
suburbs, did not eventuate. I wonder what would have happened if that bridge had been
built. From a planning perspective it would do much to ensure we would not have the
traffic channelled through a narrow neck at Fremantle. It would enable some traffic to go
down dhe freeway, some down Stock Road across the Dalkeith-Point Walter Bridge and
some across the Fremantle Bridge. That would have been a fair dispersion of traffic:
crossing the river because one of the problems we have in Perth is the capacity to get
across the river. Thiat was cancelled for one very simple reason. It upset the amenity of
the Liberal member for Nedlands. That is exactly why that very goad proposal was
cancelled. This Government does not want to see a bridge crossing the river into
Dalkeith which follows a straight line across the river and which is the most effective
way to carry north-south transport because it does not want to disrupt the good citizens of
Dalkeith.
Mr Shave interjected.
Mr McCIINTY: As the member for Melville knows, hardly anyone lives in the area along
Stock Road where the eastern bypass route will run. Had that gone ahead 20 years ago,
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before the Houses were built in the northern section closer to the river, there would have
been no need to inflict this on the good people of Fremantle because the good citizens of
Dalkeith would have been wearing their fair share of the north-south traffic going
through the southern suburbs. No-one in this debate can say ic was a question of political
expedience to avoid an undesirable road being built through the suburbs of Fremantle. It
was intended to be inflicted on the people of Frem antle in the first place so that the
citizens of Dalkeith could be saved the inconvenience of a freeway runnig through their
suburb. No-one particularly likes the idea of a main route like this in ter area. We all
know that. However, it started because the Liberal voters in Dalkeith did not want it and
they wanted to inflict it on the poor Labor voters in YFrenmantle. That is its undeniable
histor.
The thirteenth reason why this Bill is bad is that it will adversely affect 115 properties
along that short path which is just over one kilometre long running through the suburbs of
the Whiregum Valley and Beaconsfield. Of those 115 properties, 53 are privately owned.
Each will require demolition and the rights of the residents concerned will be
signifir tntly interfered with. The other very important factor associated with this is that
right i the path of this proposed freeway is the Whitegum Valley School. We are
talking about destroying not only the houses of the residents who live there and the
amenity of the people who live in the immediate vicinity, but also the Whitegumn Valley
School. The road wil u right through tie playground; consequently there will be no
playground left at the Whiitegum Valley school.
The fourteenth reason why this Bill is wrong and bad concerns the question of cost. It
escapes me, at a time when the State -

Mr Shave: Have you thought how much it would cost to buy the land in Dalkeith to put
the wonderful bridge and fireway in Dalkeith
Mr McGINTY: I accept that was a plan that was scrbbed at the time because it did not
suit the voters in the tdi: Premier's electorate. I am not arguing it should be reinstated
today. All I am trying w. say to members opposite is they should not accuse anyone else
of? being partisan in xis matter, because it all starred with the conservative Government
not wanting this bridge and this road in the Premier's electorate of Nedlands. There is
already a Fremantle eastern bypass. The estimates given to me last year by the Main
Roads Department, just to build this very short stretch of 1.5 kilometres of road, were of
the order of $25mn. This would be to build a road which would still not go anywhere but
cover this stretch through Wite Gum Valley and Beaconsfield, At a tine when the
Government says that it does not have a great deal of money for capital works purposes,
and when there is an existing Fremantle bypass, why would it want to spend tens of
millions of dollars constructing an unpopular and unnecessary road? It does not make
any sense when for a far lesser sum the apprpriate engineering changes can be made to
both Hamptn Road and Stock Road to meet the immediate problem and provide relief to
:ae people on Hampton Road and als': greater utilisation of the existing transport
facilities on Stock Road. The cost for this very shont stretch of road is prohibitive and it
will certainly be one of the reasons that there will be a great reluctance ever to build this
road, which will mean that the good citizens of Hampton Road will continue to be
inflicted by this planning blight providing no relief in the foreseeable future.
The 16th reason relates to the environment. Right in the path of this road an interchange
is proposed at Clontarf Hill, which is one of the few remaining areas of native vegetation
in the Fremantle area. T7here is certainly a very strong local mood for the preservation of
the native vegetation in Cloniarf Hill which would be destroyed by this proposal.
Secondly, there is no doubt that by building fast and efficient freeways one simply
attracts more cars. What will be seen in Fremantle as a result of this road, if it is ever
built, wil be far more cars using the road, far more emissions from those vehicles and far
greater pollution of the atmosphere in Fremantle. Two or three weeks ago the Minister
for the Environment and I participated in an interesting seminar organised by the
pollution action network, which identified the motor vehicle as the major cause of the air
pollution problem confronting Perth today. The smoky vehicles, the lead emissions and
the photochemical smog which comes about from the unburnt hydrocarbons emitted from
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the increasing number of vehicles in the Perth metropolitan area, all lead to an
unacceptably high level of pollution in Perth.
Mr Minson: It was a lovely afternoon.
Mr McGINTY It was a lovely afternoon, and I know the Minister enjoyed it immensely.
At the end of that seminar we concluded that there was a cocktail of vehicle emissions,
combining with the smoke from the controlled burns by the Department of Conservation
and Land Management and from outer suburban clearings, which led to Perth having an
unacceptable level of air pollution problems. What the Government is doing here is
providing the means for that problem to be exacerbated. By building major. efficient
freeways through the suburbs of Perth and Fremnantle, the Government is exacerbating
the air pollution problem.
Finally, Mr Speaker, my seventeenth reason for opposing this eml is that this Liberal
Party stands for applying 1960s solutions to the problems of the 1990s. we see it every
day on a range of fronts. Members opposite are simply out of date and old fashioned, and
what they are proposing will not meet these problems. Even in Los Angeles they are
saying, "No more freeways. We do not want this and it has been a disastrous experiment
for us." Everywhere but here in Western Australia we are seeing the end of the building
of freeways. What we see is people wanting solutions for the 1990s and not solutions
which were wrong in the 1960s.
MR THOMAS (Cockburn) [8.35 pm]: I support the comments of my colleague, the
member for Fremantle. I would add one point to his history: There were two Premiers,
one on each side of the river in the 1970s, who were very strongly opposed to that bridge
and the road that would have led to it. I did not hear all the points made by my colleague,
so I may be repeating part of what he said. From the point of view of my constituents,
the residents of Cockburn who, it is said, would be served by the construction of this
bypass, during the last election my opponent campaigned in favour of the construction of
the bypass and was soundly defeated. That showed that despite the fact that this road is
supposed to be for the benefit of the electorate of Cockburn, they do not want it any more
than do the residents of the electorate of Fremantle. What the electorate of Cockburn
wants is a good north-south road so that people will be able to get where they are going
without having to drive through the congested streets of Fremnantle. This Bill will not
achieve that end but, as my colleague the member for Fremantle said, it is really the
worst of all options. It will create planning blight. However, we all know that the
Government has no intention of building this road. What will happen is that we Will have
the reservation and the consequential planning blight in the areas reserved and the areas
round them.

Mr Lewis: That is a very sweeping statement
Mr THOMAS: I would be very surprised if the Government comes forward with that
sort of money for a road that has this sort of priority.
Mr Lewis: There are going to be more than half a million people there.
Mr THOMAS: It will certainly not be in the foreseeable future because other roads have
much more priority. T7here is an option which will achieve most of what is sought by this
reservation at much less cost. The member for Fremanrtle explained that there is an
eastern bypass comprising Stock Road, Leach Highway and Stirling Highway, which is
the route for getting from Cockburn. say, up to the north of the river to North Quay or
other destinations further north. The main problem that exists with that road is that the
intersection of Leach Highway and Stock Road has a set of lights in the bottom of a
valley and is very inconvenient, particularly for trucks which have to come down -

Mr Lewis: Yes, the grades are horrific.
Mr THOMAS: That is right. There is a very easy solution to that problem in the form of
Sainsbury Street, and I refer the Minister to the schedule to the Bill. Instead of going all
the way to Leach Highway, if the vehicles turn left at Sainsbury Street, the road on the
south side of the cemetery, and proceed along that road, it is at the same grade and height
as Carrington Street. They could then turn right into Carrington Street and left into
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Leach Highway and thereby have access to Leach Highway without going down a hill.
They would avoid going down into that valley which creates the problems at present, It
would cost a few hundred thousand dollars, I would suspect, to engineer those
intersections to make it possible for people from Cockburn and other areas in the south to
get access to North Quay and other points further north without having to go through the
trauma of the intersection of Stock Road and Leach Highway. That is a particularly bad
intersection for trucks which must change their gears to slow down. Other lighter
vehicles which do not have that problem could continue to use the Stock Road and Leach
Highway intersection, if their drivens have a mind to do so. It would not be a major
problem.
Mr Marshall: I have never known a truck driver complain about changing gears.
Mr THOMAS: The member cannot have spoken to many truck drivers. I have dozens of
them in my electorate and I can assure hin tchat they regard that intersection as decidedly
inconvenient. They much prefer a route which they can use at the same grade. That
could be done very easily and I suggest that it should be looked at. The Minister should
make the appropriate provisions for those two intersections, namely, Stock Road and
Sainsbury Street and Carrington Street and Sainsbury Street at the bottom end of the
cemetery, and he would find that there would then be a very convenient access route
which would obviate the need to build this freeway. I suggest that it could be done for
approximately one per cent of the cost of building a freeway and will solve a lot of traffic
problems.
MR KOBELKE (Nollamnara) [8.39 pm]): This is an unnecessary Bill. The member for
Fremantle clearly indicated that it is unnecessary from the point of view of the residents
of that area; chat is, the electors of Frenmantle. Being somewhat removed from the local
area I would accept that advice from the member for Fremantle. My perspective would
be a more general one and from that perspective this legislation is unnecessary. It is
unnecessary because the planning procedures exist by which the Minister could achieve
this end, if he feels it is necessary, without bringing this Bill before the House. Why has
the Minister found it necessary to bring in a special Bill to reinstate this road reserve into
this scheme rather than take the processes available through the various planning
procedures? One can only guess at why chat may be. It may be the Minister finds it
difficult to enter into meaningful consultation with people. To go through that process
and have to consult with the various interest groups is not an approach the Minister feels
comfortable with. It may be the Minister finds this Bill necessary because when this
Parliament first sat, even though it was some months after the election, the Government
was not that well prepared with any legislation, so the Minister being strong on this issue
founditceasy to have a Bill drafted As we can see itis avery short Bill of one and abit
pages. It could have been brought forward as an indication that the Government had
some legislation it wanted to get on with. The problem with that is that although this was
the fifth Bill introduced by the Government, on 24 June, we have been waiting five
months to the day to get on with the second reading speech. Earlier today we dealt with
two Bills which were Nos 73 and 74 on the Notice Paper and this Bill at No 5 has just
been sitting there. That is despite the comments by the Minister in his second reading
that -

Urgent reinstatement of this reservation is required to provide certainty in the
planning and development of the Fremantle area. Adjacent localities and the
metropolitan region as a whole will also benefit from the reinstatement of an
effective road network.

If those words were true, if there were any sense of urgency, why have we seen this Bill
languishing on the Notice Paper for five months? That is five months of inaction. Those
five months would have been more than adequate for the Minister to enter into a process
of consultation with the various authorities and local interest groups in order to get that
process under way. We could have had consultation through a proper planning process.
This moad reserve could have been reinstated, if that were the real wish of the Minister.
This legislation was brought to the Parliament so the Minister could put in place
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something which he feels strongly about, but about which he does no: want to enter into
discussions with interested groups. Thkis has become a hallmark of this Government. Itis
quitecertain in some armasto what itthinks iszight. The view that it hascthe answer to
some particular matter means that other people are not listened to. That view may be
well formed, and the Minister has had this view for some time, but all too often it is a
view chat has come to them through their discussions with some small sectional interest
group. Once that view is established it seems this Government is not capable of puffing
that position to a range of interest groups and discussing it in order to bounce the idea off
different people and ensure that the Government has the right proposal. T1he approach of
this Government, and this Minister, particularly, seems to be quite contrary to that.
Having been elected to govern, they simply make the decisions. As the member for
Fremantle indicated, chat might have been the process used in the sixties and seventies
but it is a process that will no: go far in this day and age. The interests are complex; no
one group has all the answers despite what this Goverment may think It does not
matter how good any proposal may be, it can be improved by a process of consultation
with the people who are directly affected by any decision. We have found in this case an
avoidance of all the various possible procedures which could have been used to check out
the real value of reinstating this proposal. Lacer I hope the Minister will take up a few of
these issues which 1 will raise and in his closing speech answer some of the questions on
the details of this road reserve. When we look at the Department of Planning and Urban
Development report 1992 we find that in the front of that report, where it talks about
corporate philosophy, there is a very clear undertaking to consult. It Says -

Public participation is essential to the planning process and the departmient aims
to keep the community well informed and encourage participation.

That statement in the 1992 annual report is something with which this Minister is not
particularly comfortable. It seems that this Minister is pushing this so hard because he is
somehow reflecting on the fact that when the road reserve was taken out he felt this was a
personal thing and the debate -

Mr Lewis: Sure was; it was a political thing. It was cynically political.
Mr KOBELKE: It seems that this Minister has taken it personally. Perhaps he regards it
as a grudge march, that he must reinstate this road reserve regardless of its merits because
he feels a wrong decision was made in the past Whether the decision made with respect
to this road was right or wrong, the reinstatement should be a matter of following a
process which can be seen as proper. Just bringing this Bill into the Parliament, although
it meets the requirements, could not be considered a proper process of consulting all the
people who will be involvedL
The Minister in his second reading speech says that from every viewpoint the decision
taken by the former Government to remove the reservation of the Fremamtle eastern
bypass from the metropolitan region scheme was without justification. flat is a pretty
harsh statement and one which the Minister cannot back up because there was quite
considerable justification. I amn sure the member for Mitchell will take that up. A
number of people in dhe area, as the member for Frerntle has indicated, have clearly
seen there is justification for no: having this reserve. If the Minister is in a hurry with
this, one would assume he has some plan to have it constructed.
As was stated by an earlier speaker, there is no plan to construct this part of the highway,
so why the hurry? Why must this Bill be brought in and debated in the Parliament this
year without going through a process of consultation when there is no undertaking from
this Government to build the road? It is simply a flight of fancy of this Minister that
somehow we must have this road reservation. We find those sorts of harsh statements in
the Minister's second reading speech. I suggest members opposite read it. They will
find the Minister's proposal is clearly without any justification. It is not a black and
white situation. I am willing to concede that arguments can be made for the
reinstatement, but that does not mean they are the right arguments. This Minister did not
put up more than one proposition and then argue on the balance for one or the other. The
Minister's argument is that everything requires the reinstatement of the road reserve and
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nothing supports the contrary view. That is simply not true. If this Minister has to resort
to untruths, one suspects there is something very flimsy about the substance of his
argument.
Mr Lewis: You are not allowed to use the word "untrue." I was made to withdraw it on
two occasions.
Mr KOBELKE: The Minister said more than that. I simply said the Minister's
statements were untrue, and that is the case. If we look at the history in brief of what has
happened with the Fremantle bypass we find the original proposal dates from 1973. But
as the member for Fremantle indicated, in the 1990 local government elections for
Fremantle and in the Fremantle by-election it became a matter of contiuversy. There was
much interest in whether this bypass road should remain in the town planning scheme.
The electors at both the local council election and the Stare by-election made it clear that
they did not wish this road reserve to remain because they did not see the need for a
major highway going through that part of Fremantle.
Those people must have their point of view recognised. The Minister is not facing up to
what planning is about if he simply dismisses their points of view. The local people's
views may have to be overridden because of what the Minister considers is of greater
benefit, and that is fair enough. Many hard decisions must be made about planning
issues and I will certainly support the Minister when they ame made after proper
consultation and for the benefit of the whole metropolitan area. However, in this case the
Minister is not willing to recognise the interests of the local residents which were clearly
stated at those elections.
Mr Lewis: It was not clearly stated. There were no mandates at those elections and do
not say there was.
Mr KOBELKE: The Minister is emphasising the point I am trying to make. I was not
saying that because people have a clearly stated view at an election it overrides
everything. One cannot deny that it was a major issue at both the local government
election and the State by-election. The view of the people was overwhelmingly against
the building of any such highway.
Mr Bloffwirch: I remind you of who won Government.
Mr KOBELKE: The member for Gernldton should go back to sleep because his
interjection does not contribute anything to this debate.
The Minister was selective in his second reading speech when he indicated the support
for this bypass road. Some Government departments support the proposal and some local
councils support it obviously because it is not within their boundaries and it will shift
trflfic out of their areas into Fremantle.
Mr Lewis: Thbat is an insult.
Mr KOBELKE: It is tr. They have a vested interest.
Mr Lewis: It is not true.
Mr KOBELCE: The Minister is too sensitive. Mr Acting Speaker (Mr Johnson), you are
closely associated with the City of Wanneroo and you would know that every local
authority would certainly prefer traffic to go into another area rather than its area. There
is nothing wrong with that; it is quite natural and it is a simple fact of life. The councils
slightly removed from this area have a vested interest in having the bypass road built so
that it will remove traffic from their areas.
The Minister made no mention of the Fremantle City Council and the East Fremiantle
Town Council even though the road will go through these local authorities. The
Fremantle City Council wrote to the Minister on 27 May this year regarding the planning
control area No 26 which has been put in place and the Fremantle eastern bypass. The
letter states in part -

With reference to the above, please be advised that the Council at its meeting of
24 May, 1993, in considering a report on this matter, resolved as follows:
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(a) The Minister for Planning be requested to advise of the process he intends
to pursue relating to the possible reinstatement of the former Road
Reserves affected by the recently-declared Planning Control Area.

(b) The Minister be advised that Council would strongly support the use of
the existing standard processes for amending the Metropolitan Region
Scheme in order that full formal opportunities for public comment and
input are made available to the community.

(c) The Minister be made aware that the Stirling Highway Extension,
commonly referred to as the Fremantle Eastern Bypass, has for planning
purposes a separate identity to that of the Roe Highway west of Hampton
Road.

It follows on from the earlier position taken by the Fremantle City Council that it is
totally opposed to any future construction of this highway. The East Fremantle Town
Council made a decision at a special meeting on 9 April 1992 and one of the paragraphs
of its resolution states -

Council supports the deletion of the Fremantle Eastern By-Pass reservation
between High Street and Roe Highway on the basis that Council believes that
alternate solutions including an improved public transport system offers a better
solution to future transport needs in the region.

The two councils most centrally affected do not support the action being taken by the
Minister. I repeat that that does not mean the Minister may not be right, If the Minister
does have the facts to support him, why does he totally ignore and try to discredit the
points of view put by the two most affected councils? It is contrary to any proper
planning process to simply overlook people who are centrally involved in the issue.
Following the political prominence of this issue the Labor Government promised it
would delete the road reserve and in 1992 that promise was fulfilled. Clearly, the present
Minister stated his position as being totally opposed to that deletion and that he wished to
have it reinstated. That is his right but the way he has gone about it has indicated a lack
of support for his argument. Since this Minister assumed the Planning portfolio he has
placed planning control area No 26 over the area to preserve what he saw was the future
road reserve and to not have other changes cut off that option. That is a proper process.
While the planning control order was in place it gave the Minister ample time to put in
place the necessary processes to have the town planning scheme amended, without
having to bring this Bill to the Parliament. The planning control area covered not only
the eastern bypass, but also part of the Roe Highway and the western extension of Roe
Highway towards Marine Terrace. The member for Fremantle indicated that the Minister
has changed his mind about that and he may be able to advise this House of his reasons
during his reply to this debate.
The planning control area was obviously wide enough to leave open a numaber of options
with respect to the planning and construction of such a highway. The Minister
established a Frenmantle regional strategy task force which is an appropriate body to
undertake areview of the transpotneeds in the area and be part ofthe planning process
with respect to the Minister's wish to reinstate this part of the road reserve. The Minister
made it clear that whatever work was undertaken by that task force, it was not to look
into any matters relating to the reinstatement of that road reserve. It is rather petty of the
Minister tha4 after having put in place a regional strategy task force which would look at
transport matters as part of its overall brief, he should preclude it from actually looking at
this issue. Members know that transport is not a matter of taking traffic from point A to
point B and suddenly chopping it off. It is unworkable and that is what the Minister is
doing. He is not taking into consideration the traffic flow north of the road reserve or
south of it into the Cockburn and Kwinana areas.
If one considers that ti Bill is absolutely necessary the Government's commitment must
be there for the surrounding areas. The Minister established a regional stratgy task
force, but if he looks at the total picture he will find that the crucial bit in the middle is
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something in which it cannot interfere. It must be taken for granted and its
considerations should not in any way interfere with what will happen in this area which
the Minister has already predetermined. Again, that is hardly the way to approach
rational planning. I have already indicated that there is no need for it to happen. This
Bill has been on the Notice Paper for five months and in that time the task force could
have investigated a number of these issues and agreed to them or given alternative advice
to t Minister. The Minister was not willing to countenance such advice.
I indicated earlier that the Minister has an unwillingness to consult. Having assumed the
position of Minister for Planning, which requires difficult and hard decisions to be made,
he believes that by simply making decisions it will be sufficient.
Mr Lewis: What evidence do you have of that?
Mr KOBELKE: Let me give examples. It is absolutely certain that, for planning to
work, those decisions must be made and we must stick by them. However, if the
Minister is not willing to talk to people and bounce his ideas off people, he will get it
wrong more often than he will get it right.
Mr Lewis: I will bet that I have been right more times in nine months than you people
were in 10 years.
Mr KOBELKE: Time will tell. We will leave that for the people to judge.
Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Johnson) Order! I called order many times and I am
looking at both sides of the House. When I call order, I expect the House to come to
order.
Mr KOBELKE: Clearly, the Minister has not taken the local councils into his confidence
and discussed the issue with them. While local councils in some cases may have vested
interests and the Minister will have to override those vested interests, they also know
their local areas. They are closer to the needs of the people in their areas and they have
the regional knowledge. That knowledge can be drawn from to improve the local
planning process. If the Minister does not accept that input from local interest groups.
recognising that sometimes those interest groups must be overridden by regional needs,
he will not arrive at the best possible solution. That process works, but it is foreign to
this Minister.
The Minister has indicated that the planning control area is not required in total for this
section of the planned highway. I ask the inister whether he Will indicate where there
are differences and why those differences occur in terms of the broader picture of
transport needs in the area. Planning control area No 26 extends beyond that which is
needed for the East Fremantle bypass. I would like an explanation from the Minister
about the possible needs for those areas and what will be the consequences of that. The
western link of the Roe Highway into Marine Terrace is a controversial issue. The
Minister has indicated that he is not so keen on that. I hope he gives a clearer view of his
intentions for that western link. What is the difference between the area covered by plan
No 4.1244 which is contained in this Bill and the original road reserve that was deleted
back in 1992? Why have those changes been made?
The member for Cockburn indicated that there arc alternatives. I am not in a position to
know and I do not think anybody in this Chamber can judge the efficacy of those
alternatives and what is the best proposal for road transport through the region.
However, some consideration should be given to those other alternatives which would
not be so disruptive to the local community and which may produce a better solution at a
lower cost. The extent of traffic through the region, as the Minister in his interjection
indicated, goes well beyond this road reserve. In his second reading speech, he referred
to Stirling H-ighway with obvious implications right through to the northern suburbs. The
direction of traffic along Servetus Street to the Stephenson Highway has always been a
controversial issue. If this proposal is put in place, he will put great pressure on those
roads being put through suburbs north of the river. What is the solution to that? I know
much planning has been going on for years on how needs can be met with a road through
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Swanboumne and Contesloc to Nedlands. However, this decision will put pressure on a
decision being made to provide a solution to those road problems. The Minister has
suggested that he has not gone ahead with part of the solution without giving any
indication of how it will match in.
Mr Lewis: Don't you ever say anything good about anyone? Is it always bad?
Mr KOBELKE: I would be pleased to, if the Mnister gave me an opportunity.
In conclusion, the certainty to which the Minister alludes is something thaz needs to be
provided in planning. I respect the Minister as someone 'who holds very tenaciously to
the decisions that he makes. Thai is very important in planning. When a decision is
made, he will follow through With it. However, the Minister does not understand in my
criticism that if he makes a decision before be has bounced it off local people and interest
groups, he will lock himself into a decision that may not be, the best solution. Hei may
have it largely right, but the fact that he has not taken the time to consult means that he
may end up putting in place a plan that could have been even better. We hope that we
will see wider consultation to complement his ability to make the hard decisions. If he
does, he will do a great service to planning in this State.
In my last point, I refer to the Main Roads Department and. its planning of roads. The
Minister, in addressing planning issues, should consider the moves made by that
department and, if his decisions =r based on the seine methods that the Main Roads
Department uses for making its decisions, we will have an improved system of planning.
The process used in the 1970s by the Main Roads Department was for it to roll out the
asphalt, put down the road and, if people were in the way, figuratively the concrete was
rolled over them. In the old processes, the technologists, the engineers and the people
who did the technical work knew best and simply implemented the plans.
However, through the 1980s, we have seen a much more consultative approach put in
place. I have been involved with the construction of the Reid Highway from 1988
through to the present. That has involved talking to people in the area, presenting them
with pamphlets and maps, attending public meetings to explain the proposals to them and
then using that feedback in the construction of the highway. It may involve an alteration
of the direction to try to meet the concerns of people and that has not always been an easy
process. I can remember attending a meeting in Noranda at a little hail which was
supposed to hold 100 people. There were 300 people at that meeting, most of whom
stood outside in the dark on a cold night. However, they were vitally interested in the
highway which was going through their suburb. Through that consultation, we improved
the planning and design of the Reid Highway. That has continued through to stage 2
where a public consultative committee has been set up to look at the range of alternatives
involved in the construction of that highway.
Planning requires that decisions be made. However, consultation will lead to better
planning. If the Minister is willing to bring in affected groups and allow their views to be
heard on how a proposal might be improved or modified or, if necessary, even put aside
totally, that is the best possible solution for transport in this area. Local knowledge is
incredibly valuable. If one simply writes that off as being a vested interest group, that
somehow undermines what is good for the region, then the Minister is giving up a
tremendous advantage and a source of real infornation which can be used to make the
whole process work. As I said at the outset, this is an unnecessary piece of legislation
and for that reason we will be Opposing it.
MR BOARD (Jandakot) [9.10 pm]: I support this Bill, the effect of which will be to
establish the bypass controlled access highway reservation to the metropolitan region
scheme. I rise not only to support the Bill but also to give the House some relief from the
comments we have heard in the past hour or so. I do not think I have ever heard in the
short time I have been a member of this place a thinner and less persuasive argument than
that mounted by the Opposition. The speeches made were more about supporting the
member for Fremantle than supporting the deletion of this controlled access highway.
I go back to my days at the City of Melville where I was a councillor for five or so years.
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In that time three major issues divided the City of Melville and the majority of people in
the south west group. They were all related to planning decisions by the previous
Government. One was the construction of the Rangeview Remand Centre at Murdoch.
Mr Thomas: Will you pull, it down?
Mr BOARD: We have no choice.
Mr Thomas: Barry MacKinnon said he would pull it down.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Johnson): Order! The member for Cockburn is grossly
disorderly for inerjecting when not in his seat I have overlooked it once, but I wil not
do so again.
Mr BOARD: The second planning issue which divided the people south of the river was
the threat to the Heazhcoze site, and the third was the deletion of the eastern bypass road
from the metropolitan region scheme. I recall as a councillor of the City of Melville that
a united approach was made by the councils of Melville, Cockburn, Kwinana and
Rocingham. I do not know how the member for Cockburn can say those things when he
knows his local authority voted against the deletion of that bypass.
Mr Thomas: I campaigned against the building of it and I had an overwhelmingly
mandate.
Mr BOARD: The member for Cockbwrn has no mandate.
Mr Thomas: I have. The candidate for your party campaigned for it to be built and she
was defeated.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order!
Mr BOARD: I was not very old in 1955 when Professor Stephenson designed a primary
and secondary road system to serve Perth for the future. It was based on a road system
which would avoid the central business district. Even though the eastern bypass did not
appear at that time, it was added as part of the metropolitan region scheme in 1973. The
metropolitan region scheme was adopted in the road hierarchy in 1963. For a long time
we have had a road hierarchy system designed to serve the City of Perth. The members
for Fremantle and Nollamara referred to a number of reports, and I could not believe
some of their quotes because 1, too, have copies of those reports and will quote their
recommendations. Members may be shocked to hear them. The following reports
condemn the deletion of the eastern bypass: The road reserve review report which was
commissioned in 1987; the Fremantle traffic calming and port access study of 1992; and
the south west metropolitan planning study of 1992. The following local authorities
opposed the deletion of the Fremantle bypass road: Cockburn, Melville, Kwinana and
Rockingham. The following organisations also opposed it: The Fremantle Port
Authority, the Fremantle Chamber of Commerce, the West Australian Road Transport
Association, and a group called Concerned Ordinary Residents, who were mainly
situated in that area. I now quote from the road reserve review study commenced by the
State Planning Commission in 1987. 1 quote three paragraphs which go to the heart of
the matter -

The section between Stirling Bridge and Hfigh Street is constructed to four lane
expressway standard, but the reserve allows for ultimate widening to six lanes.
All of our long-term traffic forecasts indicate a four lane arterial road would

poide adequate capacity for both the constructed and unconstructed sections of
this route, although some peak period spreading could be anticipated on the
approach to Stirling Bridge.
Traffic forecasts indicate if this moute is not constructed in the medium-term then
flows on other north/south roads may increase significantly above current flow
levels. For example, without the Fremantle Bypass, by 2006 traffic flows on the
corresponding sections of South Terrace and Marine Terrace may increase by up
to 30%, on Hampton Road by up to 50%, and on Carrington Street and Stock
Road by up to 90%. Alternatively, with the Fremantle Bypass included, the
forecasts indicate traffic levels may reduce by 10-30% on South Terrace and
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Marine Terrace, may reduce slightly below their current levels on Hampton Road,
and may increase by up to 60% on Carrington Swreet and Stock Road.
Retention of the Fremantle Bypass link is recommended on die basis of its
strategic importance within the region's road network.

It generally supports that point of view. The Fremantle traffic calming and port access
study was referred to by the member for Fremantle. Thepincpal aim of the study was -

To develop a comprehensive 'traffic calming' strategy for the study area which
will enhance the safety and general amenity of the area whilst maintaining
accessibility for local and regional traffic. An integral part of die study is the
identification of suitable routes for freight movements to and from the Port

The interim report states -

The single biggest response from our preliminary public consultation was the
desire to see the Fremantle Eastern Bypass constructed. This response came from
residential groups, industrial representatives, local government within the area as
well as retail and commercial interests associated with the Port and the City of
Fremantle.

The study recommended-
We believe that this option offers a strong possibility for the removal of truck
traffic ftrm the existing routes and the opportunity to then rebuild Hampton
Road, South Terrace and Marine Terrace along the lines outlined ...

It is beyond me how the member for Fremantle can say that he is doing a service to the
people of Fremandle. The south west metropolitan region transport planning study
recommended -

The current intention not to build the Fremantle Eastern Bypass Road .. will
result in extra traffic growth on roads in and around Fremantle especially
Carrington Street and Hampton Road.

Menrpian. states that 400 000 homes wil be required over the next 30 years. It is
estimated that one-fifth or 80 000 homes can be satisfied by redeveloping and alternative
uses of existing suburban land, the remaining 320000 will have to be in new housing
development areas. The south west area is shown as a large contribution for this
expansion. The Metroplan report clearly states that the proposed road systemi of the
metropolitan region scheme had been set down to provide for the needs of the land use as
proposed in the scheme in 1962. Since that time the urban land area has increased
significantly, as has the Kwinana industrial area; however, the construction of the
planned eastern bypass has been delayed to the detriment of the existing residential areas
and overloading of the existing, inadequate road system. All of the plans and studies, and
the councils affected by the deletion of the eastern bypass, have opposed that deletion.
Mr McGinty: That is not true. What about Fremantle City Council? You are not telling
the truth.
Mr BOARD: It is the truth. The member for Fremantle knows that the Fremantle
council was divided on that issue.
Mr McGinty: The Fremantle City Council resolved to support the deletion. Get it
straight.
Mr BOARD: By one vote after a split decision.
Several members interjected.
Mr McGinty: Tell the truth. It is not true that all the councils in the area opposed the
split.
Mr BOARD: AUl the councils affected by the deletion. The member for Fremantle is
suggesting that the traffic be put on to Stock Road. Is the member serious?
Mr McGinty: You are not telling the truth. This is a bad mistake for you to make; as a
13950--t4
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new member you must tell the truth. It was a clear cut case. The Fremanatle City Council
voted to flat have the bypass at all.
Mr Shave: What was the vote?
Mr McGinty- If the member were to say there was at least one council opposing it, that
would be fine -

Mr BOARD: There were two councils. The member for Fremantle knows and I know
that the Fremantle City Council, after long deliberation and a split vote, in the end
supported the decision; and, after a change of heart, the East Fremantle Council
supported the south west split.
Several members interjected.
Mr McGinty: Get it straight! There was no change of mind by any council. I don't mind
your telling me that the Cockburn Council or other councils were against it, but the
Fremantle City Council did not change its mind. It has been opposed to it ever since it
was placed on the planning books.
Mr Shave: On a split vote!
Mr McGinty: It was not a split.
Mr Shave: What was the vote?
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!
Mr McGinty: It was two-thirds to one-third on the Fremantle City Council.
Mr BOARD: The East Fremantle Council is very small. We are talking about 400 000
people who will be affected.
Mr McGinty: The City of Fremantle was opposed to it and other councils support it.
Mr BOARD: They were not totally against it. The member knows that. We are talking
about one area of 300 000 people, potentially 500 000 people. Is the member for
Cockburn suggesting that the traffic will go down Stirling Highway, cross the bridge and
turn left at High Street, and turn left, right, left, right when it could go straight through?
In his heart, the member knows that that is not a serious suggestion.
The other issue I want to take up is the way in which the Bill has been put to the House.
The Minister has had the courage to bring it in as part of the major amendment process -
a major change - bringing back to the metropolitan region scheme this road access. It
was deleted by a minor amendment by the previous Government
Mr McGinty: Under the plans, it is not a major amendment. It is a case of members
opposite using the numbers to crunch it through.
Mr BOARD: How can the member say that? T'he member knows that one of the biggest
issues confronting many councils is the fact that the Labor Government was using
amendment 33A to make a planning decision, when it should have been coming to both
Houses of Parliament through the democratic process. It was by ministerial decree.
Mr McGinty: The Minister will say it is not a major amendment and it is not treated as
such.
Mr BOARD: It was by ministerial decree, and this is a democratic process.
Mr McGinty: It is your crunching numbers through the House in this despicable way.
Several members interjected.
Mr BOARD: Members should support the fact that some democracy is returning to
planning. Members know that They should be supporting this.
Mr McGinty: Do it as a major amendmnent.
Mr BOARD: Is there anything more democratic than a Bill which elected members have
the opportunity to debate? Would members opposite rather the Minister do it by decree?
Several members interjected.
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Orderi I remind the member to address the Chair.
Mr BOARD: A great deal of consultation and study has taken place, all of which has
come out in support of the retention of the bypass. I endorse the Bill and thank God we
have had the courage not only to bring it back in but also to go by way of democratic
process through the Houses of Parliament,
MR DL SMITH (Mitchell) [9.25 pm]: This is an important Bill. It reflects the
attitude of the current Government. Despite what it promised people in the planning
system - the people at the grass roots level - the Government does no: intend to use the
proper process. It intends to override the local views where possible. This is an example
of the Government overriding the residents and the number of submissions made to the
studies. It is overriding the local authorities concerned - the Fremantle City Council and
the East Fremmntle Council.
As indicated by the Minister for Planning, the bypass road has been on the books since
1973. In 1993, when I received a report regarding the need for the bypass the report
stated that it could not conclusively say whether the bypass was necessary or not.
Mr Lewis: You had better read it again.
Mr D.L. SMiTH: I will quote the Minister. In his second reading speech he stated -

The commission sought the Minister's agreement to defer action until studies had
been undertaken on the desirability of the proposed deletion. The studies
concluded that there was insufficient evidence to justify the removal of the
reservation.

Mr Lewis: Why did you not remove it?
Mr DiL. SMITH: For the reasons that I wrote on the recommendation. If there was
insufficient evidence to justify its removal there was insufficient evidence for its
retention. That is the principle of the matter. The Minister may laugh in his delirious
way, totally lacking in self control, but all the studies that examined the retention of the
reserve - 20 years after it was placed there - concluded that it could not be justified to
either retain or remove it.
Mr Lewis: Not true.
Mr DiL. SMIT1H: It is rue. The point is that whether this road is to be required, whether
the reservation will be required, is dependent on two things primarily: They are the
future of Servetus Street and Stephenson Avenue and the future of the Port of Eremantle.
All studies to date say that with the current and projected traffic demands, the High
Street-Stock Road solution is okay.
Several members interjected.
Mr DJ.. SMITH: The connection to Stirling Highway is from Stirling Hfighway into
High Street and along to Leach Highway, then into Stock Road. That is the way people
go now.
Mr Lewis: They go down Hampton Road.
Mr D1. SMITH: They do not. The ones who go down Hampton Road are coming from
Bunbury and areas south that want to go to Fremantle.
Mr Lewis: I am sorry, that is not true.
Mr D.L SMITH: They are. Look at the destination studies. The two factors that will
substantially increase traffic demand in the area - if proceeded with - are Stephenson
Avenue and Servetus Street, and the expansion of the Port of Fremantle. The truth of the
matter is that the question of the future of the Port of Fremantle is of some controversy
within all Government departments.
We have looked a number of times at the question of Catherine Point and the areas south
of the existing port to see whether the future port extensions should go to that area or
whether we should increase the size of the Fremantle port at all. The truth is that, if
Catherine Point were ever developed as an alternative to the extension of the Port of
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Frmandle, this road as desirned in 1973, when ir was thought that Catherine Paint and
those areas would be necessary for the extension of the Pant of Fremantle, would be
necessary. Anyone who looks at die plan attached to the schedule of the Bill can see that,
Catherine Point is clearly shown at the southern end on the coast just across the way from
where Roe Highway on this proposal comes in. If Catherine Point were ever developed
as an alternative to the extension of Fremantle Harbour, the Roe Highway would have to
be extended west of Stock Road and feed into Catherine Point. As well, we would need
to get as much of the traffic as possible from the north across Stephenson Avenue or
down West Coast Highway, down Servetus Street, into Stirling Highway, and then down
Stirling Highway to this road reserve.
I do not necessarily believe that future traffic demand and highway needs in Perth Will be
solved by public transport. I still believe that, in terms of current planning, we must take
into account current usage and current motivation of people to use public transport or
their own cars.
Mr Board: It might have been more like current politics.
Mr D.L SMIT: It is not current politics. I happen to believe that public transport does
not provide all the solutions. It is true that, wherever one goes around the metropolitan
area and tries to plan major highways for future requirements or major transport
corridors, whether rail or otherwise, one runs into major local opposition. The Acting
Speaker (Mr Johnson) knows only too well the problems that we had in the Wanneroo
area relating to Lenore and Franklyn roads and the question of the northern highway and
the eastern bypasses for Wanneroo and the like. Wherever one tries to put those, there is
enormous opposition to them. The fact is that once we have them, planners hate to give
them up because they know how much trouble they had to go through to get them in the
first place. For that reason, they do not like taking them off plans.
If one looks at the road reserve review which was quoted by the member for Jandakot,
one can see that although there may have been opportunity for them to go further, they
leaned against the notion that public transport would solve all problems and wanted to
retain a number of the existing road reserves, and this is one of them.
In the end result, all of the reviews that have been done, including the submissions which
were done as an advice to both me and the Minister for Planning immediately prior to
me, came to the conclusion that in essence they could not tell at this stage whether the
reserve was needed, or whether it should be deleted. The report stated that a
comprehensive regional transport study should be carried out before we made the
decision to delete the reserve. It was not saying that it was definitely required. It was
simply saying that we needed to do a total regional transport review before we make the
decision. Obviously, part of that regional transport review includes the question of
Stephenson Highway, the question of die West Coast Highway and the question of
whether North Fremantle will continue to become more and more residential, as has been
the trend, or whether pants of it will be reserved for industrial purposes.
I have no doubt that, if the member for Cottesloe dida survey of his electorate, he would
find the vast majority of the citizens were opposed to the retention of this reserve because
they think it will almost guarantee the Stephenson Avenue and Servetus Street option;
but, more importantly, it will guarantee that there will be industrial areas reserved in
North Fremantle and where the Caltex tank extensions were proposed to go.
Mr Shave: That is a liberal seat. Doesn't that show just how fair we are?
Mr D.L SMIT: It shows why the member for Cotiesloc is not participating in this
debate. I am not sure whether the member for Melville was present, but he will recall the
meetings that were held in North Fremmntle in relation to the Caktex tanks. Those
meetings were attended by almost 1 000 people. A large number of the people who made
submissions made it clear that their real concern was that, if we left the Caltex tanks there
and allowed them to expand, it would mean that North Fremantle would remain
industrial, which would make the Servenis Street-Stephenson Avenue connection feed
more and more traffic into Stirling Highway -
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Mr Board: This is about planning.
Mr D.L. SNMI: It is. That is exactly right.
Mr Board: You made an expedient decision.
Mr DL SMiTH: It was not an expedient decision. The promise was made in the by-
election in 1990.
Mr Lewis: So it was an expedient decision without any research - straight off the top of
your head, it was.
Mr D.L. SNiT: It was not made as a gut reaction to anything. It was a considered
decision. To prove our bona fides, after the decision had been made to remove it, we did
not rush in and delete it.
Mr Lewis: Because you knew you couldn't.
Mr D.L. SMITH: We certainly could have done it quicker than the three years it took. In
his second reading speech, the Minister stated -

In May 1990 the Minister for Planning of the day, a member for East
Metropolitan Region, -

Who is now the member for Armadale -

- directed the State Planning Commission to, among other things, amnend the
metropolitan region scheme to delete the controlled accss highway reservation
for the Fremantle eastern bypass.

That direction was given in 1990 but -
The commission sought the Minister's agreement to defer action until studies had
been undertaken on the desirability of the proposed deletion.

For the next two years. that is whit happened. So much for a Government rushing into a
decision! We allowed die commission to have all those studies undertaken. We added
substantially to their ambhit in terms of reference. What did those studies show? After
two years of intensive study, the best that the commission could say was, "Minister, our
view is that it is still not conclusive as to whether it should remain or go." They said,
"Although we have done these two years of study, you should leave it there until we do a
lot more study in terms of regional transport needs." My reaction to that was that, if after
20 years we are not sure whether the reservation made in 1973 is necessary and if after
two years of studies that we have undertaken we still cannot demonstrate that it is
required, there is no good reason why it should not be deleted, so let us get on with it.
[Quorum formed.]
Some of the members opposite who have spoken, including the member for Janidakot,
have failed to note that when we talk about Carrington Street, South Terrace and
Hampton Road and so on, we are thinking primarily about how to move traffic from
Stirling Highway south. We think that, by having this road, that problem will be solved.
Mr Lewis: There happens to be a bridge there.
Mr DL SMITH: That is right. South Street, High Street and Canning Highway already
move people to Stock Road. Government members are ignoring the fact that when this
road is put in, it will guarantee the construction of Roe Highway west of Stock Road; it
will guarantee that this highway, this road reserve, will not lead anywhere. When people
get to the intersection with Roe Highway, they will, however, want to go across Roe
Highway and continue south.
Mr Lewis: How far is it?
Mr D.L. ShM: From where?
Mr Lewis: You said it was about two to three kilometres from Stirling Bridge to Stock
Road. How far is it?
Mr D.L. SMITH: It is not two to three kilometre.
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Mr Lewis: Exactly. We are talking about truth.
Mr D.L SMITH: It is not a question of truthfulness. The Roe Highway west of Stock
Road will be constructed and this road reserve will be extended to link with die roads
further south.
Mr Shave: But you said it would not be necessary after 20 years. Why awe you now
saying that it will be?
Mr D.L. SMIT: I am saying that if this road reserve is constructed on the basis that is
currently proposed, people will want to get to it. The way in which they will get to it will
be to travel along Roe Highway and along the southern extension of this road reserve. in
the main those people will want to go to Fremantle and guess what they will do? They
will not travel all the way up the road. They will turn left when they are opposite die
place where they want to go in Fremantle or South Fremantle.
Mr Shave: It might be good for the businesses there.
Mr DiL. SMITH: It might also be very good for traffic density on Carrington Road,
South Terrace and Hampton Road and it will increase the number of vehicles on the road.
Another aspect that has not been taken into account is the capacity of Stock Road and the
current developments that are likely to impact upon it. Stock Road is still used by most
people coming up from Mandurab or Bunbury. They come along Stock Road and then
go along either Leach ighway or Farrington Road to get to the freeway, despite the
extension of the Kwinana Freeway further south, to get to Perth. Alternatively, they go
up the Mandurah road and trn off' it near the Alcoa plant to go into Fremantle. Their
Fremantle choice in terms of the northern route would not change at present, and that is
the major source of vehicles on Hampton Road. They would continue to go along this
coastal route.
More importantly, when the Kwinana Freeway is extended through to the end of the area
being constructed at present, most people going to and from Mandurah will make the
decision to use the southern extension of the Kwinana Freeway. The effect of that,
especially with the heavier traffic, will be to reduce the traffic density on Stock Road
dramatically. Over the next five or 10 years Stock Road will get substantial relief from
traffic density from the existence of the Kwinana Freeway south.
Mr Wiese: Would you like to have a bet on that?
Mr D.L SMIT'H: I would absolutely guarantee it.
Mr Wiese: The freeway is that blocked now that you cannot move on it.
Mrt DiL. SMITH: I suggest that the member should travel south on Leach Highway to
see how blocked it is down to Forrest Road. People know that they have to travel a
circuitous route to get from there - if they can find their way - to Baldivis Road-
Mr Board: That only reinforces My point. Everything you say is about now, now, now.
Planning is not about now; ir is about the future.
Mr Di. SMITHl: I am talking about the extension of the Kwinana Freeway which will
substantially reduce the traffic load on Stock Road over the next 10 years. It is a question
of population and development. Ar the end of 10 years we will have to be careful. With
new residential areas and new industrial areas to the south, the density along Stock Road
will start to regenerate.
Its influence on Fremantle will depend on whether we arc still substantially increasing
the size of the Fremiantle port using Catherine Point. I believe, and have always believed,
that the retention of this road reserve is being urged by those people in planning,
transport and the port authority who still hanker after the extension of the port being in
accord with the Catherine Point option.
As I said before, we only have to pick up this plan to see where Roe Highway and the
southern extension of this road reserve lead to recognise what this is all about. That
raises all sorts of other problems which, on the studies that have been done, led to the
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rejection of Catherine Point as the place to which to extend the Port of Fremantle. I
repeat: People who support this amendment should understand that it will lead to the
construction of Stephenson Avenue; to the construction of the Servetus. Street extension;
and to Roe Highway being extended west of Stock Road. The effect of all of that will be
to substantially increase the traffic that can easily get to Fremantle and then want to go
along the ancillary roads around Fremantle, especially the southern part. In terms of
traffic calming and traffic density on some of the side streets around this road reserve, it
will increase rather than reduce the traffic in the long run. It will attract an enormously
higher flow of traffic to the bypass and will then lead to the traffic getting off that bypass
and fteding into Fremantle by whatever route it chooses, of the roads going south,
usually the shortest route to get to wherever that traffic needs to go.
I predict that the effect of this bypass, so-called, will not be to reduce the traffic flow
along South Terrac, and Hampton Road in particular, although it may have some effect
on Carrington Road. In the longer term it will substantially increase that traffic. If the
secret hopes of some of these supporters is to use Catherine Point to extend the Port of
Fremantle are realised, that will certainly happen. There will then be a need not just for a
road network but for the rail network, and a whole heap more of heavier traffic will want
to get to this area than was the case previously.
In sumnmary, people come off Stirling Highway, go down High Street into Leach
Highway and then they feed either into Stock Road or onto the Kwinana Freeway. In my
view there is no sign at present that that road is used to capacity. When the Kwinana
Freeway extension is put through, my prediction is that the amount of traffic using both
Hampton Road and Stock Road MUl temporarily reduce and that will continue for about
10 years. What happens at the end of those 10 years is the conjectural point, and one
which the people who recommended that the reservation remain were really concerned
about They wanted to know what the final decisions were.
Mr Board: Don't you see that by keeping the road reservation theme you are keeping your
options open?
Mr D.L. SNEiTH: Yes.
Mr Board: So why delete it? Why close your options?
Mr DL. SMIT1H: Because we regard that option as undesirable for the residents of
Fremantle, undesirable for the residents who live in that area and for those who live
around it, undesirable for those who are opposed to Stephenson Avenue, undesirable for
those who are opposed to the Servetus Street proposal, undesirable for those who are
opposed to Roe Highway being extended west of Stock Road, and undesirable in terms of
giving rise to the need for a further southward extension of this road. The Government
has no intention of building this road in the short term.
Mr Board: When you were Minister for Planning, you certainly did not support a lot of
the local people, who were against that decision.
Mr DL. SMIT1H: As Minister for Planning, I built up my bona fides by being willing to
make tough decisions, notwithstanding local opposition, according to what I considered
essential for the future planning of Perth. It has not been proved that this highway is
required. and the consequences that it will have are much more serious. than people
envisage. All that the further study will show in due course is that it is not necessary, and
the mad hopefully will never be constructed, even if the reservation remains.
NM LEWIS (Applecross - Minister for Planning) [9.51 pmJ: What this debate from the
Opposition is about is justification of an expedient political decision that was made about
three years ago in association with a by-election in Fremantle, where the Premier of the
day, the now Leader of the Opposition, in complete ignorance of the processes of
regional planning, and with the encouragement of an even more ignorant aspiring
member for Fremantle, announced to the world that the Government would remove a
vital section of a road that formed part of a transport strtegy which had been developed
in that region over many years. Sadly, the then Government pursued that expedient
political decision and ended up deleting that section of the road, principally to save face,
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well knowing that that decision, made against all advice, was the wrong decision. The
then Premier, the then member for Fremantle, and certainly the member for Mitchell,
have since thought through the matter and realised that that undertaking to delete that part
of the bypass was a wrong decision. That became even more manifest when Hon Kay
Hallahan, as Minister for Planning, directed the then State Planning Commission to
delete the bypass and it refused to accept that direction.
Mr DiL. Smith: It did not refuse.
Mr LEWIS: It told the Minister that she could not make that decision but had to go
through the processes and establish a reason for the bypass to be deleted. On the basis of
that, a minor amendment, No 880/33A, was gazetted by the State Planning Commission.
I am interested in the comments made by the member for Frem anile about the public
consultative process. It is interesting that the Government of the day took the expedient
way out by going through the process of making a minor amendment to the metropolitan
region scheme.
Mr D.L. Smith: How many public submissions were there?
Mr LEWIS: There were 1 054 submissions. There were no public hearings. The
Government used that back door, short cut method because it was not brave enough to
receive submissions, to go through the full public consultative process, and, more
importantly, to bring an amendment to the Parliament. We all, know that there is a right
way and a wrong way to amend the metropolitan region scheme. The wrong way is the
back door way, with no public consultative process, where people can make submissions
to a panel of people who are prepared to listen. The short cut way does not require the
scmutiny of this Parliament. The then Government did not bring the amendment to the
Parliament because it knew that it would not pass the scrutiny of the Parliament. I
listened with interest to the members for Fremantle and Nolianiara state that I am not
following the proper processes and that the Government will use the numbers to ram this
Bill through the Parliament. I remind those members that this Parliament is the supreme
democratic body and the seat of Government in Western Australia. If there is ever a
proper place, it is this place. The point was made that we are pushing through this Bill
without a public consultative process. The deletion of the bypass was in the public forum
for two years, yet the report was not handed down until August 1992! Members opposite
are saying that we should go through that process again. Why would we do that?
Mr LEWIS: We have been through that process and members opposite ignored it. Does
the member want me to read to the Parliament the conclusions of that report? I refer to
the conclusions of the "Metropolitan Region Scheme Amendment 88O/33A: Deletion of
the Fremantle Eastern Controlled Access Highway t. The review and analysis of the
submissions is outlined. It is not an executive summary but the conclusions. The first
conclusion is outlined in point 7.1(i), which reads that "the majority of the submissions
are against the amendment". That is the first point.
Mr DiL. Smith: Go back to the report.
Mr LEWIS: What does the member think the rest of the report says? This is its
conclusion! Point 7.1 (ii) indicates that the "majority of the councils and Government
departments are against the deletion".
Mr D.L. Smith: Maybe, but the public certainly were not.
MrLEWIS: Point 7.l(ffl) reads -

The majority of support for the Amendment is from adjacent to the reservation,
whilst opposition to the Amendment is from the south and west of the area and
around the reservation.

Point 7.2(i) debunks what the member for Frermantle said. The member for Jandakot
indicated how wrong the member for Fremantle was. The conclusions of the report said
that the road reserve review study indicated that the Fremantle bypass reservation was
required to cater for the long term demands. it noted that reduced standards for road
geometry and reservation widths may be appropriate. That is four counts. Does the
member for Miitchell require 10 counts before he is out?
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Mr D.L. Smith: What about the public view?
Mr LEWIS: All right. Paint 7.2(ui) reads -

The South West Metropolitan Region Transport Planning Study clearly states -
"Until there is a commitment to changes in policy towards an integrated transport
land use strategy, there should be no substantial diminution of transport strategy
provision".

In other words, leave the bypass in. That is five counts. Point 7.2(iii) reads -

The Fremantle Traffic Calming and Port Access Study and the South West
Metropolitan Region Transport Planning Study advocate an integrated land
use/transport strategy approach to planning. This action is supported. However,
what this strategy is and specifically bow it will impact or benefit has not been
researched, developed and presented for consideration. It is not clear that the
reservation is not required.

Th1at is six counts. Goodness gracious! Point 7.3 reads -
Deletion of the reservation at this stage will remove the opportunity to assist in
possible measures as part of an integrated land use/transport strategy, travel
demand management scheme and trffic management plan for the overall region
and the areas specifically.

That is count seven. Does the member want me to go an?
Mr D.L. Smith: To see what the public Want.
Mr LEWIS: The entire report indicates that the former Government should not have
deleted the amendment. All the technical advice that was received in all submissions,
except from the City of Fremantle and the Town of East Fremantle, support that view.
The only authorities which supported that deletion did so to underpin the political
credibility of die member for Fremnantle. It was about politics, not regional planning or a
Government doing the proper and responsible thing. It was about giving some credibility
and to prevent the loss of face for the member for Fremantle and the fanner Premier.
That was the reason for the decision to delete that bypass reservation. Does the member
for Mitchell believe it would be responsible for any Government, on the basis of a
damming report which had been through the public consultation process in August 1992,
to conduct the whole process again in February 1993?
Mr D.L. Smith: You are forgetting die public. The public wanted it deleted. Go through
the report and refer to the section dealing with public submissions. Read the total section
and not your idea of executive summary.
Mr LEWIS: I will read it again for the member. It says that the majority of submissions
are against die amendment! In fact, 56 per cent of submissions were against the
amendment.
Mr D.L. Smith: They discounted the raw figures in that part. Read the raw figures.
Mr LEWIS: It is patently obvious from all the advice the Government received through
public submissions that the option for long term planning for traffic strategy in that part
of the south west metropolitan region was the retention of the reserve. The previous
Government should not have deleted that option. People speak about solving all
problems by public transport However, the fundamental aspects these gurus at Murdoch
University who get into the member for Fremantle's ear forget, as these people adopt
their European solution in believing that we should live like the people in Europe -

Mr Shave: They are left wing academics.
Mr LEWIS: Yes.
Mr McGinty: At least they have a brain, which is more than can be said for many
members opposite.
Mr Shave: Most of them have never worked.
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Mr LEWIS: The fundamental aspect these people cannot get is that our whole economy
in Western Australia and in Australia, particularly in the Perth metropolitan region, relies
very much on the efficient shifting of goads and services. It is not necessarily a matter of
shifting people in buses, but the efficient movement of those goods. For that to be done
we require efficient roads so we will not have gridlocks preventing free movement of
traffic from one destination to another.
Currently, we have three major bridges across the Swan River in the inner Perth
metropolitan region. We have the Causeway, the Narrows Bridge - which serves the
Kwinana and Mitchell Freeway system - and the Stirling Bridge at Fremantle. The old
Fremantle bridge is a fourth, but the principal bridge in that area is the Stirling Bridge.
Mr Taylor: What about the Garrati Road Bridge?
Mr LEWIS: I am referring to west of the Causeway. The Fremantle river crossing
focuses all traffic moving north and south across the river onto that road. That is a hard,
cold fact. A major road reservation has been planned for 20 years. Everyone who
bought land in that area knew a road would be built there. Indeed, the Crown owns 60-
odd per cent of the property within the reservation. The then Government, out of
political expediency to gamner a few lousy votes in Whitegumn Valley, made a huge
decision in contempt of the long term planning of this region for purely political measons
to remove the planned extension area of that road. When one came off the Stirling
Bridge one ran into a brick wall. The member for Fremantle says it is okay to take Stock
Road which is only two or three kilometres up the road. How far is it?
Mr McGinty: From the coast, two or three kilometres. How far do you think it is?
Mr LEWIS: He kanows that is not true; it is probably six, closer to seven kilometres.
Mr McGinty: What a load of codswallop. You ame talking through your rear end.
Mr LEWIS: I have one advantage on the member for Fremantle; I was born in East
Fremantle. I worked in Fremantle. I used to ride by bicycle from Fremantle to East
Fremantle every day of the week and I know the distance to Stock Road, because I used
to get pretty tired. It was three miles from the traffic bridge to my house in Allen Street.
Three miles equates to 4.5 kmn and Allen Street is about another two miles short of Stock
Road. The member for Fremandle should work that out. If someone gets a scale rule out
it will show very clearly that the off-the-top figures he conveniently quoted ame not
correct.
Mr McGinty: You might have gone a longer way on your way home from the pub. You
are wrong in your sense of distance Minister.
Mr LEWIS: As soon as the member for Fremantle becomes hurt or I give him a barb he
gets personal. His face gets that mean, lousy look -
The ACXIG SPEAKER (Mr Prince): Order! The Minister should address his remarks
to the Chair.
Mir LEWIS: I accept that request Mr Acting Speaker. It has been clearly demonstrated
that the bypass should have never been deleted. It was done for quite immoral reasons, in
my estimation.
We have also heard some talk this evening about how traffic could be put on Hampton
Road and how there was a mandate for the member for Fremantle's stand on this issue at
the last election. I suggest the citizens of the City of Frenmantle were very greatly divided
over the eastern bypass issue. Hampton Road, which was designed for the horse and cart
120 years ago, has a geometry which makes it dangerous to traverse with modern motor
vehicles - and the member for Fremantle wanted to put the bypass traffic down Hampton
Road!
Mr Mc~inty interjected.
Mr LEWIS: The facts are, there is a Port of Fremantle -

Several members interjected.
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The ACFING SPEAKER: Order!
Mr LEWIS: The whole of the State's economy was founded on that port in die early
days. It goes back to 1829. One cannot move a port; it is vital to the economy of the
Perth metropolitan region. The building of a road cannot be stopped on the basis of
political expediency. That is what the former Government tried to do. The Opposition
gets annoyed and criticises the Government for bringing to this Parliament a Bill which
will clearly state to the people of Western Australia and in that region, that the decision is
of such importance that it is being decided by an Act of Parliament. I will not for a
moment accept the nonsense that we are not doing it the proper way. We are doing it the
proper way on the basis that it would have been a nonsense to go back to the public with
an amendment again, two or thre months after a report was brought down said it should
not have been done.
Reference was also made to the fact that the bypass is all part of die road system. The
Opposition tried to drag in Stephenson Avenue, Curtin Avenue and Servecus Street and
all those red herrings into the debate.
Mr D.L. Smith: T7hey are not red herrings, my fiend.
Mr LEWIS: They are red herrings and the member for Mitchell bnows it. Stirling
Bridge hooks onto West Coast Highway and he bnows it. It is no good trying to draw
those red herrings across the tRi because no-one on this side of the House or in the
community will pick up the smell of those lousy herrings members opposite are dragging
around.
Mr D.L. Smith: The member for Coctesloe may not agree with you.
[Quorum formed.]
Mr LEWIS: I suppose at the end of this debate it is reasonable to reflect on the position
that this option -

Point of Order
Mr KOBELKE: Mr Acting Speaker, you called a quorum and I thought therefore there
needed to be 19 people in the Chamber. I did not notice that number in the Chamber.
Mr PRINCE: I counted carefully; there were 19 in the Chamber at the time I said a
quorum was present.

Debate Reswaned
Mr LEWIS: In closing this debate, it is reasonable to look at what planning is all about.
The member for Jandakot made a very salient point. It is not about the demands of traffic
today. It is about having some vision. It is about looking to the future and considering
what will be needed, finding the best advice one can muster, and making a decision that
will benefit all the community. It is important to remove that uncertainty and avoid the
confrontation that the member for Mitchell was so used to when he was administering the
planning portfolio with his minor amendments. It is to put firmly on the record the
planning options that any sensible person will realise must be in place.
We have heard the simplicity and the nonsense of the member for Mitchell in referring to
the fact that, notwithstanding what this report said, the bypass should not be removed.
He hung his whole argument and his hat on one line, I think, in the executive summary
which referred to the fact that no-one was quite sure whether the bypass would be needed
in the future. Okay, that is probably an acceptable comment, but the majority of the
evidence was that it would be, and the Government hung its hat on one line that said that
nobody was absolutely sure.
Probably most planning on the 30, 40 or 50 years' horizon would fall into the samne
category, because there might be different forms of transport and technology, but we
must plan for what we have now to satisfy existing processes and technology. Because

th ,ebr was not sure and had a one liner in the report that said categorically he could
not remove it, he hung his hat on that and the Government made the decision to remove
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it. The bottom line is that the Opposition ktnows that what the Government is doing with
this Bill is the right and proper thing. The thinking people in the Opposition know that
the provision of the bypass should never ever have been removed. While I thank the
members of the Opposition for their rather puny efforts at trying to put down the solid
and valid reasons for the Government's action, I feel the case is clearly answered and the
reasons the bypass must be reinstated have been demonstrated beyond doubt.

Division
Question put and a division taken with the following result-

Mr Ainsworth
Mr CJ. Barnett
Nlrfllaikie
Mr Board
Mr Bradshaw
Dr Constable
Mrt Cowlt

ND~a

Mr IV. Barneti
Mir Bridge
M Brown
Mr Cunningham
Dr Edwards
Dr Gallop
Mrs Hallhn

Ayes (27)
Dr Hames
b& House
Mr Johnson
Mr Kierat
Mr Lewis
Mrt Mceea
MI Min=o
Mr Nicholls
I& Omotei

Noes (19)
Mr Kobelke
Dr Lawwe
Mr Marlborough

Mr Mcin
Mr Riebeling
I& Rippe
I& D.LSmith

B& Osborne
Mr Pendal
Mr Shave
Mr Strickland
Mr Trenrden
Mr Thbby
Dr Tumbull
Mr Wiese
b&r Dloffwitch (Tller)

Mr Taylor
Mr Tomas
MS Warnock
Dr Watson
Mr Leahy (Teller)

Question thus passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee
Ile Deputy Chairman of Committees (Mr Prince) in the
Planning) in charge of the Bill.
Clause 1: Short Title .

Chair; Mr Lewis (Minister for

Mr KOBELCE: I take this Opportunity to raise with the Minister some of the points he
mentioned in the second reading debate. The fact is that this Bill puts in place an Act of
Parliament to oversee what should be done within the existing planning legislation - the
implementation of part of a town planning scheme. Therefore, it seems it is totally
inappropriate that a Bill with this natme is brought to the Parliament.
The Minister claimed that he made a case for this approach in his very brief second
readling speech, and in his concluding speech at the end of the debate, which lasted about
30 minutes. I contest that claim. The fact is that if the Minister did have those facts so
clearly in his favor for this road reserve, he would have been able to implement the
proposal through the planning processes available to him. What the Parliament has
before it is a Bill with this short title, which is going to override the other town planning
scheme arrangements. if the Minister is to follow the normal process, one hopes that in
future he will not bring Emls of this nature before the Chamber.

Division
Clause put and a division taken with the following result -
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Ayes (28)
Mr Ainsworth Mr House Mr Shave
Mr CJ. Barnett MrlJohnson MrW. Smith
Mr Blaikie Mr Kieradi Mr Strikand
Mr Board Mr Lzwis Mr Trenardn
Mr Bradshaw Mr Mcflee Mr Tubby
Dr Constable Mr Minson DrTurnbull
Mr Court Mr Nicholls Mr Wiese-
Mr Day Mr Omodci Mr Bloffwitch (eller)
Mrs Edwardes Mr Osborne
Dr Names Mr Pendal

Noes (19)
Mr K Barnett Mr Kobeike Mr Taylor
Mr Bridge Dr Lawrence Mr Thomas
Mr Brown Mr Marlborough Ms Warnock
Mr Cunningham Mr McGinty Dr Watson
Dr Edwards Mr Riebeling Mr Leaby (Teller)
Dr Gallop Mr Ripper
Mrs Hallahan Mr D. Smith

Clause thus passed.
Clause 2 put and passed.
Clause 3: Interpretation -

Mr KOBELKE: In dhe second reading debate I asked the Minister if he would give some
detail on the mad reserve being set aside in this Bill. The area set aside for the road
reserve is not identical to that which was previously removed from the town planning
scheme in 1992. Would the Minister explain what these variations are and the measons
for those variations? We are also aware that the planning control area No 6 which was
imposed by the Minister as a pme-condition to reinstating the road reserve included the
western leg of the Roe Highway into Hampton Road. The Minister has not taken that up
in this Bill. As I asked the Minister in the second reading debate, I again ask why this
Bill has not taken up that area which was contained within this planning control area.
Mr LEWIS: I did not feel it was appropriate to be contained in this part of the Bill
bearing in mind it is to reinstate the Fremantle eastern bypass.
Mr KOBELKE: The Minister has given no reason why he has not proceeded with
anything that relates to the planning control area being imposed. I ask the Minister again,
can he give some explanation as to what he intends to do with that part of the planning
control area which relates to the western leg of the Roe Highway through to Hampton
Roadand, if heis not atthis timeplnning toprceed withthat,what procdures are in
place to evaluate the need for that reservation and when might there be some
determination as to what will happen with it?
Mr LEWIS: The member for Nollamara should know there has been put in place by this
Government a Fremantle planning task force the principal task of which is to draw
together the many reports associated with Fremantle - reports to which the previous
Government gave lip service but never felt the need to implement. This Government is
prepared to re-evaluate those reports and draw them together by way of the task force
which will report back to Government on the future planning options of Fremantle. 'Ile
western extension of the Roe Freeway to Marine Parade has been a contentious issue for
many years. I believe it is responsible to protect the transport and planning options of
that part of the extension until the task force reports and decisions are made by
Government.
Mr KOBELKE: It is clear this Bill was a premature act by the Minister. If all these
planning documents are to be taken into account by the Fremantle planning task force,
and if there is to be an evaluation of the transport needs of the total area, why must we
have this Bill before the Minister with this plan which is contained in clause 3? Clause 3
designates with plan 4.1244 a particular aligrnent for this highway reserve. When one
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asks the Minister what will happen with the related roads he says that that will be taken
up by the planning task farce which is looking at the whole range of transport issues
which pins the Minister directly on the plan in this clause. Why do we need to put in
place this road reserve when all the related roads art things which the Minister says are
under some form of study and consultation? The Minister in his answer has clearly
shown that he is being totally premature in bringing this Bill to the Parliament with this
reservation layout Can the Minister give some reason why the plan contained in clause 3
varies from that which was set aside as a road reserve prior to 1992? The Minister has so
far refused to give any answer to that question. Will the Minister treat us with a little less
contempt and be willing to give factual answers to the genuine questions I have asked in
a brief form, so we can have an answer and get on with the other business of the
Chamber?
Mr LEWIS: Thle reservation as proposed varies from the original reservation because
some more detailed work has been done and the reservation proposed in the schedule at
page 4 of this Bill is a reduced reservation which the Opposition should applaud on the
basis of its lesser impact This was not referred to the Fremantle task force because we
are talking about regional strategic planning, not local district planning.

Division
Clause put and a division taken with the following result

Ayes (28)

Mr Ainsworth Mr House Mlr Shave
Mr Cj. Barnet M)&Johnson Mr W. Smith
I&rBlaikie Mr Kieradi Mr Strcland
Mir Board Mr Lewis MsflTenorden
MU Bradshaw Mr McNee Mr Tubby
Dr Constable Mr Minson Dr Turnbull
Mr Court hMrfichoIus MrtWiese
Mr Day b&rOmodei Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)
Mrs Edwardes Mr Osborne
Dr Harnes Mr Pendal

Noes (19)

Mr NL Barn Mr Kobelke MrTaylor
Mrt Bridge Dr Lawrence Mr Tomas
Mr Brown Mr Marlborough Ms Wanock
Mr Cunningham Mr ?&Ginty Dr Watson
Dr Edwards Mor Riebeling Mr Leahy (Teller)
Dr Gallop b& Ripper
Mrs Hallahan W D.L Smith

Clause thus passed.
Clause 4 put and passed.
Clause 5: Effect of amendment -
Mr McOINTY: During the course of the second reading debate the question was raised
about the distance Stock Road is from the intersection of Stirling Hlighway and High
Street. I think the Minister indicated that it was an excessive distance. The Minister's
adviser may be able to advise him of that distance. A significant part of the debate was
whether Stock Road was available as a realistic alternative to the proposed Fremantle
eastern bypass. It is my view, given my understanding that the distance is only two or
perhaps three kilomnetres from the route of the proposed eastern bypass across to Stock
Road, that it is not an unreasonable distance. The Minister was of the view that the
distance was greater than that and I wonder whether he has had the chance to refresh his
memory accordingly.
Mr Lewis: I expect that it is about 3.5 kilomets.
Clause put and passed.
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Clause 6 put and passed.
Schedule -

Mr KOBELKE: I will try again to elicit some facts from the Minister, who has difficulty
in providing the answers to questions. In the debate on an earlier clause, the Minister
indicated that the road reservation was reduced from that which was contained in te road
reservation up to 1992. He gave no indication of the extent of that reduction and what
planning or engineering factors were involved in reducing the actual size of the road
reservation. If the information is too technical to provide an answer now, perhaps the
Minister will give an undertaking that he will explain at a future date why this road
reservation has been reduced.
Mr LEWIS: I do not want to waste the time of this Committee. I said clearly that the
road reservation had been reduced on the basis of more detailed work that had been done
by the planners and engineers in evaluating what the requirement of the bypass would be.
I cannot be any clearer than that. If the member addresses himself to the Bill he will find
that the plans were available at the Fremantle City Council and at other places. They are
probably not available there now. If he is so keen to look at the map he should go to the
Department of Planning and Urban Development. I cannot give a technical explanation
of every millimetre or centimetre of change to the original plan. The member's question
is a stupid one.
Mr KOBELKE: The Minister may think that it is stupid to ask questions of him, but that
is the role of this Committee. No detailed design has been done for the construction of
the road and I am asking for the factors which might have been involved in the work the
Minister is alluding to. This is a general scheme and the Minister has given no indication
that the construction will be undertaken in the near future. No design work is in place to
indicate that a narrower road reserve will be adequate. The Minister does not need to
give the details in centimetres, as he is capable of doing from his professional training,
but he should give the broad parameters involved in the reduction of the road reserve. If
the Minister does not have the information at his fingertips, I accept that. For the
Minister to cast aspersions on the quality of a question is to avoid his responsibility.
Schedule put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
MR LEWIS (Applecross - Minister for Planning) [10.47 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a third time.
MR KOBELKE (Nollamara) [10.48 pm]: I am not pleased with the approach the
Minister has taken in this debate. His approach is not peculiar to this Bill. I set out to
ask a series of questions and while they might have been technical, they deserved to be
answered They related directly to this Bill and to the land which is being set aside for a
road reserve. If the Minister was unable to give the technical details he should have at
least treated the questions seriously and not tried to debunk the member who asked them.
His approach is not confined to this debate. For example, recently in the Government
Gazette reference was made to a land reservation and I requested from the Minister some
information on it. Another member actually approached the Minister and asked whether
he would provide details on that land reservation. His response was that in due time he
would tell that member. We were required to go through other official channels to obtain
the information we wanted. I have put questions on notice to this Minister and he has
told me that he is not willing to provide the answers. Therefore, I have had to resort to
freedom of information to obtain standard information which is available to the general
public, but which this Minister feels should not be made available to members of this
House. This legislation is another example of the Minister being as uncooperative as he
possibly can.
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As I indicated earlier, there are levels of technical detail which one would not expect the
Minister to know about, even a Minister who has professional training in related areas.
However, for him to feel it is not his responsibility to take up those matters is a
dereliction of his duty and will only lead to members on this side being not willing to go
along with the Minister and try to make things easy for him. This place works well only
when we have cooperation. If the Minister is willing to cooperate and provide the
answers to our questions which we have a right to ask, we will expedite the progress of
the Bills that he may bring into the Chamber. However, if the Minister treats the
Chamber with contempt in the way that he has to avoid answering questions, he can be
assured that he will receive no cooperation from this side of the House.

Division
Question put and a division called for.
Bells run and the House divided.

Point of Order
Mr BLOFFWlTCH: There was only one call from the Opposition side for a division. I
understand that there should be more than one caller for a division.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I have already called for a division and it will
proceed.

Result of Division

Ayes (28)
Mr Ainsworth Mr House Mr Prince
Mr CJ. Barnett Mr Johnson Mr Shave
Mr Blaikie Mr Kieradi Mr W. Smith
Mr Board Mr Lewis Mr Trenowden
Mr Bradshaw Mr MeNee Mr Tubby
Dr Constable Mr Minson Dr Turnbull
Mr Court Mr Nicholls Mr Wiese
Mr Day Mr Omnodei Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)
Mrs Edwardes Mr Osborne
Dr Hames Mr Pendal

Noes (19)
Mr M. Barnett Mr Kobelke Mr Taylor
Mr Bridge Dr Lawrence Mr Thomas
Mr Brown Mr Marlborough Ms Warnock
Mr Cunningham Mr McGinty Dr Watson
Dr Edwards Mr Riebeling Mr Leahy (Teller)
Dr Gallop Mr Riper
Mrs Haltahan MrDE Smith

Question thus passed.
Bill read a third time, and transmitted to the Council.

PAY-ROLL TAX AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 21 October.
DR LAWRENCE (Clendalough - Leader of the Opposition) [10.55 pmn]: This Bill is
one of a pair of Bills that are designed to make amendments to the payroll tax rates and
thresholds as announced in the Budget by the Government earlier this year. it goes
without saying that we have no objection to the payroll tax revision and had anticipated
more generous changes to die payroll tax provisions in the election campaign. However,
I make it clear that these Bills represent a very considerable breach of faith by the
Government in terms of what it said to the electorate during the election campaign. The
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clear undertaking chat was given during that campaign has been set aside without any
apology or explanation whatsoever.
During the election campaign, the Government, then in Opposition, indicated it would,
over a period, give up the collection of payroll tax altogether in Western Australia - it
involved the collection of approximately half a billion dollars worth of own tax control
revenue - and hand it over to be controlled by a Federal Liberal Government headed by
Dr Hewson who would use his revenue obtained from the goods and services tax to repay
it to the States. During today's debate on another matter, a tobacco franchise Bill, I made
it clear that I thought that the movement in that direction of control was entirely stupid.
There has been a great deal of debate within this community about the need for
improving Commonwealth-State financial relations and all in the direction of actually
giving greater control to the States over the revenue they raise and ensuring that the so-
called vertical fiscal imbalance that characterises our Federation is removed. Instead, this
Treasurer, when in Opposition, agreed with Dr Hewson that some $500mn of payroll tax
would be removed from the State's own source revenues and, in return, the Government
was prepared to go cap in hand to Canberra for a return of those funds through the OST.
Leaving aside the question of the GST because we have debated that to death, the
question becomes one of State control, State sovereignty and the ability of the State to
control its own fortune. I have listened with increasing anger to the Premier's nonsense
on Mabo and at the same time I have watched himn on other occasions, including his offer
to hand over payroll tax collection anmd his being firm on the question of the franchise.
His offer to hand over control of the State's payroll tax collection is of a much greater
order and significance than anything he could possibly have feared in rehdton to the
Mabo decision.
The people of Western Australia, and particularly businesses, were told that the State
Government would abolish payroll tax and hand over to the Commonwealth control of
that amount of dhe State's revenue. At the time, as a Premier of three years' standing, I
warned the then Leader of the Opposition that no State Premier could contemplate with
any confidence that a Commonwealth Government, whatever its political colour, would
actually return chat amount of funding to the States. In Fighiback, Dr Hewsan made it
clear that there was a price in his apparent largesse of abolishing payroll tax and
redistributing the GST and that was a very significant cut in grants to the Stale of some
five per cent off the top, plus other additional amounts relating to hospital funding
totalling some $1 16m and other funds relating to capital, better cities and the like. That
penalty would have left the State considerably worse off. However, the Government was
prepared to push through those objections during the election campaign and told us that
the abolition of payroll tax was more important than any of those quibbles because it
would produce considerable benefits to the State's business sector and that would
overcome any of the problems that we might face in having our funding reduced.
The other thing the Premier conveniently overlooked at the time was the very real
possibility that Dr Hewson might not be elected. As it transpired, that is exactly what
occurred. Although a coalition State Government was elected, Dr Hewson missed out in
a spectacular fashion. The Premier's promise on payroll tax was never going to be
delivered unless there was a coalition Government in Canberra. That was also pointed
out to the Premier at some length on a number of occasions during the election campaign
and the half a billion dollar hole in the State's revenue which would occur if the Premier
tried to keep his promise on payroll tax if there was not a Hewson Government in
Canberra was very obvious. The Premier at the time ducked and weaved and tied to
pretend it was not a problem. He called us liars for claiming that it would be a problem,
but we were absolutely right. Soon after the election of the Federal Labor Government
the Premier, through the Deputy Premier, said chat the Government might not be able to
keep its promise to remove payroll tax in Western Australia. The first proposition was
that it might take two terms of Government, or eight years, to do it The Deputy Premier
put the kybosh on it altogether, and said he doubted whether it could be done at all, and
there was no basis on which any Government could get rid of $0.5b of revenue without
imposing some other tax. That is a perfectly obvious conclusion which I am sure the
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Premier drew long before the Government was forced to concede that it could not begin
to keep its commitment on payroll tax.
It is a marginal adjustment to payroll tax which will not make very much difference, if
any at all, to employment in this State. It may reduce the conts of operation of
approximately 500 businesses, and that is to be welcomed at a time of economic
hardship. However, no-one in this country believes that marginal adjustment in payroll
tax will have any impact on the number of people employed in the work force. A lot of
careful academic work and modelling has been done on that question, and the conclusion
is that the effect of the abolition of payroll tax in its entirety, and its substitution by GST,
is about the same in employment generation; that is, it will have absolutely no effect
whatsoever. I draw the attention of die Premier to "A Review of State Taxes" undertaken
by Ian Kerr and Philip Lewis, of the Western Australian labour market research centre, a
consortium of Curtin, Murdoch and the University of Western Australia. They looked at
the various State taxes, Commonwealth-State financial relationships, and the criteria they
believe should apply to a decent tax system. They reached some conclusions which I
think, although 18 months out of date now, would be helpful to a State Government
contemplating what it wil do. since it cannot remove payroll tax and is facing a problem
with the possible decision by the High Court in relation to the franchises on fuel, tobacco
and alcohol. The report1 prepared for the Western Australian Government when I was
Premier, is a very useful document which pulls together a range of observations. The
group put together a number of scenarios which we did not find particularly appealing,
but at the time we were trying to negotiate with the Commonwealth, and we needed to
know what room the State Government had to manoeuvre at the time. In the end State
Treasury came up with a very sensible proposal to improve the share of the so-called
Commonwealth's taxes of income and company tax that went to the States on a
guaranteed constitutional basis, so these taxes were not hanging over our heads. The
States would then be able to abolish some of them, in return for increasing the rates of
some others. At least the discussion would be under way on a sensible basis.
Payroll tax has been around for a long time in Australia. It is so much part of our system
that it will be hard to remove it, because it is worth $0.5b in Western Australia alone.
Although the scales vary from State to State, they are basically progressive and based on
the payroll, and have various thresholds. Western Australia in most respects is about
middle of the range, and it is not an unreasonable position in Western Australia, as
opposed to other States. The States have been gradually bidding one another out of the
market; when one puts up the threshold, another follows, one changes the rate and
another follows, and so on. That is because they think they will attract business to invest
in their States by fiddling at the margin with their payroll tax scale. That is done in the
absence of any evidence, it is a purely political judgment which has never been properly
assessed. It is time that State Governments - I would have put myself in the same
position had we remained in office - took a good look at payroll tax instead of every year
adjusting the thresholds to give marginal relief to the operating costs of some small
businesses. It is an admirable motive but does it make any difference to the overall
scheme of things in the economy?
One of the things about the Western Australian tax system that deserves some comment,
is that the payroll tax did not include employer contributions to superannuation funds,
although it does now. Nor are fringe benefits taxed, although pressures have been
applied from time to time in the latter case to tax fringe benefits. I do not recommend
that, but it is one of the ways in which Western Australia differs from other States. The
exemption thresholds range from approximately $320 000 in Western Australia to
$520 000 in other States. There is a range at which the tax cuts in, and it must be
checked each year because the figure is always going up and the rates are always
diminishing. By and large, per business unit the rate of payroll tax has been steadily
diminishing, although because of the increase in the size of our economy, the revenue
flowing firom. payroll tax is growing all the time.
The question of the fairness of payroll tax is often referred to and, clearly, it does not fall
evenly across all businesses. It obviously affects labour intensive businesses more than
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those which are capital intensive, and that is not necessarily a smart way to levy a tax in
terms of fairness and equity. I do nor think anyone has ever disagreed about that. Things
such as income, profits and dividends are a much more sensible basis on which to apply
taxation. Dr Hewson was fond of quoting a remark I made, and still stand by, that to tax
employment is not necessarily the smartest thing to do, but if we want to remove the tax
on employment we must replace it with something else. I had no affection for OST,
which was one of Dr Hewson's solutions, because it had oilier unfair consequences and
had a regressive impact, particularly on the less well off people in our society.
Payroll tax is administratively quite complex for the businesses to comply with, and for
the State Taxation Department to administer. Businesses spend a lot of rime and effort,
especially as Governments keep changing the rates and do not always inform businesses
as well as they should, which results in difficulties for the State Taxation Department.
The Premier complained last year about the previous Government advertising the new
payroll tax rates. They were very dispassionately advertised in local newspapers, so that
people were not caught out by not knowing they did not have to pay tax - as was the case
last year - and continued submitting returns, which then required the department to remit
them. In that case our advertising was totally justified.
Payroll tax fails the test that most taxes should pass; that is, it is not fair, equitable or
distributed in a fully progressive way. Compliance costs for business are high, and
administrative costs are high, in relation to other taxes which are relatively easily
collected and administered. We have heard a lot of nonsense over the years from
successive Governments - and I have probably been guilty of repeating some of these
observations. When I had a good look at this, I recognised that the lack of effect payroll
tax has on employment is the key question. There ame questions related to taxation, and
the efficiency, compliance costs, and so on, but there are also questions related to
whether it has any bearing on employment. Those arguments have been well
documented and most Governments rely on a fair amount of shorthand instead of going
to the original sources. Quite a few studies have been done, including that of the New
South Wales tax task force, undertaken by Mr Collins in 1988. Most Federal politicians
think that the reduction in the rate of payroll tax, increases in threshold, or its removal,
will have some impact, and in some cases a dramatic impact, on employment. For that
reason it is said to be a very undesirable tax. That was clearly part of the agenda of the
Government when it was in Opposition, both federally and at a State level. I recommend
that members, including the Treasurer, look at the research, at the models that have been
built and the evidence, rather than rely on political rhetoric. In the end, when trying to
get the best mix of taxes - as we must with the Federal Government in the next two or
three years otherwise the whole system will fall apart - it would pay to be well informed
about what each tax does. The reason it is said to be a bad tax is because it is supposed to
discourage employment of the next person. If it is removed, it is supposed to encourage
employment of the next person. It is an intuitive view if one must pay a tax on
employing a person that will discourage that employment, but it differs from the opinion
held by most economists who have examined the question carefully. We could all say
that economists are useless but they have considered the data very carefully -

Mr Taylor: I would not say that.
Dr LAWRENCE: The former Deputy Premier, as a former economist, would not say
that.
Mr Court He is not a former economist, he still is.
Dr LAWRENCE: Unfortunately, Premier, once a person becomes a politician he loses
all other identity. The Premier must have found that by now.
Mr Court: He is still an economist.
M~r Taylor No, I will tell the Premier why later on.
Mr Court: We beard you were looking for a job back in Treasury.
Dr LAWRENCE: He would not work for the Goverfnent.
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The major argument in favour of payroil tax usually relies on its similarity to a broad
based consumption tax. This is precisely the argument put by Dr l-ewson. Basically be
said that payroll tax is very similar in its effect, in its ability to raise revenue and so on
and in its incidence, to consumption tax. In the end it is the consumer who pays if it is in
the cost of the goods or service provided. If payroll tax is a broad based one and levied at
a uniform rate, there is some truth in that, but that is not the way payroll tax is levied, if
it is a broad based one that is levied at a uniform rate, it has die effect of increasing the
price of all commodities relative to the price of labour in much the same way as a
consumption tax does.
The other important question is the efficiency of a broad based consumption tax. We
have bad a lot of discussion about that too. It is agreed by the majority of economists
that it is an efficient tax to apply. There has never been any argument about that. In
comparison to payroll tax it is a more efficient tax to apply but it does not necessarily
mean it is a desirable tax. The only argument that economists would now accept in
relation to payroll tax is that at the moment it was applied historically it may have had
some disincentive effect on employment, when people went from paying none to paying
for a certain proportion of their employees, above a certain threshold and at a certan rate.
But once it became part of the fixed cost of business - rather variable costs which change
with the number of employees - the tax did not have the effect on employment that is
supposed to be ascribed.
Mr Wiese: Try running a business, or speaking to people who ram businesses and see
what they say!
Dr LAWRENCE: I wish the Minister had been listening to earlier debate. I was
suggesting that rather than accepting the apparent political logic of the removal of payroll
tax - and I could go through the data if members wish - the data collected by economists,
the modelling and comparisons, suggest very clearly that removing payroll tax, especially
in these very small increments, has no effect at all on employment. There is no increase
in employment as a result of these changes. There may be reductions in business costs,
and clearly there are, and improvement in profit performance, but not enough to make a
decision to suddenly expand the work force. The size of the work force is driven not by
business costs but by demand in the market That has always been the upside down
thinking about payroll tax. It is not driven by the costs to the business of employing a
person any more than it is driven by the costs to the business of purchasing capital. It is
driven by the relationship between the two: In other words, what is the demand for the
product and what will it cost to meet the demand.

Mr Wiese: Try speaking to the shearing contractors who try to compete with industries
which do not have payroll tax. You will find you are wrong.
Dr LAWRENCE: The Minister should go back to sleep.
Mr Taylor Which industries do shearing connrctors compete with?
Mr Wiese: They compete with the independent shearing contractors who do not pay
payroll tax. The person who is not paying payroll tax has an enormous advantage of
about 100 to 120 a head. That makes them totally uncompetitive.
Mr Taylor: They don't compete with other industries. The same applies to Woolworths
and the corner store.
Dr LAWRENCE: That is a very good example. The corner store does not pay payroll
tax but that store does not have the economy of scale of the Woolworths store. There are
checks and balances. Yet they may be competing in the sale of a similar product such as
confectionery, stationery and so on. With respect, that is not the sort of comparison any
respectable economist would make when talking about payroll tax. The Minister is
talking about the question of whether a firm, faced with a decision about whether to
increase employment, will make the decision on the basis of the marginal cost of the new
employee alone or whether it takes a lot more before the decision is made to expand the
work force. Of course it does. What happened during the recession? We gradually cut
back on business costs. We changed land tax and the payroll tax threshold, which helped
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firms stay afloat, but it did no: increase their employment because they were responding
to a shrivelled market. It was a declining market so, far from increasing employment -
although the cost of employing labour was declining because of wage reductions in real
terms as well as payroll tax - they cut back the size of the work force. In those terms.
what happens when the economy is shrinking? People put off labour even if it i cheaper
because the market demand is not there and they cannot afford to employ people to do
something that is not needed. Equally, if they are to expand, it is because of demand for
the product.
It is important when considering payroll tax to recognise that while we will not oppose
these Bills - they will provide some relief for a small number of businesses - if people
seriously believe the legislation will have a big impact on employment they are kidding
themselves. The business community generally was disappointed, not because the
Premier had not made a correct analysis of these Bills but because he led them to believe
there would be wholesale abolition of payroll tax, which will not now be delivered. The
small increments here, adding up to some millions of dollars well inside the $10m mark,
will not make one bit of difference to the economy of Western Australia. It will make a
bit of difference to some individual firms and it may mean that at the end of the financial
year they will be a littl more comfortable, but not one more person will be taken on in
employment because of these Bills being passed tonight. It is important to recognise that.
As politicians we should not kid ourselves about the benefits or otherwise of tinkering at
the margins of this tax. Equally, we should not kid ourselves about replacing the tax with
something that is controlled from Canberra. That has other adverse consequences. The
promise made by the Government to do that was a totally irresponsible promise which
any man and his dog could have told the Government would have one or two
consequences. That is. either break with the Federal Government or take an almighty
leap of faith which would almost certainly be breached, in handing over chat amount of
revenue to the control of the Commonwealth Government in perpetuity. Once done, it is
never returned, and I urge the Treasurer to find out what is going on with
Commonwealth-State finances. He should leave aside Mabo, for a moment and
concentrate on a few other matters which in the long term will have a significant effect
on the economy of Ike country and the financial position of Western Australia.
As this is the only opportunity I will have this evening, before concluding 1 turn to
another question. It is out of order, Mr Acting Speaker, but I seek your indulgence. We
have seen tonight in the upper House the most extraordinary violation of the principles of
parliamentary democracy. The Premier's obsession with Mabo has led him to the most
extraordinary failure of judgment - using the gag and the guillotine in the other place,
bringing on a Bill ahead of its proper timetable, and refusing to allow Hon Tom Stephens
to handle the Bill on our behalf or to come into the Chamber in order to do so.
it sticks inmy throat in some respects that we are debating this matterof payrollutx
tonight rather than that question. I will make it my business to debate it later because this
Parliament - which should be dealing with this legislation in a dispassionate and careful
way - is being abused by Government members in the other place, as it has been abused
in this place by the Government. At least in this place we are accuswomed to a bit of
rough and tumble and rule-breaking but in the other place there has been 100 years of
tradition, and that has been set aside. The members in the other place will sit there until
five o'clock in the morning when the guillotine will fall, after only seven hours' debate.
They will be brought back sometime tomorrow when the guillotine will fall again, after a
few more hours of debate, in order to achieve what? Nothing! Nothing will be achieved
for Ike Aboriginal people and nothing for the investment confidence of this community.
It is a complete and utter abrogation of the responsibility of parliamentarians toward
protecting this Parliament from the disrespect which it has now earned.
As Hon Tom Butler said to me about the upper House, we might as well close it up and
use it for a kindergarten. That is all the good it serves.
Dr Gallop: There was another set of dark faces there. It is interesting that the insurance
industry was there.
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Dr LAWRENCE: The upper House has pulled up debate on the workers' compensation
legislation, which was part way through, in order to bring on debate on the Mabo
legislation because the Government has some pathetic view that if it gets that legislation
through ahead of the Commonwealth, the Greens, or someone else, its legislation will
prevail. I hope that the community takes clear note of what the Premier has done with
that legislation, and the length to which he has been prepared to go to get it through on
his timetable. I made it clear that it had nothing to do with the Bill.
It is of considerable interest to me that, although the Premier deals lightly with manoers
such as these Bills, questions of breaking his promises on payroll tax, and
Commonwealth-State financial relations, he is prepared to play the most appalling
politics in' a way which is bringing disgrace on this place. Many members of this
Parliament do not want to be part of this farce.
Mr House: Did you hear what the member for Peel said today in question time?

Dr LAWRENCE: About whom? You?
Mr House: No. He made a comment about the Premier. Did you hear that comment?

Dr LAWRENCE: No, I did not hear it. But calling the Premier a name, me a name or
the Deputy Premier a name is a very small sin in comparison to what is happening in the
other place.
Mr House: He didn't call him a name. I was quite interested in your reaction to what he
said, because you turned to the member for Annadale and made a comment to her. I got
the impression, obviously wrongly, that you had passed the comment on to her. That
obviously was not the case.
Dr LAWRENCE: Even if he had issued forth with an obscenity - that was not my
understanding - he would have done no less than the Minister has done. TheC point that I
make solemnly is that, whether he swore or the Minister swore, or whether he called the
Premier a name or uttered an obscenity, it could not be worse than what is occurring in
the other place. What has happened in the other place and what has happened here
breach conventions that cannot be repaired by an' apology. It is done. One hundred years
of tradition has been violated. Bills have been rushed through both of these Houses by
using the guillotine. That is a far graver insult to every member of this House than name
calling or obscenities. To try to trivialise what has happened in the other place by
reference to the sorts of things that we know occur in the corridor -

Mr House interjected.
Dr LAWvRENCE: The Minister keeps talking over me. What we have seen in the other
place tonight is something that this Parliament will put down as a historic first, but not
wvith pride. it is not the first time that someone has sworn in this Chamber, but it is the
irst time that the upper House has been used in that way. And it will not be the last time.

Having ensured that it has this tool of the guillotine and having broken every rule, there
is nothing to stop the Goverrnent. The upper Rouse has become a House which is
effectively the minror image of this place. It no longer has a role in the parliamentary
process of Western Australia. I was always extremely doubtful about its capacity to act
as a House of Review, but now it has been confirmed that that House is an ann of the
Executive and it is simply a matter of crunching the numbers. Precedence, conventions,
history, propriet, rules, regulations - out the window!
Mr Pendal: Propriety - what a joke!
Dr LAWRENCE: The member for South Perth should be ashamed of it, because he was
in that place for a long time. While we are debating the Pay-Roll Tax Amendment Bill
here, the other House has gone up in flames. And this is a House of shame because we
sit here and say and do nothing about it.
MR TAYLOR (K~algoorlie - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [11.23 pm]: I am
interested to see whether t member for Geraldton and the member from Narrogin make
a contribution to this debate. On my reading of Pay-Roll Tax Amendment Bills over the
past couple of years. they have had a grea deal to say about payroll tax and these sorts of
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amendment Bills which they say are tinkering at the edges of payroll tax instead of doing
away with it. I will be interested in whether those two members make the same
comments about similar payroll tax legislation that has been put forward by their
Government. Or will they sic there silently, as most Government members have done
during this session of Parliament on a whale range of issues that have come before the

HUse
Payroll tax was first introduced in 1941 by the Commonwealth Government to partly
fund child endowment in Australia.
Dr Gallop: Did you know that when child endowment was introduced in New South
Wales the conservatives said, 'This is the first step in a long Labor path to socialising
children." They opposed it.
Mr TAYLOR: Just like they opposed native title today.
Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Brown): Order!
Mr TAYLOR: In the 1950s, that link disappeared. Payroll tax was transferred to the
States in 1971 on the basis of its being a growth tax. The States immediately moved to
increase the rate of tax from 2.5 per cent to 3.5 per cent. It certainly has been a growth
tax for Western Australia. In 1980, we raised $ 168m from payroll tax. Last financial
year, we raised $529in, and this financial year we will raise $545m - a substantial
increase over that 13 years. Payroll tax has been an important tax for Western Australia.
During the recent election campaign, the now Premier promised to do away with the tax.
At the time, he said that, if the Hewson camp did not win the Federal election, he would
abolish the tax over two periods of Government- If this is the best effort that he can put
forward in terms of doing away with payroll tax in Western Australia, it is a very
ordinary effort.
Could the Premier inform me whether payroll tax in Western Australia includes non-cash
benefits and whether it extends to the fringe benefits that are available to employees in
Western Australia? Leading up to the election, there was talk from the Liberal Party that
the Commissioner of Taxation in Western Australia had moved to include fringe benefits.
I would be interested to know whether the Premier has moved as Treasurer to ensure that
that is not the case.
The State taxation system contains a whole range of individual taxes which are imposed
under a range of separate Statutes. Those Statutes generally reflect very small
constitutional powers and the institutional constraints that are imposed on State
Government taxation powers by the Federal system of Government in Australia. It is
interesting to note that, over the years, State Governments have lost a whole range of
taxes to the Federal Government, or given away a range of taxes to the Federal
Government. On reflection, those taxes have imposed significant financial penalties on
the States. The most important of those taxes is personal income tax, which was
introduced in Western Australia in 1907 and transferred to the Commonwealth
Government in 1942. in 1915 the Commonwealth Government introduced its own form
of income tax, but in 1942 it used its special defence powers to take over the income tax
collected by the States. It is interesting that in 1942 the Commonwealth was prepared to
use those sorts of powers under the Constitution to take over the collection of all forms of
income tax and entertainment taxes that up to that tine had been collected by the State
Governments.
The State Governments, of course, assumed that the Commonweath would give back
that temporary measure but as is the nature of these sorts of things, the States were
precluded from ic-entering that income tax field in their own right from that tine.
Another tax that we have done away with is dividend duty. It was a tax on profits or
dividends of companies and other incorporated businesses. It was introduced in Western
Australia in 1899. At that time it was justified on the basis of the very large profits that
were being made by companies particularly, from my perspective, the gold mining
companies in Western Australia in the late 1890s. That was repealed in 1937 by the
income tax legislation to which I have just referred.
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Financial emergency tax was an additional tax imposed on the salaries, wages and
incomes of a whole range of people in the Depression of the 1930s as a means of funding
a range of unemployment schemes and benefits. It was revised in 1937 for uniformity
with the new income tax legislation and was absorbed into the Commonwealth grants mn
1942. Another tax that interests me is the gold mining profits tax which existed from
1934 until 1942. It applied to die gold mining profits in addition to the dividend duty that
I have just mientioned. It was introduced at a time when the gold mining ind-,.stzy was
booming, and it did boom in much of the Depression.
M~r Court: V1 hich years were they?
Mr TAYLOR: Between 1934 and 1942.
Mr Court That was when there was a controlled price on goldL
Mr TAYLOR: Yes; but it was a price that made sure that the gold mining industry did
reasonably well. A lot of the troubles in the goldfields in those days were caused when
unemployed peopie moved into the goldfields looking for the few jobs that were
available. Most of those Jobs were available in the goldfields and the industry was doing
very well. The then State Government decided that it justified a contribution by that
industry to Government expenditure particularly the expe:nditure that went to assist
workers who were suffering from mining related illnesses. We have had gold profit taxes
in Western Australia in years gone by.
Stamp duty on receipts existed for many yea.,; in Western Australia. It was one of the
original stamp duties and in some cases the stamp required a receipt to be created for
stamp duty purposes. Efforts in Western Australia in the 1960s to broaden that led to a
H-igh Court challenge and a subsequent ruling that the duty, to the extent that it applied to
the production or sale of goods, was unconstitutional. Of course, that partly refers to
some of the problems with which the Premier would have had to deal today during the
debate on tobacco matters. Probate duty existed for many years until 1976. Most of us
would remember Syd Negus who played a significant role in attacking the issue of
probate duty.
Mir Court: And Joh.
Mr TAYLOR: I was just about to mention that Queensland was the first State which
decided to do away with probate duty.
Mr Court: They built the Gold Coast on it.
Mr TAYLOR: That is certainly die case. As is the case with payroll tax, in the case
mentioned by the Leader of die Opposition, Queensland did away with probate duty, and
New South Wales and Victoria, seeing a flood of retirees going to Queensland, had to
follow. Other States also followed and were left without that significant income.
in many ways the same applies to payroll tax and to stamp duty. Over the years there has
been a race within the States to try to match what each could offer as a benefit in reduced
payroll tax and stamp duty. I wonder in the end what influence it has on businesses
moving from one State to another. I suggest it has very little influence.
Entertainment tax was introduced in Western Australia in 1925 as a means of raising
funds for hospitals. It applied to most forms of entertainment for which admission was
charged including theatres, honse racing, dancing and professional sporting events. It
was done away with in 1961 and was influenced by the advent of television and other
free entertainment.
Mr Court Are you giving us a check list from which we can tick off future taxes?
Mr TAYLOR: As I was speaking I was wondering whether the Premier might have been
thining exactly that. There are a few opportunities to do away with payroll tax and to
introduce an entertainment tax or to reintroduce probate duty or one of those exciting
taxes that I am sure would do the Government well in the next election campaign.
Mr Court: The Leader of die Opposition was asking earlier toay which taxes were
possible replacements if we lose this Capital Duplicators case. You should just pass
across your speech notes.
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Mr TAYLOR: There is a range of taxes.
Mr Court: Have you got more?
Dr Lawrence: I gave them to him.
Mr TAYLOR: I was just about to say that the Leadler of the Opposition gave me the
notes. The last tax I want to mention is motor vehicle third party insurance charges
which have existed for some time, introduced in 1963 and justified on the basis of
increasing the consolidated revenue fund for hospital, ambulance and tr-affic costs
associated with road accidents. That tax was abolished in 1988, being linked with the
strong performance of the State Government Insurance Office which was able to return
substantial dividends to the Government in that area, as I anm sure it will in the years
aheadL
Over those years a range of tax measures have been introduced in this State that have
fallen by the wayside. I am sure that when we look at the size of the payroll tax
collections of $540m it will be more difficult, even with the expected growth in the
Western Australian economy in the years ahead, to do away with payroll tax. Any
Government which looks seriously at that issue will decide that it will be one of the more
difficult taxes to do away with purely on the basis of the amount of revenue that it raises
and on the importance of payroll tax to revenue collections for Western Ausnraia. I will
be very interested to hear the Premier's response, given that during the election campaign
a commitment was made that the Government would do away with payroll tax within two
terms. Of course, the coalition will not get two terms as a Government. I will be very
interested to hear what the Government has to say about how it will tackle -

Mr House: We will do it in the third ferm.
Mr TAYLOR: The member will be very old and grey by the time he gets into his third
term in Governent.
Mr Court: He is grey already.
Mr TAYLOR: I doubt that he will see it through. Once again. I challenge the member
for Geraldion and the member. for Wagin, the Minister for Police, having read some of
the debates in which they have been involved in the past about payroll tax and also
recalling some of the debates in which they have been involved in the past -
Mr House: I am glad that they do not take up the challenge. It is getting towards
midnight.
Mr TAYLOR: I think they will have to now. I will be very interested to hear what they
have to say about this legislation which in the past, when we introduced it, they regarded
as doing no more than tinkering at the edges
Mr Bloffwitch: I congratulated you on raising the threshold on every one.
Mr TAYLOR: The member should not interject; he should get tup and make a speech. I
have looked at what the member for Geraldton has had to say. Every tioe he had a good
old whinge about the nature of the legislation. I am looking forward to hearing the
member for Geraldton speak tonight and having the same good old whinge to the Premier
about the nature of this legislation as he did in the past.
Mr Court: You have a revolt on your hands.
Mr TAYLOR: I do not think so. We will look forward to the member for Geraldion
giving a similar speech to that which he has given in years gone by on this issue.
Mr Nicholls: He has already spoken.
Mr TAYLOR: He is not on the record as being a Government speaker. I would also be
very interested to hear what he had to say in the party room when this was discussed. I
wonder whether he expressed exactly the same views -

Mr Nicholls: If you joined a decent party and changed your philosophical views, you
might be able to listen.
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Mr TAYLOR: Let me say: I would rather be dead.
Mr Nicholls: Quite frankly, half of Western Australia would probably wish that.
Mr Taylor: That may be the case but I would certainly rather be dead than be a member
of the Liberal Party.
Mr Court: It is not all that bad.
Mr TAYLOR: I do not know. Even the National Party would be much more in my way
of thinking than the Liberal Party when it comes to those sorts of issues. The National
Party and I would be very close to blood brothers on that issue. T'he challenge is there
for the Premier to explain to the House tonight how he will do away with payroll tax; not
only how he will replace payroll tax, given that he was going to use the goods and
services tax before, but also where he will cut down expenditure to make up for that very
apparent shortfall that would face his Government, or any other Government, that trie to
do away with $500m worth of revenue.
MR COURT (Nedlands - Treasurer) (11.40 pm]: I thank members opposite for their
support for this legislation. In die first Budget that we brought down, we did not go as
far as we wanted to in regard to payroll tax. We were able to set a land tax rate whereby
we would collect less this year than in the previous year and we tried to do that with
payroll tax, but that was not possible in the first Budget. I agree with the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition that this is a relatively small step, but it will still increase the threshold
by a substantial 20 per cent. The Leader of the Opposition said that a 20 per cent
increase in the threshold will not create one extra job opportunity. I disagree. Such an
increase in the threshold will certainly make it attractive for a number of employers to
employ additional people. Both the Leader of the Opposition and the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition raised some of the possible tax mixes that may occur in the future. As I
said during the debate on the tobacco franchise legislation, there could well be an
opportunity after the High Court ruling comes down in a few weeks for some major
changes to taxation. The Deputy Leader of the Opposition asked a question about the
non-cash benefits being included. I do not like to say this, but some of the non-cash
benefits are now included; however, they were included by the previous Government, not
this Government. The benefits that have been included are those that an part of a salary
package, but they do not take in the wider fringe benefits tax net.
Dr Lawrence: I think you will find that was a decision of the Commissioner of Taxation.
Mr COURT: That is right- It was a decision made by the Commissioner of Taxation in
January this year.
Mr Taylor: One that you made a bic of during the election campaign!
Mr COURT: I cannot recall that.
Mr Taylor: I arn glad that is on record!
Mr COURT: It is correct that over two terms of Government we are determined to cut
dramatically the dependency of the State on payroll tax. That is a tall order. We would
have preferred to go down the route where it was abolished this year as a result of the
introduction of a goods and services tax. Recently I met one of the leading bureaucrats in
Canberra, who had a discussion with me about taxation and said that it is only a matter of
time before this country will be forced to implement a GST or its equivalent; that is not a
debate for tonight.
The Leader of the Opposition referred to a debate in the other House. I find it strange
that the Leader of the Opposition did not refer to the fact that a piece of legislation which
is a great deal more complex than our Mabo legislation went through the House of
Representatives in one and a half days. The Leader of the Opposition mentioned that she
is concerned that Hon Tom Stephens is not participating in that debate.
Dr Lawrence: I amn concerned that you are ramming it through the other place.
Mr COURT: The Leader of the Opposition mentioned that Hon Tom Stephens is not
involved in that debate. If a member is held in contempt of the Parliament -
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Dr Lawrence: For four days, and your Leader of the House brings in a Bill ahead of the
normal schedule.
Mr COURT: That member, who has been held in contempt of that Chamber, has been
walking around the Parliament shouting obscenities about me at the top of his voice. 1
hardly call that good behaviour. The language that was used in this Parliament today by
one Opposition member, and supported by another Opposition member, is typical of the
behaviour that we are now seeking. The fact that Hon Tern Stephens is not involved in
that debate in the other place is his responsibility. He got himself into that position.
I thank the Opposition for its support.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Third Reading
Leave granted topee forthwith to the third reading.
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mdr Court (Treasurer), and transmitted to the Council.

PAY-ROLL TAX ASSESSMIENT AMENDMENT DILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 21 October.
DR LAWRENCE (Glendalough - Leader of the Opposition) [11.47 pm]: I appreciate
that Treasury and taxation officials have been waiting all night to go into Committee and
that they may be disappointed that we do not intend to debate this Bill further, but I will
do no more than underline the fact that the Government should take note that when we do
agree with Government legislation, we do not delay the House unduly. I expect in future
that sort of cooperation from the Government that we have demonstrated, because when
we do not disagree with legislation, we do not filibuster or waste the time of the House.
However, when we disagree with legislation, we will reserve our right to debate it fully.
That is a simple principle and I hope it has been underlined by the passage of several
machinery and taxation emls today with which we agree. We wanted to make certain
points and we made them, but we did not want to delay the House unduly beyond what
was necessary, given that these Bills are predictable in their content. If that were noted
by the Government. including the Leader of the House, there would be less difficulty in
the management of this place.
MR COURT (Nedflands - Treasurer) [ 11.48 pm]: I thank the Opposition for its support
of this Bill. I highlight the exemption from payroll tax for the wages of apprentices. I
know that not a great deal of money is involved, but it is important that we try to
encourage more apprentices into the system, and that is one of the benefits of this
legislation.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Third Reading
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Court (Treasurer), and transmitted to the Council.

House adjourned at 11.49pm
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

AMEINDED ANSWER TO QUESTION ON NOTICE No 1200 (3)
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN LAND AUTHORITY - CONSOLIDATED REVENUE

FUND EXPENDITURE OR REVENUE; ASSET VALUE
1200. Mr KOBELKE zo the Minister representing the Minister for Lands:

(1) Wbat was the expenditure or revenue from Consolidated Revenue Fund
attributed to the Western Australian Land Authority in 1992-93?

(2) What is the estimate for such revenue or expenditure from CRtE to the
Western Australian Land Authority in 1993-94?

(3) What is the asset value of the Western Australian Land Authority as at the
end of the 1992-93 financial year in terms of land holdings, cash
investments and other assets?

Mr LEWIS replied:
The Minister for Lands has provided the following reply -

(3) The authority's balance sheet as at 30 June 1993 based on internal
management reports indicated the following assets being held
valued at historical cost -
Land Stock $30.206mn
Undeveloped $1 15.540rn

Cash $1.802m
Other assets $65.002m

COLLIE POWER STATION PROJECr - PROGRESS
1296. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Energy:

(1) What progress is being made in respect of the proposed Collie power
station project?

(2) Has the State Energy Commission of Western Australia agreed with Asea
Brown Boveri over price and conditions?

(3) If not, when is a decision expected?
(4) Is SECWA negotiating with the coal companies over the supply of coal to

the new power station?
(5) If not. how does SECWA propose to supply coal to the station?
(6) Is SECWA going to offer the management of the power station to the

private sector?
(7) If yes, what plans have been developed to prepare for this?
Mr C.J. BARNETT7 replied:
(1) SECWA has received a proposal from Asea Brown Boveri for the

construction of die Collie Power Station.
(2) No.
(3) SEC WA intends to reach a decision on whether AEB has bid an

appropriate price for a 1 x 300 MW power station prior to Christmas 1993.
If the price is satisfactory, negotiations on terms and conditions will
continue in order to allow the SECWA board and Government to process
this contract in the first quarter of 1994.

(4) Yes.
(5) Not applicable.
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(6) Yes.
(7) No plans have been developed at this stage.

POLICE COMPLAINTS REVIEW PANEL - [WNTRODUCTION
1309. Mr CATANIA to the Minister for Police:

(1) When can the introduction of the police complaints review panel be
expected?

(2) What powers will it have?
(3) Is the Police Force to be represented on the panel?
Mr WIESE replied:
(1) 1994.
(2) The independent police complaints review panel will be the rm$a avenue

of review following an investigation by police and the Ombudsman. The
panel may review the investigations on the application of a dissatisfied
complainant.

(3) No.
SWM, WAYDE - POLICE FORCE APPOINTMENT

1359. Mr CATANIA to the Minister for Police:
(1) When did Mr Wayde Shannon Smith join the Western Australia Police

Force?
(2) On what date did Mr Smith leave the Police Force?
(3) What were the dates of Mr Smith's promotions?
(4) (a) To what operational areas of the Police Force was Mr Smith

attached-,
(b) On what dates?

Mr WIESE replied:
The Commissioner of Police has advised the following -

(1) Joined the Western Australia Police Force on 6 January 1975.
(2) Resigned on 14 October 199 1.
(3) Promotions: Constable 1/C 6.1.1980

Detective Senior Constable 6.1.1984
Detective Sergeant 1.4.1987
Detective Sergeant 1/C 1.10.1990

(4) Operational Transfers:
Central Police Station 31.3.1975 to 6.8.1975
Midland Police Station 7.8.1975 to 13.4.1977
Kalamunda Police Station 14.4.1977 to 10.6.1979

CIB 11.6.1979 to 14.10.1991
MEAGHER, DR TIM - INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGISTS PTY LTD, GOVERNMENT

EMPLOYMENT OR CONTRACT
1383. Mr McGINTY to the Minister for Resources Development; Energy; Touuism:

(1) Has Dr Timn Meagher, or Industriul Ecologists Pty Ltd, been in the employ
of or contracted to any Government department or agency with the
Minister's portfolio since 6 February 19937

(2) If so -
(a) what amount was paid to Dr Meagher or Industrial Ecologists:
(b) for what services over what period?
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Mr CJ. BARNFIT replied:
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.

MEAGHER, DR TIM - INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGISTS MT LTD. GOVERNMENT
EMPLOYMENT OR CONTRACT

1385. Mr McCINTY to the Minister representing the Minister for Mines; Lands:
(1) Has Dr Tim Meagher, or [ndustriul Ecologists Pty Ltd, been in the employ

of or contracted to any Government department or agency with the
Minister's portfolio since 6 February 1993?

(2) If so -
(a) what amount was paid to Dr Meagher or Industrial Ecologist;
(b) for what services over what period?

Mr CiJ. BARNETT replied:
Department of Minerals and Energy, Department of Land Administration,
Western Austrlian Land Authority -

(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.

MEAGHER, DR TIM - INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGISTS PTY LTD, GOVERNMENT
EMPLOYM[ENT OR CONTRACT

1386. Mr McGIT to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:
(1) Has Dr Tim Meagher, or Industrial Ecologists Ply Ltd, been in the employ

of or contracted to any Government department or agency with the
Minister's portfolio since 6 February 1993?

(2) If so-
(a) what amount was paid to Dr Meagher or Industrial Ecologists;
(b) for what services over what period?

Mr LEWIS replied:
The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

(1) Nil.
(2) Not applicable.

MEAGHER, DR TIM - INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGISTS PTY LTD, GOVERNMENT
EMPLOYMENT OR CONTRACT

1387. Mr MOGINTY to die Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for
Education; Employment and Training; Sport and Recreation:
(1) Has Dr Tim Meagher, or Industrial Ecologists Pty Ltd, been in the employ

of or contracted to any Government department or agency with the
Minister's portfolio since 6 February 1993?

(2) If so -
(a) what amount was paid to Dr Meagher or Industrial Ecologists;
(b) for what services over what period?

Mbr TUBBY replied.
The Minister for Education;, Employment and Training; Sport and
Recreation has provided the following reply -

(1) No.
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(2) Not applicable.
MEAGHER, DR TIM - INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGISTS PITY LTD, GOVERNMENT

EMPLOYMENT OR CONTRACT
1390. Mr McGINT to the Minister for Water Resources; Local Government:

(1) Has Dr Tim Meagher, or Industrial Ecologists Pry Ltd, been in the employ
of or contracted to any Government department or agency with the
Minister's portfolio since 6 February 1993?

(2) If so -
(a) what amount was paid to Dr Meagher or Industrial Ecologists;
(b) for what services over what period?

Mr OMODEI replied:
For the Departmnent of Local Government and the Water Authority of
WA -
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.

MEAGHER. DR TIM - INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGISTS PTY LTD, GOVERNMENT
EMPLOYMENT OR CONTRACT

1393. Mr MCGIINTY to the Minister for Community Development; Family; Seniors:
(1) Has Dr Timi Meagher, or Industrial Ecologists Pty Ltd, been in the employ

of or contracted to any Government department or agency with the
Mnister's portfolio since 6 February 1993?

(2) If so -
(a) what amount was paid to Dr Meagher or Industrial Ecologists;
(b) for what services over what period?

Mr NICHOLLS replied:
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.

MEAGHER, DR TIM - INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGISTS PTY LTD, GOVERNMENT
EMPLOYMENT OR CONTRACT

1394. Mr MCGINTY to the Minister for Labour Relations; Works; Services;
Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs:
(1) Has Dr Tim Meagher, or Industrial Ecologists Pry. Ltd., been in the

employ of or contracted to any Government department or agency with
the Minister's portfolio since 6 February, 1993?

(2) If so -
(a) what amount was paid to Dr Meagher or Industrial Ecologists-,
(b) for what services over what period?

Mr KIERATH replied:
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.

MEAGHER, DR TI1M - INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGISTS PlY LTD, GOVERNMENT
EMPLOYMENT OR CONTRACT

1395. Mr McGINTY to the Minister for Police; Emergency Services:
(1) Has Dr Tim Meagher, or Industrial Ecologists Pry Ltd, been in the employ

of or contrated to any Government department or agency with the
Minister's portfolio since 6 February 1993?
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(2) If so -
(a) what amount was paid to Dr Meagher or Industrial Ecologists;
(b) for what services over what period?

Mr WIESE replied:
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.

MEAGH-ER, DR TIM - INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGISTS PTY LTD, GOVERNMENT
EMPLOYMENT OR CONTRACT

1396. Mr McG1NTY to the Minister for Planning; Heritage; Rousing:
(1) Has Dr Tim Meagher, or Industrial Ecologists Pty. Ltd., been in the

employ of or contracted to any Government department or agency with
the Minister's portfoio since 6 February 1993?

(2) If1so-
(a) what amount was paid to Dr Meagher or Industrial Ecologists;
(b) for what services over what period?

Mr LEWIS replied:
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.

POLICE - EAST FREMANTLE WORKSHOP, CLOSURE
1423. Mr CATANIA to the Minister for Police:

(1) Has the closure of the East Fremantle Police Workshop taken place?
(2) If not, when it is to take place?
(3) How many people will become redundant?
(4) How many people will lose their jobs?
(5) How many people will be placed servicing Westfleet vehicles?
Mr WIESE replied:
(1) No.
(2) No decision has yet been made.
(3)-(5) Not applicable.

POLICE - MIRRABOOKA STATION, ESTABLISHMENT
1424. Mr CATANIA to the Minister for Police:

(1) Due to the escalation of the incidents of crime in and around the
Mirrabooka Bus Station, will the Minister advise if he will approve or
recommend to the Commissioner for Police the establishment of a police
station in this area?

(2) If not, why not?
Mr WIESE replied:
(l)-(2) The Commissioner of Police, through evaluation and monitoring

procedures, determines when and where programs should be undertaken to
meet the policing needs for the comnwity. Resources available to the
commissioner require his department to prioxitise allocation of funds for
accommodation and deployment of staff. Mirrabooka is one of several
areas that will continue to be monitored.
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POLICE - KALGOORLIE TRAFFIC POLICE, REDUCTION
1425. Mr CATANIA to the Minister for Police:

(1) Has the number of traffic police in Kalgoorlie been reduced?
(2) Are patrols in the Kalgoorlie area virtually non-existent?
(3) Have most officers been placed on general duties and radar?
(4) If not, would die Minister investigate the reason for this change and advise

accordingly?
(5) Does the Minister agree with this action?
Mr WIESE replied:

The Commissioner of Police has advised the following -

(1)-(3) No.
(4)-(5) Not applicable.

FIRE BRIGADES - HAT PURCHASE
1429. Mr M. BARNETT to the Minister for Emergency Services:

(1) Did the Western Australian Fire Brigades Board as part of its new
uniforms, purchase a smoky bear type hat from a Queensland company at
the cost of $60 each?

(2) If yes to (1), why could the brigade not have purchased them in Western
Australia as die World Firefighter Gamnes have for a cost of $28 per hat
which are similar?

(3) Are the hats to be purchased by the brigade not popular and have some
refused to wear them?

Mr WIESE replied:
(1) The Western Australian Fire Brigades Board let a contract to coordinate

its total uniform to a Western Australian firm. This firm. was given the
required specifications. Once it had received quotes from manufacturing
firms throughout Australia, the firm purchased a quantity of hats from a
Queensland manufacturer at a cost of close to $60 per hat which included
the standard hat and all extras.

(2) The company currently supplying hats to the World Firefighter Gamnes
(WA) contingent was approached but was unable to meet the required
specifications.

(3) The brigade has trialled the hats and there have been some objections to
the style. The brigade is presently considering the complaints and will
make a decision shortly. Similar style hats are worn by fire personnel in
Queensland, Victoria and South Australia.

LANDCORP - HEPBURN HEIGHTS DEVELOPM]ENT
1437. Mr KOBELKE to the Minister representing the Minister for Lands:

(1) How many lots have been sold in die LandCorp residential subdivision
development at Hepburn Heights?

(2) What has been the gross return to LandCorp from the sale of these lots?
(3) How many lots at Hepburn Heights remain unsold?
(4) What is the anticipated net return to LandCorp from the development of

Hepburn Heights?
Mr LEWIS replied:

The Minister for Lands has provided the following reply -

l395O-15
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(1) 136.
(2) $7.6m.
(3) 124.
(4) $4.7m.
Note: Gross return has been assumed as meaning proceeds of land sold to

date. Net return has been assumed as meaning profit after land,
development, selling and other estate specific costs have been
taken into account. It excludes general administration and
financing costs.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN LAND AUTHORITY - RESIDENTIAL LAND
DEVELOPMENT

1442. Mr KOBELKE to dhe Minister representing the Minister for Lands:
For the financial year 1992-93, what amounts did the Western Australian
Land Authority -

(a) expend on acquiring undeveloped land for future residential
developments;

(b) expend as development costs for subdividing residential land,
(c) receive as gross income from the sale of developed lots in

residential suburbs;
(d) consider as net profit on the development of lots in residential

suburbs;
(e) transfer what could be considered revenue from resident land

development to any of the following -

(i) Consolidated Revenue Fund;
00i trust accounts;
(iii) investment in land or some other form of security?

Mr LEWIS replied:
The Minister for Lands has provided the following reply -
(a) $5.9m.
(b) $23.3m.
(c) $27.4m.
(d) $ll.2m-
(e) (i) $14.2m - to be paid in 1993-94 and derived from the

aggregate of the authority's residential, industrial and other
land trading activities.

(ii) None.
(iii) As a land trading agency, the authority undertakes

considerable investment in land and associated
developments prior to receiving a finiancial return on such
land. It is not possible to separately identify such activities
funded specifically from the residential component of the
authority's operations.

It should be noted in relation to (c) and (d) that the authority acquired the
residential land development activities of WADC on I September 1992
and the above figures do not include the proceeds on settlement of land
sales attributable to WADC for the period July to August 1993. The
answer to (a) also excludes the value of undeveloped land acquired from
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WADC. Net profit in (d) has been calculated on the basis of deducting
from gross sales revenue land costs, development costs, marketing costs
and other estate specific costs and salary costs which are able to be
directly attributable to the residential land development function. The
figure for net profit attributable to residential land sales does not take into
account other corporate and financing costs.

ETHNIC COM[MUNITIE.S COUNCIL OF WA - 'WALKING THE TIGHTROPE"
RECOMMENDATIONS IMPLEMENTATION

1449. Mr CATANIA to the Minister for Police:
As the Ethnic Communities Council of Western Australia released the
publication 'Walking the Tightrope' about the problems of ethnic youth,
which made various recommendations, what steps has the Minister's
department taken to implement the recommendations of the report of the
ECC of Western Australia on young people of non-English speaking
background?

Mr WIESE replied:
The Police Department is examining recommendations contained in the
publication "Walking the ightrope". No decision has been made to
implement the recommendations. The publication was tabled at the 18
October 1993 Melbourne meeting of the national police ethnic advisory
bureau for the purpose of addressing the feasibility of a coordinated
national approach to the recommendations. These discussions are
continuing.

STATE ENERGY COMMISSION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - COLLIE
POWER STATION PROJECT

Asca Brown Boveri Bid, Decision
1452. Dr GALL.OP to the Minister for Energy:

(1) When will the State Energy Commission of Western Australia be making
a decision in relation to the Asea Brown Boveri bid to build the proposed
300 MW power station in Collie?

(2) Will the final decision on the power station be made by SEC WA or by the
Government following a recommendation from SECWA?

Mr CiJ. BARNETlT replied:
(1) SECWA intends to reach a decision on whether ABB has bid an

appropriate price for a 1 x 300 MW power station prior to Christmas 1993.
if the price is satisfactory, negotiations on terms and conditions will
continue in order to allow the SECWA board and the Government to
process this contract in the fir-st quarter of 1994.

(2) SECWA wrnl follow its normal procedure for a project of this magnitude;
that is, the placing of an order requires the approval of the SECWA board.
the Minister, and the Governor in Council.

RESOURCE PROJECTS - APPROVALS
1453. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Resources Development:

(1) For which resource projects have approvals been fmnalised by the
Government since February 1993?

(2) At what stage of development are the projects that have been approved?
(3) Which of these projects will require legislative action?
Mr C.J. BARNETT replied:
(1) Since February 1993 Government approvals have been finalised for 15

resource projects or major expansions of existing projects.
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(2) The approved resource projects are at various development stages ranging
from "construction underway" to "on hold pending market improvement"

(3) No legislative action is currently planned for any of the approved projects.

STATE ENERGY COMMISSION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - COAL.
CONTRAaTS, GRIFFIN COAL MINING CO PTY LTD. WESTERN COLLIERIES

LTD
1454. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Energy:

(1) Is the State Energy Commission of Western Australia renegotiating coal
contracts with Griffin Coal and Western Collieries?

(2) Ifyes -
(a) is there a timetable for these negotiations;
(b) is there any relationship between these negotiations and the

proposed 300 MW power station in Collie?
Mr CiJ. BARNETT replied:
(I) Yes.
(2) (a) No.

(b) Yes.

THIRD PARTY INSURANCE - POLICE UNION-MINISTER AGREEMENT
1456. Mr CATANIA to the Minister for Police:

(1) Have the Minister for Finance and the Police Union reached agreement
relating to motor vehicle accident (third party insurance) to address the
grave concerns named by the union?

(2) (a) What are the terms of this agreement;
(b) does it vary from the general provisions faced by other members of

the public?
Mr WIESE replied:

No. As outlined in response to question 965, a meeting was held between
the Police Union, the Minister for Finance and myself to discuss the
union's concerns. The union agreed to provide further details and the
matter would then again be considered. There has been no further
progress.

TRAFFIC INFRINGEMENTS - DEMERIT POINTS, NINE OR MORE
1457. Mr CATANIA to the Minister for Police:

(1) For all traffic violations how many persons have accumulated nine or
more demerit points?

(2) Is this number increasing?
(3) If so, by what percentage against the previous year?
Mr WIESE replied:
(1) Unknown. This information is unable to be obtained without the

production of a special program to access the information from the police
computer system.

(2)-(3) Not known. However, the number of infringements issued and demerit
point suspensions have been consistent since 1 September 1990.
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LANDCORP - MUNGARI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, CAPITAL WORKS
EXPENDITURE

1460. Mr TAYLOR to the Minister representing the Minister for Lands:
With respect to the Minister's answer to question on notice 1415 of 1993,
why was no mention made of this expenditur of $25 000 given in answer
to Legislative Council question on notice 1196 of 1993 asked by Hon Tom
Stephens, MLC?

Mr LEWIS replied:
The Minister for Lands has provided the following reply -
The answer to question on notice 1196 of 1993 omitted the expenditure on
Mungari as at that time the programming of the Mungari development was
under way and the extent of expenditure for 1993-94 could not be
estimated.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

BRADSHAW, DR WAYNE - ATTORNEY GENERAL, CAMPAIGN
ASSISTANCE

476. Dr GALLOP to the Attorney General:
Further to the Attorney General's answer to a previous question in which
she stated she received a $2 000 campaign donation from Dr Wayne
Bradshaw -

Did the Attorney General receive any indirect campaign assistance
from Dr Bradishaw, such as assistance from Wanneroo City
Council employees Andrew Boyd and Michelle Lawrance at the
direction of Dr Bradshaw?

Mrs EDWARDES replied:
No.

CRIME (SERIOUS AND REPEAT OFFENDERS) SENTENCING ACT - SUNSET
CLAUSE EXTENSION

477. Mr PRINCE to the Attorney General:
(1) In light of recent public comment about the Crime (Serious and Repeat

Offenders) Sentencing Act, is it correct that the Governiment is proposing
to extend the sunset period beyond 31 March 1994?

(2) If so, why?
Mrs EDWABDES replied:
(1)-(2)

A report was launched yesterday from the crime research centre which
identified various anomalies in that Bill. Some of the criticism was that
under the Criminal Procedure Amendment Bill which is before this House,
we are proposing to extend the sunset clause from March to June. That is
for very good reason. If the present legislation is allowed to sunset in
March without the new legislation being in place; that is, the. young
offenders legislation and the Sentencing Bill, the community will be at
risk of being without specific sentencing options. It was interesting to
learn yesterday that the Opposition plans to oppose the amendments to the
Crime (Serious and Repeat Offeniders) Sentencing Act. I am surprised
because the member for Balcatta said on 30 June this year that he would
be prepared to give me the amendments to bring forward, if I did not have
them, and that he would support them. In order to address the anomalies
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and close the loopholes we will extend the sunset clause and proceed with
the amendments. I look forward to the debate within the next couple of
weeks.

CORONER'S ACT - REVIEW REPORT; SUBMISSIONS EXTENSION
478. Dr WATSON to the Attorney General:

I draw die Attorney General's attention to the following remark by her
staff member, Michelle Lawrance, to grieving parents whose dead child
had body parts removed without their consent: "Get off your fat lazy butt
and put in a submission instead of phoning all the time".
(1) What action will the Attorney General take to ensure her staff do

not continue to nreat grieving families in this callous way?
(2) Why will the Attorney General and her staff not tell these families,

and this House, when the deadline is for submissions to the report
of the Inquiry into Coronial Autopsies?

(3) Why has the Attorney General refused to release to these families
the report of the ad hoc committee for the review of the Coroner's
Act so they can make a submission based on all the facts?

Mrs EDWARDES replied:
(1) 1 am seeking an immediate report in relation to the first aspect.
(2)-(3)

At the request of compassionate friends I was asked to extend the time to
receive submissions. That has been extended to 31 December, for several
reasons. First, some had not been made aware -

Dr Watson: You have given them less than a quarter of a report.
Mrs EDWARDES: If the member for Kenwick listens she will find out why.

First, same people were not aware that it was open for submissions.
Second, only a quarter of the report had been released in the first instance.
The remainder of the report was not released because we received legal
advice that we would have needed consent from those individuals. I have
sought consent from the people who participated in what was basically
submissions and annexures to the report. T'here is only one more person
to provide consent. The report will be released when that consent has
been received.

BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY - TEMPERATURE 37.5
DEGREES

479. Dr HAMES to the Minister for Labour Relations:
(1) Is the Minister aware that this morning the temperature exceeded 37.5

degrees celsius?
(2) Can the Minister advise the House what impact this had an the

Government's building program?
Mr KIERATH replied:
(1)-(2) This morning at 11.30 the temperature rose to 37.9 degrees which is well

past the old century mark. It was also past the union trigger point as a
result of which union sire workers would normally walk off and close
down sites. Members of this House are well aware of the code of practice
I announced recently that payment should not be made to people who
walk off jobs because of inclement weather unless it forms a specific part
of their award or agreement. Of the 16 sites the Building Management
Authority operates throughout the metropolitan area, 12 have continued in
operation. Of the four sites shut down, at the Ballajura site, five leading
hands continued to work.
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The message is finally and slowly sinking in. Ir is important I remind
people who walk off sites that they will have their pay docked if it is in
breach of an award or agreement, Some of the workers involved in the
walk-offs today were told the gross exaggeration that workers in industry
across the State were also going to walk off. I am pleased the message is
reaching the community and that the vast majority of people working on
building and construction sites in this State will act responsibly if we give
them the right rules and encouragement. Equally, I caution that the people
who breach the rules will find their pay docked.

JUJSTICE, MINISTRY OF - APPOINTMENTS, ALLEGED POLITICAL
INTERFERENCE

480. Mr DL SMITH to the Attorney General:
I refer the Attorney General to the rather unsatisfactory answers to four
previous questions - Nos 308, 316, 325 and 408 - concerning Miss van
Schoubroeck in relation to alleged interference by her ministerial office in
relation to Ministry of Justice appointments. I ask again -

(1) Has the Attorney General investigated whether a senior afficer of
the Ministry of Justice complained to the Director General in
relation to alleged political interference by her ministerial officers
in appointments, whether by secondnmenc or whether temporary or
permanent?

(2) If not, what is it that the Attorney General has to fear from making
such inquiries?

(3) If she has made such inquiries, what have the answers been?
Mrs EDWARDES replied:

I refer the member to the previous answer I gave after I made such an
investigation.

FAMILY SERVICES, COMMONWEALTH MINISTRY FOR - QUALITY
IMPROVEMENT AND ACCREDITATION SYSTEM HANDBOOK

481. Mrs van die KLASHORST to the Premier:
What impact does the Premier believe the quality improvement and
accreditation system handbook produced by the Commonwealth Ministry
for Family Services will have on Western Australia?

Mr COURT replied:
The quality improvement accreditation system handbook is one of the
worst cases of social engineering that I have seen. Under the rule of this
handbook, community child care centres are being told that they will be
financially penalised if they do not adhere to Canberra's social
engineering. Some of the guidelines set out are -

they cannot teach toddlers Christmas carols because they are
culturally irrelevant for many children;
toddlers and preschoolers must not use stencils and colouring
books, as they encourage uniformity;
boys are not allowed to be provided with trains, tip trucks and
bulldozers, as these are stereotype toys;
staff are not allowed to use "no" or "naughty" to guide toddlers'
conduct;
staff are not permitted to reprimand preschoolers for lack of
manners or for dallying with food,
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it is considered unsatisfactory for meal times to be regimented, to
scold children for messes and to force them to eat what adults want
them to; and
manners must be encouraged but never enforced.

These are the sorts of guidelines that are coming out of the centralist
Government in Canberra, which says, "We will penalise your funds if you
do not comply with these guidelines.'
Yesterday, I spoke of the treacherous centralist from Western Australia
who does whatever Paul Keating says. Now we have the looney centralist
in Canberra.

Mr Marlborough interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Peel!
Mr Marlborough interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Peel.
Mr COURT: Members opposite do not like freedom of choice. They force

people to join the unions and they do whatever Paul Keating says.
Mr Marlborough interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order for a second rime t member for

Peel. When I call for a member to come to order, I would appreciate it if
the member would come to order, which he usually does.

Mr COURT: If one mentions voluntary voting, members opposite all get a bit
wobbly at the knees. They fear individualism. That is why those sorts of
guidelines are coming from Canberra.

MABO LEGISLATION - POLL BY QUANTUM RESEARCH
482. Dr LAWRENCE to the Premier:

I refer to the Premier's undertaking yesterday to provide the House with
information on the nationwide polling undertaken by Quantum Research
on the State Government's anti-Mabo legislation, and I ask:
(I) What are the questions, methodology and results?
(2) What is the cost of this exercise to WA taxpayers?

Mr COURT replied:
(1)-(2)

The methodology involved telephone surveys using a random sample of
1 510 Australians in metropolitan and country areas of Western Australia,
Victoria, South Australia, New South Wales and Queensland.

Dr Lawrence: That has got a lot to do with Western Australia's interest, hasn't it?
Mr COURT: It was legitimate to poll nationally because it would be desirable if

the legislation were acceptable to the majority of Australians. The ALP
and major industry groups have been calling for a so-called national
solution. The questions are legitimate. In order to gain an accurate
response, it is necessary to spell out the implications of the concept being
put to the respondents. The poll referred to clearly shows that Western
Australia's legislation is acceptable to the majority of Australians and the
Keating legislation is not.

Dr Lawrence: What are the questions? We need to know what questions you
asked.

Mr COURT: The Leader of the Opposition can complain all she likes about the
poll, but other polls are saying the same. The Newspoll published today in
The Australian newspaper indicates that two out of three Australians - 67
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per cent - would like a referendum to decide the outcome of the native tite
issue.

Several members interjected.
Mr COURT: I will answer all the questions.
Dr Lawrence: You only have a page. You obviously don't have the specific

questions that were asked. You should table them.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Leader of the Opposition will cease interjecting.
Mr COURT: All the Leader of the Opposition can do is yap, yap, yap. Unlike

members opposite, we have said that we will make the polling available to
them. The ALP were experts in conducting secret polls funded by the
taxpayers which never saw the light of day. The cost of the poll was
$20 575. Three quotes were obtained and the lowest quote won the
tender. It was approved by the State Supply Commission. I table the
document to which the Leader of the Opposition refers.
Members opposite tal about double standards in relation to this matter.
They undertook polling to ascertain the perception of the teachers'
dispute, the environment, family issues, Government services and
women's issues. That polling cost $136 000, $96 000, $96 000, $60 000
and $105 000. Yesterday, we were asked to give details of the polling,
which we have provided. It is interesting that members opposite were 10
years in Government and never showed that form of accountability.

TOWN PLANNING APPEAL TRIBUNAL - CHAIRMAN APPOINTMENT
483. Mr DAY to the Minister for Planning:

Why has it been necessary to appoint a new chairman. of the Town
Planning Appeal Tribunal?

Mr LEWIS replied:
As the House will know, on the weekend I announced that Miss Julie
Bishop has been appointed as the first female Chairperson of the Town
Planning Appeal Tribunal. I was absolutely disgusted by the Opposition
who were so trivial as to reflect badly on that appointment of a person
who is eminently qualified for the position. I would have thought that the
Opposition who profess to be champions of the female cause in our
society would have applauded that appointment as being an excellent
appointment.
It is unfortunate that the untruthful member for Fremantle is not in the
Chamber, because he makes very mendacious statements in the media to
the effect that the former chairman -

Withdrawal of Remark
Mr RIPPER: The Minister made a direct reference to the member for Fremantle

as being untruthful. 'The tone of the remark makes it unparliamentary.
The SPEAKER: Order! I agree with the point of order taken by the member for

Belmont.
Mr Taylor: You should have pulled him up yourself.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the Deputy Leader of the

Opposition. As members know, theme is a process in this House under
which sometimes it is done in one way and sometimes it is done in another
way. If it causes offence, it has been the practice when the matter is
brought to the attention of the Speaker, to give it extra attention, which is
what I am doing. This is a grey area. I have supported the member's
colleague in my ruling. I call on the Minister to withdraw.
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Mr LEWIS: I withdraw quite clearly. I have no problems with that.
Mr Taylor: Tell him to withdraw.
Mr LEWIS: I withdraw.

Questions without Notice Reswned
Mr LEWIS: The public very clearly read the untruthful statements of the member

for Fremantle in cte media.
Withdrawal of Remark

Mr RIPPER: The member is seeking to perpetuate the remark which you have
just asked him to withdraw.

The SPEAKER: Order? Because of the noise, I did not hear what was being said
by the Minister, If he is reflecting improperly on the member for
Fremantle, I ask him not to do so.

Mr LEWIS: I withdraw.
Questions without Notice Resumed

M~r LEWIS: I have no problems with the matter. Everyone knows where the
truth lies and we can all judge.
The fact is that the member for Fremantle said in the media that I had
removed the current chairman of the Town Planning Appeal Tribunal
from his office. That statement is the furthest from the truth that I have
ever heard. It reflects so badly on a garbling Opposition which is so tinvial
and which will stoop to such low means to try to reflect badly and bring
politics into a quasi-judicial position. I would have thought-

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! Virtually everybody on my left seems to be inteijecting

at some stage or another. It is totally inappropriate. I will have to take
firmer action if it keeps up.

Mr LEWIS: It has to be understood that this is a quasi-judicial position, one that
should receive die support front both sides of the Parliament, and one that
politics should not enter into. The hypocrisy of the Opposition absolutely
disgusts me, especially when Opposition members try, quite wrongly, to
politicise that appointment.

Mr Kobelke interjected.
Mr LEWIS: I will. Just be patient, little man. I do not know whether Ms Bishop

is a member of the Liberal Party and, what is more, I do not want to know.
I do not believe that should enter into it. But I do know that on 7 October
1993 a letter was written by Mr Barker to the registrar.

Mr Marlborough: What about attacking Mr Barker?
Mr LEWIS: No. I am just getting the facts right.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr LEWIS: Those opposite said that it was a political appointment. They said

that I had sacked Michael Barker. The fact is that I did not.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Minister will resume his seat. Several members

have been inteijecting at length and in a way that is designed to talk over
the top of the person who is speaking. That is not appropriate. I cannot
continue to give members repeated warnings. Some people do not seek to
cooperate. Young people who are in the Public Gallery today must tink
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in a very deprecating way about the behaviour of some of our members. I
would ask members to take note of the fact that this is a Chamber which
people watch and listen to and make judgments about those who are meant
to be leaders in our community.

Mr& Taylor: You should have been here last night when Mabo was being debated.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formerly call to order the Deputy Leader of the

Opposition. It is not appropriate to make an interjection before a member
has begun his speech, and it is certainly inappropriate given my latest
comments.

Mr LEWIS: The fact is that the hypocritical members of the Opposition have said
that 1 removed Mr Barker. Mr Barker wrote to the Registrar of the Town
Planning Appeal Tribunal as follows -

Thank you for your letter dated 1 October 1993.
The Minister will be aware, from my communications with him
earlier this year, that I do not desire to extend my term as
Chairman of the Tribunal beyond its current expiry date of 31
December 1993.
I imagine the Minister has in hand the appointment of a successor
to my office to ensure a smooth transition following the expiry of
my appointment.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I would ask the Minister to bring his answer to a

conclusion.
Dr Gallop: Who drafted that letter?
Mr LEWIS: It was signed by Michael Barker. Does the member think that I

wrote it?
The appointment to that position, which I consider to be quite a high
office, is one that should not in any way be or have any imputation of
being political. It reflects very badly on the Opposition. For the benefit of
the member for Nollamara, Julie Bishop was admitted to practice law 15
or 17 years ago in South Australia. She practised as a counsel prosecuting
town planning law for four years in South Australia. She is very highly
regarded by the legal fraternity in this State and has briefed such senior
counsel as Tom Hughes, QC, and the like. I and the Government believe
that she will do that office proud.

PARLIA.MENT HOUSE - PREMIER'S OFFICE REFURBISHMENT
484. Mrs HALLAHAN to the Premier:

I refer to the Premier's answer yesterday to a question about the poor
working conditions for staff at Parliament House. I ask -
(1) Given die Premier's statement that improvements to Parliament

House will not be possible until the economy improves, can the
Premier explain how he has been able to afford considerable
refurbishment of his Parliament House office?

(2) What is the estimated cost of the upgrade to the Premier's Office or
did the Premier just sign a blank cheque?

Mr COURT replied:
(1)-(2) Earlier the comment was made by the Leader of the Opposition that I was

operating out of an air-conditioned office. I want to correct that by saying
that the Leader of the Opposition was operating out of an air-conditioned
office and the Premier is not That is the first point that I want to get right.
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The second point I want to make about the refurbishment of the Premier's
office is that when I went into the office in February all of the furniture
had gone, including the telephones. We were able to get a telephone. As
far as a desk goes -

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr COURT: A new desk has been borrowed from Government House. To make

sure that we know where the desk camne from, I noticed that it has a gold
plaque on it saying, "This is on loan" or something from such and such a
place. The chairs are pretty lavish. I saw about 30, old, wooden, jarrah
chairs outside the Legislative Council Chamber. I thought that they would
be nice in the Premier's office. even though they had been sitting on the
verandah. They have been re-upholstered.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formerly call to order the Leader of the Opposition.
Mr COURT: So far the total cost of the refurbishment has been to get new coven

on the old chairs which were outside the Legislative Council Chamber. If
members have been to a meeting in my office, they will know why I have
those chairs. They art the most uncomfortable chairs that members have
ever come across, and the meetings never last for more than about eight
minutes. There has been one expense; we have put some new blinds in the
office

SCHOOLS - PREPRIMARY PLACES, FALCON-MIAMI AREA
485. Mr MARSHALL to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for

Education:
(1) Is the Minister aware that the facilities for preprimary education in the

Falcon-Miami area cannot cope with the demand by residents?
(2) What alternative arrangements are being made to cope with the increased

requirements?
Mr TUBBY replied:
(1)-(2) The Minister is aware of the shortage of preprinmary places in the Falcon-

Miami area. Falcon has 70 children registered for 52 places; therefore, 18
cannot find a place at that school. Glencoe Primary School has 80
children enrolled for 104 places; therefore, the overflow from the other
school can easily be accommodated in 1994. In 1995 a new school is to
be constructed at Halls Head.

SMiTH WAYDE - FINANCIAL REPORT. STEPHEN MANN'S ADVICE
486. Mr RIPPER to the Premier:

Given that the cost of the review of the financial report of the member for
Wanneroo by Mr Stephen Mann of Bentleys is to be met by the State
Government and that the matter is one that the Premier has accepted is
within his realm of responsibility by making many public statements on
this subject -

(1) Has the Premier yet received Mr Mann's advice on the financial
report of die member for Wanneroo?

(2) If not, why not, given that almost a month has elapsed since the
matter was referred to Mr Mann?

(3) Why has the review ofthe report so far taken four imes as long as
it took the member for Wanneroo to compile the original
document?
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(4) Is the delay an indication that the member for Wanneroo's finances
are not an open and shut book?

Mr COURT replied:
(1) No.

(2) It is up to Mr Mann to decide how he carries out that investigation.
(3) It is up to Mr Mann to decide what time he takes to undertake that

verification.
(4) No.

POLICE - BUDGET, INSUFFICIENT FUNDING AND RESOURCES
487. Mr CATANIA to the Minister for Police:

I remind the Minister and the Treasurer of the Treasurer's Budget press
release, which states -

The SPEAKER: Order! Under standing orders you are not to advance opinion or
argument in the question. The Speaker in London states that she likes
short questions and short answers.

Mr CATANIA: Ihe press release states that it is a high priority of the
Government to give the police the resources they need to do their job
properly.
(1) How do the Minister and the Treasurer reconcile these claims with

those of the Secretary of the Police Union, who states that the
biggest problem facing the police today is the lack of funding in
the State Budget, resulting in insufficient funds for petrol,
overtime, relief staff and training?

(2) When will the Minister and the Treasurer take action to heal the
widening rift between the Minister for Police and senior police?

Mr WIESE replied:

I repeat for the information of the House that the Budget brought down by
this Government gave the Police Department an extra $17m. I remind the
member of three things. Firstly, one of the major problems that was
drawn to our attention, as a result of 10 years of neglect, was that the
resources of the Police Department had been run down to a dreadful state.
We made a specific allocation of Sim to try to address the immediate
problem of giving the police some of the extra equipment that they needed
desperately in order to perform their job properly. Secondly, we allocated
an extra $900 000 to enable the police to upgrade the Sunsparc computer
so that the Criminal Investigation Branch in particular could carry out its
role in a more effective manner. Thirdly, we provided funding to allow
for the introduction into the Police Forte of an extra 100 police and 70
civilians to enable the Police Force to meet the demands of the job and the
expanding problems in the community. Given the circumstances that the
Government inherited, I believe that Budget was proper and realistic.
Certainly the amount of money which has been made available to the
Police Department and to the Commissioner of Police for him to allocate
around the various departments within the Police Force has been adequate
to enable it to function at a level at least comparable with that under the
previous Government. Frankly, I believe that level has been a substantial
improvement upon the level of the previous Government.
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